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1 21QCEI21XEI

2 CEAIRMAN SMITH: Is there any preliminary

3 busin ess ?

4 (No response.)

5 The Board would like to have a report as soon as

6 is practical telling us what the order of presentation vill

7 be on the offsite emergency planning testimony. If you see

8 3r. Corn sif e , would you give him tha t inf ormation.

9 (laughter.)

10 52. AOLER: Mr. Chairman, apparently' FEMA and FEMA

11 are still talking about the. order and they are trying to set

12 up a conversation arong all the parties sometime this

13 af ternoon, and they are shcoting f or giving you a schedule

14 before Thursday.

15 CHAIRMAN EMITH: All right.

16 3r. Eaxter.

17 ! l. 2AXTER: The Licensee is recalling to the

18 stand Pobert W. Keaten.

19 Whereupon,

20 R OB ER'. W. KIATEN,

21 recalled as a witness by counsel for the licensee, having
i

22 heen sworn previously by the Chairman, was exa:ined and
:

23 testified as-follows:

24 DIRECT IIA!! NATION
,

1

25 E! %3. 3AIIE3:

At.DGISoN REPoRTweG CoesP8isef. apac
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1 O I dra w your atten tics to a document bearing the

2 caption of this proceeding, entitled " licensee's Second

3 Supplenental Testimony of Robert W. Keaten in Response to

4 Board Cuestion No. 6 (Energenry Feedvater Ee11 ability)."

5 Does this document represent testimony prepared

6 you you or under your supervision for presentation at this

7 hearing?

8 A Yes, it does.
.

9 Q Do you have any corrections or changes to nake te

10 your testimony?

11 A Yes, I do. Cn page 6 of the prepared testi:ony,

12 in the full paragraph that starts about the seventh or

13 eighth line down, the third sentence in that para;raph

14 reads, " Zany (if not most) non-3CW NESSs are desirned such

15 that on turbine trip, reactor trip or loss of nain

16 f eed va te r, the post-trip supply is always fren the emergency

17 feedwater systes."

18 That system should be corrected as follovsa The

-1g first.part, that remains the same down to the words " turbine

20 trip," and then after the " turbine trip," it should read'"cr

21 reactor trip," and then strike the phrase, "or loss of main

22 f eedvater," then con tinuing on in the sentence, the"
,

23 post-trip supply is" -- and the word "alveys" should be

24 re placed with the word "usually" so it reads "the post-trip-

25 supply is usually."

Atoenson neronTs.o cowamy. sc.

eco wineau ava s w., waswaston, o.c. 2o0:4 gan:n se4-ases
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1 So the sentence as corrected reads as follows:

2 "9any (if not nost) non-3C'4 NSSSs are desi;ned such that on.

3 turbine trip or reactor trip, the ;ost-tri; supply ic

4 usually from the energency feedwater system . "

5 Continuing on to the next sentence, which begins

6 "This is" and ends with the word " flow," that sentence

7 should be stricken in its entirety; and also the fc11oving

8 sentence which begins with the word "Thus" and ends with the

9 word " demand" should also be t.tken out.

to Then in the following sentence which becins with

11 the word " Additionally," it reads " Additionally, these

! 12 systems" -- and strike the three words "are required- to" --

13 so it raads as changed, " Ad di tio na lly , these systems operate

14 f or normal plant startups and shutdowns."

15 Q Do you have any other changes or corrertions?

16 A That is all.

17 0 As amended is the testimony true and accurate to -

! 13 the best of your knowledga and belief?

19 A Yes, it is.

20 ER. SAITEE: !r. Chairm an , I nove the receipt into

21 evidence of the testisony and ask it be physically
i

! 22 incorporated into the transcript as if read.
t

23 CHAIEHAN SEITH: Are there any objections?

24 (No response.)

25 CHAIFERN.S!!!E: The testi=cny is received.

ALDEstSoes apponfigeG ConsemY. WC.

eso winemaA awe., S,w. WAeNepeGTopa. D_e. 20024 (200 544 2345

k
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1 (The document referred to, Licensee's Second

2 Supplemental Testimony of Robert W. Keaten in Response to

3 Board Question No. 6 (Emerge .'y Feedvater Feliability)

4 follows:)
i
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OUTLINE

The purposes and objectives of this testimony are to

supplement testimony previously filed by Licensee in response

to Board Question 6 (Emergency Feedwater Reliability) by

owing that there is no sound basis upon which to postulate

'st there will be an unusually high challenge rate to, er'

.obability of failure of, the TMI-l EFW system.

-

w

-2-
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INTRODUCTION

In response to Board Question 6, Licensee initially

filed and presented the following direct evidence:

1. Licensee's Testimony of Gary R. Capodanno, Louis
C. Lanese and Joseph A. Torcivia in Response to
Board Questions 6.a, 6.b, 6.c, 6.g, 6.h, 6.1,
6.j and 6.k, following Tr. 5642;

2. Licensee's Testimony of Robert C. Jones, Jr. in
Response to Board Questions 6.e and 6.f,
following Tr. 4588; and,

: 3. Licensee's Exhibit No. 15, "TMI-l Emergency
| Feedwater System."

Part 6.d of the question was answered at page 12 of Licensee's

Testimony of Robert W. Keaten and Robert C. Jones in Response

to UCS Contention Nos. 1 and 2 (Natural and Forced

Circulation), following Tr. 4588.

In response to a clarification of Board Question 6

! provided at the hearing session of November 5,1980 (Tr. 4812,

4813), Lice.isee has filed " Licensee's Supplemental Testimony of

Robert W. Keaten, Joseph J. Colitz and Michael J. Rcss in

Response to Board Question No. 6 (Emergency Feedwater

Reliability)," dated Novamber 25. 1980.

Administrative Judge Jordan postulated, at the

|
hearing session of November 20, 1980, that:

,

)
'

1. B&W plants are more sensitive because of the i

l

once through steam generator design and they

experience an unusually high EFW challenge rate

of three per year. Tr. 6150, 6175, 6179-6180.

l

-3-
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2. Emergency feedwater systems, on an industry-wide

basia, have experienced a failure rate of 1 in

25 per reactc:-year -- which is so high that

reliance on safety-grade criteria should be

rejected. Tr. 6165, 6179-6180, 6182-6153.

.

3. Consequently, it should be demonstrated that the

overall reliability of the TMI-l decay heat

removal systess is such that the probability of ,

-5
failure is less than 10 per year. Tr. 6184,

6186-6187.

This testimony, by Mr. Robert W. Keaten, GPU Manager

af Systems Engineering, supplements previous Licensee testimony

response to Scard Question 6 and addresses the postulatesI
t

. advanced by Administrative Judge Jordan on November 20, 1980.

.

SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL RESPCNSE TO BOARD QUESTICN NO. 6

BY WITNESS KEATEN:

EFW Challence Rates

The primary difference between the B&W nuclear steam

supply system ("NSSS*) design and other PWR designs is the B&W
-

r

once through steam generator (*0TSG*), which results in a more[

rapid effect (compared to the U-tulse steam generator) on
;

primary system performance from any large change in secondary

-4-
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system inventory. In addition, the volume of water on the

secondary side of a plant with the U-tube design is larger than !

the comparable inventory in a B&W plant. The close coupling ci |

|

the primary and secondary systems in the B&W design, combined

with the relatively small liquid voltze in the secondary side,

creates the characteristic of the OTSG referred to as "sensi-

tivity" and " responsiveness," which has been considered in the

safety analyses for TMI-1.

While the design and operating characteristics of the

OTSG are important and must be understood, they have little

bearing on the question of how of ten main feedwater is lost or

the emergency feedwater ("EFW") system is challenged.

The design of the main and emergency feedwater

systems are normally the responsibility of the architect /en-

gineer ("A/E"), rather than the NSSS supplier. These designs

vary widely, reflecting the different views of the A/E or

owner, the NSSS supplier control system interface needs, and

the type of main turbine-generator chosen. There are several

significant issues that 19 pact the number of loss of main

feedwater transients reported, and the significance of partial

losses of main feedwa.ter. These in turn are important in

considering the chal' enges to the emergency feedwater ; stem.

The degree of redundancy built into the feedwater-

condensate train and the normal controls of redundant compo-

nents directly influence the number of transients. Systems

-5-
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!

that have no redundancy in components will either trip or

runback if any of the major components in the train are lost.

TMI-1 has redundant components (three) in the condensate,

condensate booster and heater drain pumps such that the rtandby

pump should start if one of the two operating pumps fail,

thout a resulting trip or runback. If one of the two =ain

edwater pumps trip, the plant will runback or trip.

In the event of a trip, the residual heat of the

reactor is normally removed via tha steam generators. The

method of feedwater makeup, post-trip, is also a function of

the A/E, owner, NSSS supplier interfaces. Many (if not most)

or a

non-B&W NSSSs are designed such that on a turbine tripg reacter
,,w na

trip, c: 1 :: c f re i.- f;;dwa te ry the post-trip supply isfelwafi
.um the emergency feedwater system. Thic is h :::: th .--meter

iceducter centr:1 cy:t:: is incepsb1; cf iv. Iluw mv u ul. ;_ing

centr 1 vith: t :id: vin:: in fice. Thu; ::ch trip,

r;;::dic : Of cerce, recult: in er EFF ders f. Additionally,

these systems ::; :: qui;;d te operate for normal plant startups

and shutdowns. The TMI-1 design is capable of providing the

necessary low flow requirements during post-trip, startup and

snutdown with the main feedwater rystem. O f in the event of
i

I

|
a total loss of the main feedwater system in the emergency

|
feedwater system required. Therefore, the number of actuali

i

demands on the TMI-1 system are substantially lower than for '

l
!

other designs.

-6-
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NUREG-0560, " Staff Report on the Generic Assessment

of Feedwater Transients in Pressurized Water Reactors Designed

by the Babcock & Wilcox Company" (May 9, 1979), has been cited ,

as support for the proposition that the challenge rate to EFW
m

systems at B&W plants is approximately three per year. Tr.

5971. NUREG-0560 documents an NRC Staff study, conducted

shortly after the accident at TMI-2, to assess the effect of

feedwater transients on B&W reactors. NUREG-0560 at 1-1. .

While reviewing the significant feedwater transients that had

occurred at S&W plants, the Staf f also reviewed the operating

experience at all PWR plants from March, 1978, to March, 1979.

For that ,ceriod, the Staf f does report that there were 9 B&W
t
'

plants that had 27 feedwater transients -- or 3 per year, per

plant. NUREG-0560 at 3-1. This figure, however, does not '

correspond to the incident enronology presented in EUREG-0560;

so tha t , without further information on the Staff's data base,

we are unable to confirm the results.

Even assuming that the Staff's figures are correct,

however, the Staff was not reporting an EFW challenge (or '

demand) rate of 3 per year at B&W plants. The Staff was

reporting, instead, en the number of "feedwater transients."

The Staff did not define the term "feedwater transients" in

NUREG-0560, but knowledgeable Staff personnel subsequently have

reported that the events reviewed in MUREG-0560 wa.re the cases

where forced plant shutdown resulted from a feedwater system

-7-



malfunction.(1) Thus, the feedwater transients reported in

NUREG-0560 are net all incidents where emergency feedwater was

called upon because of sose failure in the main feedwater

system. This is confirmed by the event descriptions provided

in NUREG-0560, at 3-1 to 3-16.

The study documented itt NUREG-0560 has been described

! Staff persor.nel as " cursory in nature," designed to see if

a vast difference" in feedwater related malfunctions existed

for the various vendors. (1) While the Staff found a somewhat

larger number of transient events for B&W plants, it was not

felt to be an appreciably higher frequency than for the other

vendors. NUREG-0560 at 3-1. The Staff also expressed the*

thought that the greater number of feedwater transients may

.. ave been due to the generally younger age of B&W plants.

NUREG-0560 at 3-1. The sesewhat greater frequency of feedwater

related transients was not by itself, however, considered my

the Staff to be a safety concern.(1) In any case, the

feedwater transient frequency of 3 per B&W plant per year,

! reported in NUREG-0560, uw.. not represent the frequency of

demands upon the EFW system at TKI-1, or at S&W plants gen-

erally.

At our request, Mr. Robert B. Koppe of S. M. Stoller
J

Corporation examined OPEC-2 data maintained by his firt., and
L

described in his earlier testimony (2), on events where

operating reports clearly state that main feedwater-was lost.

-s-
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Mr. Koppe examined data for the calendar years 1945 and 1945,

for all PWRs which were in operation prior to January 1,1977,

with the following exceptions: Indian Point 1, Yankee Rowe,

San Onofre, Connecticut Yankee and TMI-1 (which was out of

service). The sample consisted of 5 B&W units (10 unit-years

of operation) and 23 Westinghouse or Combustion Engineering

units (46 unit-years of operation). Mr. Koppe reports thLt the

frequency of main feedwater losses that were reported at the

B&W plants was 0.3 per plant per year, and that the frequency

was 0<2 per plant per year for the Westinghouse /CE plants.

There have been no instances of a loss of main feedwater during

the operating history of TMI-1.

Consequently, I believe there is a sound basis upon

which to postulate that the emergency feedwater system demand

rate at TMI-1 (or at B&W plants generally) will be substantial-

ly less than 3 per year.

EFW Failure Rates

It has been postulated that the probability of f ail-

|ure of the TMI-1 EFW system is 1 in 25 per reactor-year. This

is based upon testimony by NRC Staff witness Lantz, during

cross-examinatice,, that Licensee Event Repcrts indicate 8

failures of safety-grade EFW systems in 200 reactor-years. Tr.

6093, 6094. Mr. Lantz also testified that for all plants there
|

were S IFE system failures in.280 reactor-rears. TT. 6106- |

6108.

._g_
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There are several reasons why this data is not useful

and cannct be tied to an EFW de=and rate. First, Mr. Lantz was

not reporting EFW system failures upon demand. He was pro-

viding routine LER data or system availability. This includes

testing experience. In fact, NRC Staff witnesses have tes-

tified that data on EFW system success on demand is not

available.(3) Consequently, the data tells us nothing about

the probability that the TMI-1 EFW system will fail if it is

called upon or demanded.

Second, the data is not applicable to TMI-1. Forr of

the eight failures reported by Mr. Lantz involved normal

start-up operations. Tr. 6095, 6096. In contrast, the EFW

system at TMI-1 is not normally used for plant startup or

shutdown. The daca also includes failures of associated

systems which are not found at TMI-1. This illustrates the

severe limitations on the applict: ion of industry-wide EFW

system experience to a specific plant. Just as EFW system

demand frequency is a function of plant specific. factors, as I

explained earlier, EFW system availability and operation upon

demand is dependent upon plant specific EFW ccaponents, EFW

support services, component a.nd system testing, and

maintenance.

For all of these reasons, I believe that there is a

. sound basis upon which te postulate that the emergency

feedwater systaa failure rate at TMI-l will te very much less

than 1 in 25 per reactor-year.

-10-
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Conclusion

Experience with the TMI-l main and emergency feed-

water systems has been excellent. There have been no failures

of tha EFW system on demand, nor have there been any total loss

-f main feedwater events (other than required tests) which

sould challenge the Erw system. Thus, the TMI-l design has

ovided a stable, reliable-main feedwater system that is

spable of a?.1 aormal opercting and shutdown feedwater serv-

ices, and it has in reserve a reliable 3rW system fully capable

of performing the necessary services under abnormal transient

or accident conditions. I an aware of no reascnable basis upcn

which te project an unusually high demand rate for the TMI-l

7FW system or an unusually high failure rate of that system

upon demand.

1

-11-
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'
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35th Annual American Power Conference,
Chicago , Ill . , May 1973.

" Safety Aspects of the Design of Beat
Transfer Systems in LMFSR's"
International Conference on
Engineering of Fast Reactors for Safe
and Reliable Operation, Karlsruhe,
Gecnany, Cctober 1972.

" Safety Criteria and Design for an F2R
Demonstration Plant ," ASME Nuclear
Engineering Conference at Palo Alto,

-- Calif., March 1971.

" Evaluation of Thermocouples for
Detecting Fuel Assembly Blockage in
LMFBR's," American Nuclear Society
Annual Meeting , Los Angeles,.

California, June 1970.

"A Mathematical Model Describing the
Static and Dynamic Instability .of the
SRE Core II," Reactor Kinetics and
Control, AEC S}mposima Series 2.:

'
( .. iso published as NAA-SR-8431. )

; " Reactivity Calculations and
Measurements at the SRE," ANS Tepical
Meeting : Nuclear Performance of
Power-Reactor Cores, September 1963.

" Measurement of Dynamic Temperature
Coefficients by Forced Oscillations in
Coolant Flow," Trans-American Nuclear
Society 5, No . 1, June 1962.
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" Analysis of Power Ramp Measurements
with an Analog Computer ," Trans--

American Nuclear Society 5, No.1,
June 1962.

" Reflected Reactor Kinetics,"
NAA-SR-7263.

Many other reports covering analytical
and experimental work.
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j j UN2TED STATES OF AMERICA

j NUCLEAR REGULATORY CCMMISSION

'
BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING 3 CAR

I
In the Matter of ) ;.

.

'

Sacramento Municipal
Utility District )

(Rancho Seco Nuclear Docket No. 50-3L2 (SP)
Generating Station )

NRC STAFF TESTIMONY OF MARX P. RUBIN AND THOMAS M. NCVAX
REGARDING THE ACCE?TABILITY oF FEEDWATER TRANSIENTS

REFERENCED IN NUREG-0560 (F0E CONTENTION IIIa)

G.1 Please state your name and cosition with the NRC.
,

.

A. My name is Mark P. Rubin. I as an encloyee of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
'

Commission assigned to the Reactor Systems Granch, Division of Systers.

Safety, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regula* ion. However, frc June through
Decerber, 1979, I was assigned to ?:te Bulletins and Orders Task Force,

'
Office of Nuclear Reactor Ra;ulation.

I

My name is Thomas M. Novak. I as an emptcyee of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission assigned to the Reactor Systems tranche Division cf Systens |

Safety, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. However, from June through j*

|Decencer, 1979, I was assigned as the Deputy Director of the Bulletins and
,

Orders Task Force, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. i

.

I
.

-G.7 Have you prepared a statement of professional cualifications?

.

A. Yas, A copy cf our statements is attached to this testimony.

.

Q.3 Please state the nature of the responsibilities that you have hee-with
respect to the Rancho Seca Nuclear Generating ~ Station.

A. The accident at Three Mile Island unit 2 (7MI-2) en March ZE,11179 involvec |
a feedwater transient coupled with a small break in the reactor coolant !

sys" em. Because of the resulting severity of the-ensuing events and the

_ _
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potential generic aspects of the accident on other reactors, the NRC staff

initigted prompt action to: (L) assure that other reactor Licensees,

particularly those plants such as Rancho Seco which have a smiliar design

to TMI-2, took the necessary actions to subs:Sntially reduce the Likelihood

of future TMI-2-type events from occ r-ing, and (2) start concrehensive

investigations into the potential generic implications of this accident

on other operating ptsnts. To accomplish some of this work, the Sulletins

and orders Task Force CB&DTF) was established within the Office of Nuclear
Regulator Regualtion CNRR) in May 1979 The B&cTF was responsible for.

reviewing and directing the TMI-2-related staff activities associated with

Loss of feedwater transients and smaLL breaktoss-of-coolant accidents
-- (LOCAs) for aLL operating plants to asssure their continued safe operation.

The initial priority of the SECTF was placed on evaluating the actions

taken by the B&W operating plant Licensees in response to the Confirmatory
Shutdown orders issued in May 1979. We were assioned to the Task Force in
mid-June 1979. Upon assuming those positions, we participated in the fihal
preparation of the Staff Safety Evaluation which documsnted nur evaluatien

I
' of SMUD's compliance with the immediate recuirements of the May 7,1979

Order. On the basis of this report, issued on June 27, 1979, the Ranche

Seco Facility was authorized to return to power operation.

4.4 What is the purpose of your testimony? -
. .

The purpose of cur testimony is to retoond to Friends of the EarthA. .

Contention IIIa which reads:

( "The NRC orcers in issue do not reasonably assure adequate safety
|

,

because the wreers fail to evaluate or comment upon the acceotability |

of 27 feedwater transients over the past year in nine Babcock and
Wilcox CBSC reactors, a freauency which is 50 percent greater than .

- the correspording rate for at*>tr pressurized reactors." |

I

I
|

|

-*

,, , -, , w .- -, - ,-. - , - - - - ,,- ---
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C.5 Icentify the origin cf the allegation in this centention tha: 27 fee:wate-
transients have c:urrec in the cerice of one year in nine Ba::::k &
Wile x faciliti..s. a frecuency wni:n is 50 =ercent greater : nan :ne
correscending are for c her cressurized water rea:::rs.

.

A. Following the accident at Three Mile ' stand Uni: N;. 2, a stu:y was
~

initiatec to assess the effe:: ef feedwater transients en E&W rea::ces.
ALL significant feedwater events which had ec:urred at S&W rea::ces were
reviewed to provide insight into S&W mLant res:ense during :nis ty e =f
event.

When the staff was reviewing the significant fee: water transiengs that
%

had occurred at ESW ;Lants, they also reviewed the P.aren 1978 to sc :5 1979

c;erating experience at PUR plants to get scee perspe: ive en feedwater ~

related events in general. The events reviewed in this study were sin;Ly

the cases where fer:ec plant shurcewn resulted fr== a fee: water systen
.

malfun::icn. This study was cursery in nature and was erecucte: c see if

a vast cifference in feedwater related malfun : ices existed for the vari:us3
.

venders. The results shewed that the nine operating B&W ;Lants had experienced

27 feecwater related transients ever the cast year. While sceewhat Lseger,

it was not felt to be.appre:isely higner than the other vendors. 7: was

also thought that the geester runner of teecuater transients say have been
.

due to the generally younger age of S&W plants, since plants eften experien:e
.

greater rambers cf problems ciuring their shakedown period. In any event, a

somewhat greater frecuency of ferauster related transients was net by itself

consimered to be a safety cancern.

U Did the Commission's May 7,1979 Order ietative to the Ranche Seco
facility evaluate or comment unen the ac:eptability of. suen a feedwater
transient fressency rate ir. Baccock & Witzsz facilities? |

- A. sec.

2.7 Exclain the reasons for the Ort $er's failure te evaluate or ccament u=on
these events. -

|
-

|
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A. 7her_e is ne reasen why these events snould have re uired specific cen=ents
_

1

in the Order. The 27 events referred := in this cententien were enty a

generet Listing cf incidents where difficulties wi[h the fee: water syste:s
~

|

I

resulted in plant shutdown. Mechanical prettees with te feedwater systems 1
1

are to be expected occasionally, and the plants are designed to ce;:e with

these difficultic; by shutting down. A discussicn cf less-of-feeewater

initiated reacter trics was included in the staff's status report to the

Cemaission dated April 25, 1979.

.

In Chapter 3 ef NUREG-0560s the NRC staff reviewec and discussed every

feedwater transient which has cccurrec at S&W plants and which were

, reportacle cccurrences. The infermation ebrained in this review was

evaluatec and used by the staff to make accrocriate determinations for

actions to be taken at cperating plants.

5:ecificaL*.y, review of aLL safety-related feedsater :ransients provided

guidance to the staff'in the areas of feecwater syste= reliability and

PCRV net point, which relate specifically to the Order and hcw the actions
.

taken mere based on ceserved events. The feecuater transients not discussed
.

in the IEstEE were those where systes response was nct unusual, and there

were no indications that staff actioc.s were re~rired and thus no need f=r

their specific inclusion in the Order.
.

t

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _
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1 ER. BAXTE3 Before I turn Er. Keaten over for

2 cross examination, I have one supplemental question I would

3 like to ask him about the staff's testimony.

4 BY fB. BAXTE2a (3esuming)

5 C Ir. Keaten, in the prefiled NRC staff supplemental

6 testimony of J. Wermiel and J. Curry regarding emergency

7 feedvater systes reliability on Board Question'No. 6, which

8 vill be presented inmediately af ter your appearance here,

9 Er. Curry presents the staff's estimate of the reliability

10 of the TEI-1 emergency feedwater system using a fault tree

11 analysis technique.

12 Er. Curry notes that the fault tree was

13 constructed expliritly and the analysis was cenducted to

14 estimate the reliability of the EFW sy; tem in a five-=inute

15 period after occurrence of the system -- o f the transient,

16 excuse me. Mr. Curry states that in terms o f plant

17 operation, the significance of the five-minute reliability

18 estimate is due is the un= table system condition induced by

19 the dryout of the-steam generators.

20 Do you agree with the success criterion for the

21 EFW systes? |

.22 A I think that it has to be used very, Jery

23 carefully, as in. fact the NRC testi=ony itself points out, ;

i

24 in the n ense that we have discussee previously, loss of i

l

, 25 emergency -f eedvater -for five minutes at TMI-1 is not in

ALDER 5oN REPCRTING CoedPAN1f.1NC,

400 vsRGIN;A AVE.,8.W., WASHING 7oN. D C. 20024 (202) 554 234.
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1 itself necessarily an event which results in core damage.

2 Ouite to the cont ra ry , we have shown that we can

3 be without either emergency feedvater or any forced water

4 injection into the primary system for a period of at least

5 20 minutes without receiving core damage.

8 Furthermore, I would also like to point out to the

7 * Board that the significance of dryout of a SCW-type steam

8 generator is not necessarily the same as it is for other

9 units in that if the steam generator toils dry and then

10 emergency feedvater is initiated, that immediately tends to

11 start cooling the reactor coolant system because the

12 emergency f eedvater is sprayed into the steam generator very

13 high in the unit and immediately starts cooling the

14 primary. So it is not necessary to refill the steam

15 generator in order to reestablish cooling.

16 In fact we saw that in analyring the data from the

17 T3I-2 accident when the emergency feed water vsives were

18 opened at eight minutes and it initiated flow to the steam

19 g en er ato r . There was immediate drop in the p rina ry system

20 temperature and pressure. It did not require refilling the

21 steam generators as it might in some other designs.

22 So, the NEC testisony points out that this

:p criterion of five minutes was chosen at least in part in

24 that it provided a test for the hardware design of the

25 systes in the sense that in a five-minute periCd we would

A:.DERSoM REPoMTING CoWPANY,INC,

400 VIRGMA A% S.W. WASHINGTON, o.C. 20024 (202) $$4 2345

_ - - - -
. _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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1 not normally expect to take much, if any, credit for

2 operator actions.

3 Used in that fashiCn, as the testimony points out,

4 it is all right as long as the results of it are not

5 extrapolated to say that that same probability of not having
|
,

6 energency feedvater in five minutos is also the probability
|
|

7 that the lack of emergency feedvater would lead to core

8 damage, because those are not the same two numbers at all.

9 5R. BAITER: Mr. Keaten is available for cross

to examination.

11 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Ms. Weiss.

12 CROSS EXAMINATION

13 55. WEISS: I as trying to find where in Mr.

14 Curry's testimony he discusses what Mr. Keaten just rebutted.
|

I 15 (Pause.)

16 THE WITNESS: Ms. Weiss, if that was a question, I

17 can answer it.
|

| 1s NS. WEISS: I think I found it.
i

19 THE WITNESS: All right.
|

20 'BY MS. WEISS:

21 Q 3r. Curry says on page 33 of his testimon'i that in

22 terms of plant cperation, the five-minute reliab311ty

23 estimate has significance because of the unstable system

! 24 condition induced by the dryout of the steam genera tors in

25 BCW plants if no feedvater is prov11ed in this period.

ALDER 8wW REPCRTING COMPANY,INC.

400 VIRGtNEA AVL S.W. WASHINGTON,0.C. 20024 (202) 564 2345
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1 Vould you agree with that?

2 A I frankly do not understand what is scant here by

3 the term " unstable." If the stes: generators dry out and

4 there is no emergency f eedvater, then obviously the stems

5 generators will not be removing heat from the primary system

6 during that period of time. And if there is not some other

7 heat removal, then temperature and pressure in the primary

a systes would be expected to increase.

9 If that is what is meant by the term " unstable,"

to then yes, I would agree with it.

11 (Counsel for UCS conferring.)

12 0 And is it true that in stess generators on

13 Westinghouse and CE plants, there would be ecoling of the

14 primary' system even before emergency feedvater is restored

15 to the steam generator -- I'm sorry, even before the stean

16 generators are filled?

17 A I am sorry, would you repeat the questien?

1r Q Tes. Is it true that on designs other than ECW,

19 PWR designs other than SEW, that you would also have tooling-

20 of the primary system before steam generators are filled up?

21 A It is my understanding that you in a U-tube typei

i

22 steam genera tor would require establishing scue degree of

23 vater inventory of the stea: Generator prior to getting

24 really effective cooling. It certainly would not be

25 hveessary to have the steam generator complet.ely full in

atoenSom asponimG coneamy. me.

400 VLAGMA A VE. 5.W. W ASMmGTON. oa 20024 (202) 554-2345 ;
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1 order to have cooling.

2 0 With respect to the language that you changed on

3 page 6 of your testimony when you came on the stand this

4 morning, I am curious about why the change. Did you write

5 that language originally or did somebody else write it for

6 you under your supervision?
,

l

7 A The first draft of this particular section of the

8 testimony was written by someone else, and he was working

9 under my su pe rvisio n .

10 C When was the first tine that you realized that the

11 testimony contained statements that you needed to correct?

12 A The first time that I saw the draft of the

13 testimony, my immediate reaction was that this particular

14 section I was not prepared to adopt as my testimony without

15 some additional work, and we discussed this among the people

| te who were involved in this and I was told at that time that

17 it was believe tha t the statements in here as they

18 originally stood were correct.

19 So the testimony was filed with the understanding

20 that before I was prepared to adopt it as my testimony, that

| 21 I needed to understand the basis of these sta tements and to

| 22 ensure that they were in fact accurate; and in doing th e

23 additional checking and research th a t was done since the

24 time that the testimony was filed, we found that while it is
1

25 possible the statements that were written here are in fact

ALDUt$oN NEFoRTING CotsPANY. tNC,

AGF istSt#A AWE, S W. WASHINGTON. D.C. 20034 002) 584 2385
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1 correct, we were not able to cose up with enough support for

2 them for a large enough number of plants that I was willing

3 to adopt th e testimony.

4 So at my, I guess, insistence, we made changes to
.

5 it to conform to where I was prepared to adopt it.

6 Q Iou did read it all over before the testimony was

7 filed.

8 A I read it several tizes very carefully hefore it

9 was filed.
.

to Q Can you tell se who wrote the first draft?

11 A I frankly as not sure who wrote the first draft of

12 this part. Again, there are several ;eciple who worked on

13 the preparation of this testimony, and I do not necessarily

14 know which individual wrote which sentence as f ar as the

15 initial draf t is concerned.

16 Q Can you tell me, 3r. Keates, * hat the probability

17 is of total failure of main feedwater for Three file Island
18 Unit 17

sg A To my knowledge, there has -been no evaluation, no

20 numerics 1 evaluation of the probahility of loss of main

21 feedsater at Unit 1. There is the generic data which was

22 presented by 3r. Koppe in his testiseny whiet ref ers to the

23 experiences throu;hout the nuclear industry of the loss of
1

24 main f eedvater, which indicated T, hat 'tasef on his data, that i

25 the frequency of loss of asis feedvatar for 3Ca reactors was

|
|

l

AJansoss meeosmns coesmesy mar.
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l

1 about 0.3 per year. <

|

2 0 I aa sorry, that bang came righ t at the vrong time.

3 A Sorry. 0.3 per year.

4 Q Ser plant?

5 A Per plant.

6 Q And that was essentially aggregating historicai

7 data for how many years? Two years, one year?

8 A It was a little over one year, as I remember.

9 CHAIRMAN SMITHa Are you using the word " plant"
.

10 and " reactor" interchangeably?

11 ES. WEISS Yes, Mr. Chairman.

12 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.

13 BY 55. WEISS: (Resuming)

14 Q That was one year's worth of data at five B&W

15 plants?

16 (Pause.)

17 A Excuse ne. I as having trouble finding his exact

19 words.

13 Q Take your time.

20 A This was based upon the calendar years 1978 'and.

21 * 79, so it was two years.

22 Q Okay. And how many plants?

23 A That was 10 unit years of operatian.

24 Q Okay. Five plants for two yearr being 10 unit

25 years.

mnumerw nepoemens coespany.we.

400 vimesMA AWa., S w. WaeNeeG10m. DA 20034 Clot) See-2Se6
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1 A Yes.

2 Q Correct?

3 A Yes.

4 Q Can you tell me what the uncertainty limits are on

5 the probability reached from aggregating the losses of

6 fwaavater for 10 unit years?

7 A No, I have not calculated the uncertainty.

8 Q Did you ask Mr. Koppe what that night be?

9 A No, not that I resember.

10 0 Oc you know if it would be in the range of a

11 f acter of 10, a f actor of 100 or a f actor of 10007

12 (Pause.)

13 A No, I do not think it would be as high as a factor

14 of 10.

15 0 Upon what do you base tha t ? I mean as a matter of

16 statistical analysis.

17 A As I said, I have not sat down and run through the

18 statistical formula to actually calculate the uncertain ty,

19 but based on.a general knowledge of statistics and

20 probability, if you are dealing with 10 unit years and with

21 - three-tenths el an event per year, 'that correspond: to three

22 events in ten years; and based on events that I hr.ve seen

23 ani dcne proviously,.I-vculd act think that the uncertainty
' Y

in{- that ' vould .be as high as aj f actor of 10.24 -

25 - ( Counsel ' f or :UC5 coI erring.)f
' t

1
9
)

1

1

ALDERSON MGPofmeeG coespaceY. INC.

m vstesNEA AVL 3.w., wasseNGToN. D.c. 20034 (200 564-2346
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1 0 When you say that the uncertainty limit would not

2 be greater than a factor of 10 in your judgnent, what

3 confidence interval is i= plied in that statement?

4 (Pause.) ,

5 A Again, I have not done the calculations, but as I

6 remember the nusbers, I would expect that there would be a

7 very high ronfidence, probably greater than 99 percent, that

8 the uncertainty was not gr.ater than a factor of 10.

9 CHAIRMAN SEITH Es. Weiss, as f ar as I can tell,

to these are terns that have not yet come up in this proceeding

11 and they are strange to me. Can you be any help with it?

12 DR. JDRDAN: I think the terms are relatively well

13 understood, by statisticians, anyhow, and I guess the
.

14 question is does 3r. Keaten unde.-stand them? It seems to me

15 he has been understanding the terms, but --

16 CHAIRZAI SEITHs I kncv Er. Keaten his understood

17 them and Ms. Weiss and Dr. Jordan and many ot'er people, but

ts I would like for the record to contain -- Whatever I do not

13 know, I use that as the threshold level for a comprehensible

3D transcript. If I understand it, anybody understands it.

21 RT 55. VIISSs (Resuming)

22 Q We have expressed ourselves in terms of a

;m probahility figure which is.bcund by-an uncertainty linit

2s and in which one has a certain confidence level, a level of

|25 confidence. Perhaps you could describe for the clarity of

'
.

6

.

.4LDERSON #GPoRT8teG Cot 0PAf0T,$NO.
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1 the record how those concepts operate in statistical

2 analysis.

3 A Yes. In dealing with events of this type where we

4 cannot defina a unique numeriral value for it, we do not

5 know that the failure rate is exactly 0.3 events ver year.

6 It is normal to describe what we do know of it in terms of

7 three numbers. One is what I might refer to as the best

8 guess but more acrurately is normally described as the mean

9 value rate or mean tine between failures or nunber of

10 different indicators, and it is the number which is our best

11 estiaate in the mathematical sense of the word "cest

12 estimate" of what the parameter is. That is the number that

13 Mr. Koppe, lookin; at the a vailable ds ta, arrived at 0.3

12 events per year.

15 Now, since we know that we do not know th a t that

16 is exactly the right nunber, there is some probability that

17 the number is either greater or less than thsP., and so we

18 express an uncertainty band to try to desec!bo how well we

is think the number. So, for exanple, we might speak of an

20 .cacertainty band as being in this rase plus or minus 0.1,

21 and I do not know that that is the right number. I am

22 merely usin g that as an example.

23 But just as we do not know what the exact value

E ~1s, 42 also do not know where it lies in the uncertainty
:

25 band. So that although we can put some kind of a boundary
'

l

!

ALDERSON AGPoMTING COMPANY,IMO,
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1 on it, we cannot say with 100 percent confidence tha t it is

2 within those t usdaries.

3 So that chen gives rise to the third number, which i

4 is descri* ss the confidence level. So that,'for example,

5 I might say that ! think the mean f ailure rate er mean tine

s aetween -- mean failure rate is 0.3 events per year, and I

|7 am 99 percent confident that it is somewhere between 0.2 and
i

1

8 0.4, in which case my uncertainty then would be 0.1 plus or

9 minus.

10 DF. JGRDAN: But I gathered from what you were

11 saying that Es. Weiss had acked do you think it could be as

12 auch as a factor of 10 off, and namely, could it be as much

13 as 3 events per year rather than .3 events per year, and I

14 thought it was that number that you were saying that it

15 would be one chance in 99 that it would be as much as 3
16 events per year.

17 THE WIINESS: I was saying the converse, Dr.

18 Jordan. I was saying that I think there is a chat.re of 99

19 out of 100 that it is not that such, and frankly, I think

20 the band would be narrower. But as I indicated to 5s.

21 Weiss,'I have not actually done the calculations , and I

22 would need to do them in crder to give you the exact number.

an OE., JORDAN: Yes. Well, okay. I think you and I

24 were essenti ally - saying the same thing.

25 Aut now then, make sure that we are not talkino

AccensoN neconnNo coe#ANY. WC.

- 400 VIRGMA AVL S.W. WASHINGTON. D.C. 20024 M 564-2345
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1 about the possibility of three events per year, ten times

2 greater than you were talking about.

3 IHE WITNESS: I was saying that based upon this

4 data, I think the probability of that occurring is very low.

5 DR. JORDAN 4 Yes, in f act about one chance out of

6 one hundred.

7 THE WITNESS: Or less.

3 JR. JORDANS Yes, all right.

9 BY MS. WEISS: (lesuming)

10 C Let me see if I can translate it into how I see

11 these probability figures normally expressed. Would it be

12 correct to say that it is your opinion that the probability

13 of failure, total failure of main feedvater at TMI-1 is
-1

14 three tiaes 10 with an uncertainty of approximately one,

15 order of magnitude?

16 A No, I did not say that. I said that I thought

17 that the uncertainty would be less than one order of

18 ma;nitude with a very high level of confidence. I did not

19 s* tempt to say what the uncertainty would be because, as I

2D said, I have not sat down and donr. the evaluation.

21 (Counsel for .CS conferring.)

22 Q I an curious because -- I should probably no

23 better than-to ask this question, but I have seen these

24 probability figures for equipsant failure rates and human

25 failure rates and these fault trees for sene years now. I

* As.newoM naponnNo coWPANY,INC.

400 VIRG4NIA AVE, S w, WASHINGTON. D.C. 20024 (202) S54-2346
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1 do not think I can ever resember one where the uncertainty

2 was less than an order of magnitude.

3 '4 h a t makes you so sure about this figure?

4 A In the first place, there is a di:ference between

5 the level of uncertain ty th a t will be estimated based upon

6 an evaluation which looks at the design of a systes and

7 attempts to come up with what is the failurate rate, as

8 compared to the uncertainty that y o's g e t in looking at

9 actual data and saying I have had this number of events in

10 this length of tise, statistically how well can I
_

11 characterize that actual data?

12 So, if you look a t, for example, evaluations that

13 are done, particularly with respect to operater error rater,

14 which you sentioned, yes, it in nor:a1 to put a very wide

15 uncertainty band on those types of events. Eut that is a

16 before the fact prediction as contrasted to going and

17 looking at experimental data and saying I have this nuster

1s of events in this period of time, what does that tell me

19 about the sean rate of occurrence?

20 Q In these ten plant years, do you censider that an

21 abundant data base?

22 A I do not know that I would use thn word

23 " abundant." I an not sure what it would mean in this"

24 context. But it is certainly, I believe,r. data base frem

25 which one can draw statistically significant concir;2cns.

1

l
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1 (Counsel for UCS conferring.)
.

I
'

2 Q Since you say you have not done the evlculations ~-

3 DR. JORDAN: Wait a ninute.

4 (Scard ronferring.t

5 CHAIR!AN SMITH: You may proceed, 1s. Weiss.

6 BY ES. WEISS 2 (Resuming)

7 0 You say you have not done the calculation for

a confidence interval. Can you tell ne in sone detail,

9 please, what is the basis for your concluding that the

10 appropriata confidence level for this figure is as high as

11 99 percent?

12 A I an not sure I can add a lot to what I said

13 earlier. There is more than one way to approach the

14 question of evaluating the confidence level of this type of
.

15 a data point, and one method which mi;ht shed a little ~ cit

16 of light on the kind of feeling that ! have about the

17 significance of the data without having done the

18 calcul:tions esa be addressed by the following question.

19 The type of data which we are talking about here,

20 which has to do with presumably random f ailures in systems,

21 generally is believed to follow the type of probability lav

22 Called a poisson distribution. So that ene can ask, for

23 exa'aple, the question associated with. your question about

24 the probability of being an order of magnitude higher than

25 the estimate, is that I have a data base that said that I

Aloe som menosmoso conepan r. m:.
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1 had three failures in ten unit years.

2 I can then ask the question: if my mean failure

3 rate is really not 0.3 per year, which that data would tend

4 to imply, but is rather ten times higher than that -- in

5 other words, three per year -- what is the probability that

6 with a failure rate of three per year, that I would get only

7 three failures in ten years?

a And I do not carry the poisson tables around in my

9 head, but my memory is that that aumber would be a very

10 small number.

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20 -

21

22
4

24

25 j
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1 Q Well, it is a calculation. Cor fidence intervals

2 in'.olve a calculation. Can you tell me wtat variables go

3 into that?

4 A Into the calculation of confidence aterval?

5 0 Yes.

6 A It is the -- depending on just how you do it, it

7 is the number of data points. And it this case it would be
.

8 the time interval and the number of events which occurred.

9 (Pause.)

to Q And you think that with three data points over ten

11 yea rs, you can get a 99 percent confidence interval?

12 A We are backtracking. You do not talk about

13 confidence interval independently of talkinc about the range

14 of uncertainty. If I have three data points, I as certainly

15 not 99 confident that I would -- could not have octten four

18 or six, but I asy very voll be 99 percent confident that !

17 would not have gotten 30.

18 Q Okay. Let's see l' we can pin it down --

19 (Counsel for UCS conferring.)

20 Q Let me see if I can pin it down somewhere between

21 3 and 30, then. Toc said you think the uncertainty is less

22 than an order of nagnitude. Give us your-closest estimate.

23 A I am not really prepared to sit here and give you

24 a number. Ac I say, I would staply have to go throuch the

25

amansom mentwmwa cowAmy. m:.
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1 calculations.

2 (Cecnsel fer UCS conferring.)

3 C I : st s*y, I as trechled, Er. Keates, by the fact

ve ca:not now -- you say you have -- 70:4 that we cannot --

5 are very c:nfident that there vill not be as many as 30,

! S that there vocid not be as many as 30 failures 1: that
1

7 ten-yea period. That is an awfully large range.

8 DR. JDEDAN: Could you say abcut what confidence

9 you would have that, insteaf cf being tnree events, it zi;ht

to be six events?

11 (Pause.)

12 THE WITNESS: Or. J:rdan, I dif net brin; a

13 calecla ter with me here. But ! will cale: late it fer you

14 cva : the hreak if ycc would like se to.

15 DR. JOEDA5: That is fine.

16 SY MS. 7EISS: (Eescain;)

17 C Er. Keaten, can you tell =e what the ;rchability

18 is of emer;ency feedwater failure for !!!-1?

19 A No, I cansct.

20 0 Can 7 c tell se what the probability is of tetal

21 failure cf all decar heat resoval systems for TEI-1?
|

|
22 A Ec.

23 0 2cw cany days did *1! Unit 1 cperate,

24 apprcriaately, in the t ree years thar..it --- dc you knov

25 what its avera;e availability was?

m aerosmas coespaser. ac.
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1 MB. BAXTER: I am sorry, what three years, Mr.

2 Weiss?

3 HS. WEISS: I am sorry. I thought TMI-1 was

4 licensed to operate for approximately three years. But

5 scratch that if that is wrong.

6 BY MS. WEISSs (Resuming)

7 Q Can you give se the correct figure?

8 A I do not really know the number, beca use as I

9 recall I was not with GPU during that time period. I have

to been told its availability was very eigh.

11 C Your testimony is there were not any emergency

12 feedwater failures during that time? Am I correct that

13 there were no demands on the energency feede;ter system

14 during that time?

15 (Pause.)

to A There were cases, it is my understanding, where

17 there vsre demands on the emergency feedvater system in the

|
18 sense that there were tests on the system as --

|
'

19 Q I am sorry, that was going to be my next

20 question. I was going to try and distinguish between

21 ' operational demands and tes ting . So you can answer both of

22 them. Just make the distinction.

23 A As is stated on page 11 cf my testimony in the

24 second sentence, it says -there have ~been no f ailures of the

25 emergency f eedwatar -system on demand, i.e., . in a plant

>

.
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1 situation where the emergency feedvater syste: vould have

2 been relied upon.

3 0 Were there any demands -- were there any

4 operational demands?

5 A For example, there was a loss of power test that

0 -- in which the emerger.ar ? Led 7;ter systen was expected to

7 operate and in fact it did.

8 Q How many tests were there of the emer;ency

9 f eedwater systen?

10 A I do not know.

11 Q Do you know of sny beyond that one loss of power

12 test? -

13 "R. EAXTEHs Are we talking about now tests of the

14 entire syst<es's operahility or surveillance co=;onent

15 testing which has been described by earlier vitresses?

16 "S. VIISS: Everything.

17 THE WITNESS: Of course there are routine

18 surveillante tests which are performed on components or

19 pcrtions of the systes. It is part of the tech spec

2D requirements of the plant. And I have no idea how many of

21 those there have been.

22 3Y 35. WEISS: (3esuming)

23 C During any of those reutine surveillance tests,

.3n was the system discovered to be -in an incperable condition ?

25 A Not to my knowledge.

AUMpttone N COtraNY. INO,

4001AIBGenA awl 3.W. W40DWNG7ent, OA 20024 Got 554-2345
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1 0 Did you -- did you check that inf orna tion ? I

2 mean, did you make an effort to deterzine that the answer to

3 that question -- are you answering it fro: general

4- recollection, bearing in sind that you have just testified

5 tha t you were not with the company during most of the period

6 of operation of TZI-17

7 A Of cenrse, in that sense anything which I say

8 about the operation during that period of time is hearsay.

9 It is based on something that --

10 Q I do not care whether it is hearsay. I as just

11 wondering whether you made an ef fort to determine whether

12 the system was ever in a failed condition when it was tested

13 or whether, just because you have not heard of any o ccasion

14 when it was, ycu are concluding that it was not, or you are

15 juct saying you never heard of one?

16 A I believe it is ay recollection that ! have been

17 told that it was not found in a totally inoperable status

18 during these surveillance tests. But I have not personally

19 gone back and made a detallod survey of the records to find
.

20 out of that was correct or not.

21 0 Then you did not do this for the pur;oses of this

22 testiacny? You did not make such an inquiry?

23 A As f ar as the results of the surveillance tests,

.24 that is correct, I did not.

25 C Okay. How thout the total system tests? How many
i

|
|

ALDERSoN REPostTweG Coe#AMY. IMO,
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1 of thone were there in volving the emergency feedvater system

2 at T5I-1?

3 (Pause.)

4 A - I do not know.

5 Q Do you know whether the sys'.em was ever found to

| 8 he in a disabled condition during one of th ese tests?
!

7 (Pause.)

8 A You are referring to the TMI-1 emergency feedvater

9 systes?

10 C Yes, sir.

11 A I am not sure.

12 (Counsel for UCS conferring.)

13 Q On page 7 of your testimony you discuss a staff

14 d ocum en t , NUEEG-0560, and you state that the staff reviewed

15 the operating experience at all PWE 's f or a one-year period

18 from Barch '78 threagh Earch '79 and found 27 feedvater

17 transients at nine ECW plaats during th a't yea r. And you say

18 tha t you cannot confirm that without 3urther information on

19 the staff's data base.

20 Did you try to obtain that data base from the

21 staff?- Did you ask the sta f f to provide it to you?

02 A No, because the. var this testimony is written, it

23 is not challenging that. The point simply is here that in

24 our review of the information that is presented in

15 NOREG-0560 ve were nor able to correlate the description of

ALDeRSoM #EPoRTING COMPANY,INC, |
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1 the even ts which they gave to the summary nunbers which ther

2 have, and so we are neither confirming it nor challenging

3 it, but simply saying that we could not zake that
,

4 confirmation on the basis of the information that was

5 presented there.

8 Q And you made no attempt to go beyond the four ,

7 corners of the document to see if that information could be

8 confirmed from the staff?

9 A We did not maka a pa rticularly la rge eff ort to do

10 that, for the reason that is descr. bed in tSe next section

11 of the testimony, which was tha t t ie type of transients

12 being discussed in NUREG-C560 were not one-to-one with the

13 types of information which we vero interested in, which is

14 the cases of a loss of main feedwater which led to a demand

15 for the emergency feedvater systos, whereas the transients

is covered in NU2EG-0560 include a rariety of different types

17 of feedvater transients and not just those.

18 Q So you do not %ean to imply that your testimony

19 has any doubt on the staff's s.trvey of that one year's

20 experience?

21 A No. I point out in the sentence in the testimony

'

22 about two-thirds of the var down on page 7, it says, "Ever

23 assuming that the staff's figures are correct, however, the

24 staff was not reporting a n ESW challence (or demand) rate of

25 *hree per year on B T.W plan ts." Tha t is the real point we
.

|

|

|
}

I
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1 are trying to make here.

2 Q Can you tell me how nany of those 27 feedvater
1

3 transients reported by the staff resulted in demand for |

4 emergency feedvater?

5 A No, I cannot, because, as I indicated, we were not '

8 able to duplicate the number 27.

7 0 39t you did not make any attempt to duplicate any

8 number? I mean, you just never asked for it.

9 A Well --

10 ER. SAXTER: Objection. The question is

11 repetitive.

12 ES. WEISS 4 Withd ra w it.

13 BY HS. WEISS: (Resuning)

14 C Do you know whether there were any demands for

15 emergency feedvater at the nine ECW plants during the

18 calendar raar 54rrh '78 to, March '79 which were not caused

17 by feedwater transients?

18 A Excuse me. I do not understand the question.

19 Q Well, you note that the staff lists 27 feedwater

20 t ra nsien ts. You note that that is not particularly
|
'

21 meaningful in your view, because not all of those resulted

f 22 in demand for emergency feedvater. You do not know how many

23 of then resulted in demand for energency feedwater.

.24 New I ae asking you the next questien, which is,

25 energercy feedvater nay be called upon to operate at BEW
,

|

l

i
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1 plants in situations other than a loss of sain feedwater,

2 and I am wondering whether there were any of those that you

3 were aware of during that year?

4 MB. BAITER: If you agree with the prezice of the

5 question.

6 THE WITNESS: I plain just do not understand it.

7 I do not understand the ref erence to ever.ts other than loss

8 o f m ain feedvater for which emergency feedwater is required

9 to operate in ECW plants.

10 BY 3S. VEISS: (Eesu=ing)

11 C Well, isn't emergency feedwater --

'

12 (Counsel for UCS conferring.)

13 0 Well, it is possible, isn't it, that instrument

14 failures could create the demand for emergency feedvater

15 without disabling main feedwater?

16 (Pause.)

17 A It depends upon your use of the word " demand." I

18 had been, I think, trying to use the word " demand" in a ca se

19 where.it was required'or it was the response you would

20 expect from the plant, as rentrasted to an inadvertent

21 actuation of emergency feedvater at a time that it was no:

22 weeded or not even vanted.

23 (Counsel for UCS conferring.)

i

| 24 DR. JORDANS Have you finished with that line?
,

l 25 ES. WIISS: Yes.
i
,

!
1

!

l
'
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.

1 DR. JORDANS Then I guess I want to explore it a

2 little bit more, because it seems to me that perhaps you are

3 limiting or eliminating data that might be valuable. If

4 there were transients which called f or emergency f eedwater

5 and the emergency feedvater failed to operate as a system,

6 it seems to se that that could be significant data, if for

7 some reason or other all of the valves were closed, the

8 pumps failed to start, the electricity was not there. It

9 seems to me that this would be usef ul da ta , and just because

to it was not the so-called -- so to speak , the smoking gun,

11 there is nevertheless valuable data to le gained.

12 And I guess the questien is therefore -- what the

13 staff was using, were they getting data from such events

14 that you have eliminated because they were not required from

15 the standpoint that you had lost main feedvater?

16 THE WITNESS 4 No, sir, I do not think so, Dr.

17 Jordan. In the first place, the staff witnesses have

18 previously testified that data about the availability of

19 emergency feedwater en demand does not exist. And I think

20 this is the reason why Er. Koppe in the data that he

21 presented .previously and which I reference in my testimony

22 does not attempt to deal with the availability of demand, |
|

23 but rather simply with the availability of the emeroency

24 feedwater systes, which would by its definition then include

25 any circumstance under which the system was found to be )
|

ALDERSoN MEPORTmG COMPANY. INO.
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|

|

1 inoperable.

2 DR. JORDA5: Yes. Now then, I think while Mr.

| 3 Koppe was here we did have some discussion of that, and
!

4 perhaps you will have to refresh my memory a bit. And I
|

5 believe that after Er. Koppe testified he supplied the Board

6 with some f urther inf orma tion.

7 And I do rather get the f eeling f rom Mr. Koppe 's

8 testimony that he looked into the unavailability and was

9 able to say that that would represent the statistic that you

| 10 might expect upon demand.

11 THE WITNESSs I believe that tha t was hir

12 conclusion, yes, sir.

13 DR. JORDAN: And so therefore other tests vlich

14 would tell you when the fead -- emergency feedvater system

15 was not operating, for example, for one reason or another,

| 16 loss of power and so forth, can be significant.

; 17 But now then -- so therefore, in your figure that

| 18 You have obtained of say, whatever -- ! quess they were Mr.
<

|

| 19 Koppe 's figures of three events with ten reactor yearr for
!
I

20 SEW plants, is that correct ?'

21 THE WITNESS: That was the rate of ocrurrence of

22 loss of main feedvator.
|

i
'

23 DR. J3RDANs Tha'c was the rate of occurrence of
i

|
24 loss of main feedvater, yes.

!

| 25 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.
I

!

|
,
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1 DR. JORDAN And then what was --

2 THE WITNESS: The number shich is in Er. Koppe's

3 testimony for the systen unavailability of auxiliary

4 feedvater systems, with no credit for restoration actions by

5 the operator if it were found to be inoperable, was
-5

6 0.000007, 0.7 times 10 .
'

-5
7 DR. JORDA"4 Essentially 10 .

8 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.

9 DR. JORDANS Mr. Koppe's figure would say tha t
5

10 only in 10 demands, 100,000 demands, only once would he

11 expect a failure to -- failure'of the ener;ency feedvater

12 system.

13 THE WITNESS Yes, sir. To the extent we can

14 equate failures on demand to unavailability per unit time,

15 that would be. correct.

16 DR. JORDAN: All right.

17 BY 55. WEISS; (Sesuming)

18 Q Is that in Hr. Koppe's testimony?

19 A Yes, it is. It is on page 43 of his prepared

20 testimony.

21 0 On page 3 of your testimony, you reiterate the

22 results of 3r. Koppa's analyr.is. You state that he examined

23 data maintained by his fir:a on events where operatin;

24 reports clearly state'that sti: feedvater was lost.
.

!

25 'Are those events 1ER's, licensee event r epo rts ? j

Ausensow mapomme coespany. mc. l
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1 Is that where the data esses from?

2 A Yes, ther come from LER's, certainly. I think

3 perhaps from sose other areas as well. But I belltve that

4 LER's is one of his principal, if not his principal data

5 base, yes.

6 0 Can you tell me if you know whether there is any

7 other source-of data?

6 A Well, Mr. Koppe in his prepared testimony

9 discusses his sources of data.

10 (Pause.)

11 A Sta rting on page 3 of the prepared testimony and

12 running through psge 5, he discusses the various types of

13 data that he haf available to him for these evaluations.

14 Q I di not rec 211 his mentioning any other source of

15 events than the LEE's. Do you remember any other?
.

16 (Pause.)

17 A Yes. He mentions, for example, the OPEC-2 data

16 base, which is maintained by S.3. Stoller Corporation, which

19 consists of three main t7;es of information: gross

20 performance, outage causes and safety-related events.

i
21 Again, this is in his prepared testi=ony on page 3.

i

22 DR. JORDANS Page'what?

23 THE ?!! MESS: 3.

24 E! YE. WEISS: (Fernaing)

25 .O Is the 3PEC data, it that voluntarily pt~cvided by

goensca peronnNo coe#ANY. WC.
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|
i

1 the utilities to the Sidney ?!. Stoller Corporation or it

2 secured froa NRC data?

3 (Pause.)

4 A I believe that that would be data that is obtained

5 by Stoller from published reports.

6 Q Do we always cone back -- don't we always cone

7 back to the LER's?

8 A Well, as I think I testified a few minutes ago,

9 yes, the LER's are a very laportant component of it, yes.

10 0 Can you gire me the definition of an LEP7

11 A is a licensee event report."

12 Q That is what the letters stand for. Can you give

13 ao a. definition? Tihat constitutes a reportable event?

14 A These are events that are reportable under unit
.

15 technical specifirations.

16 0 Under the plant's technical specifications?

17 A Tes.

18 Q Do they vary from pla n t to plan t?

19 A The technical specification do .to some extent vary

20 froa plant to plant, yes. v. .e

21 Q And is it true that the interpretation of what

22 constitutes a reportable event differs from plant to plant?
.

.23 A ..I belie ve that is true, yes.

24 Q Do you know what the range of the definitions is?

. f'25 A Not.to. sit here and quote the words, no.

ALoensoN AGPoRTMG COMPANY WC,
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l

: 1 Q Do you know whether it is possible, fcr example,

2 that some of the utilities night not report an incident

3 where surveillance testing disclosed inoperability of

4 emergency feedvater systems?

5 A I do not think I as prepared to comment en what

6 other utilities might or might not report.

7 Q So you do not know whether the definition of an

8 LER vould necessarily, as it differs from plant to plant,

9 would necessarily result in each utility re ecr cing such an

to event as a test result discussing inoperability of emergency

11 feedvater?

12 A I think that it is generally true tha t there is

13 variability in the types of events which are reported by

14 .LER*s. There is also considerable variability with respect

15 to the depth and scope of the description of the events that

16 is given in the LER's. And LER's have come under critique

17 from several quarters because of that.

*3 My comment simply was that it was with respect to

19 specific reporting requirements. I would not want to

20 comment on what other utilities sight do.

i 21 0 That is important. After all, the man is looking

22 at only ten plant years.

23 Do you know whether he looked to see whether the
1

1M definition of what constitutes a reportable occurrence would 1

25 result in the data base.being inclusive with respect to

ALDER 5oM REPoRTfNQ Cot 4PANY,INC.
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1 emergency feedvater failures for those five plants that he

2 looked at?

3 (?ause.)

4 A I believe that Mr. Koppe's testimony that he

5 submitted discusser, the steps that he took to evaluate the

6 data. And I believe it is also true that there were some

7 discussions having to do with the reliability of that data.

8 I do n st think I want to put words into Mr. Koppe 's mouth as

9 to exactly what he did or did not do.

10 In my testimony I was simply referring to the

11 testimony that he had presented, which described the work i
1

12 that he had done f or us.- !

13 Q Well, it is your testimony and you have testified

14 for the first hour today that you -- that you have a high
|

! 15 ' degree of confidence in the figures which flow from that

16 data. And I as just asking you what you know abcut the

17 inclusivenass of the data base upon which you are basing

18 your judgments, after all, that emergency feedvater system

19 at TK! is a reliable system.

20 ER. BAITEE: It is a slight mischaracterization of

21 the testimony. I think the witness said he had a high

22 degree of confidence that the number was not off by an order

23 of magnitude.

24 -(Paure.)

I'E '4ITNESS: I think that the data that has beend25

ALDER $on AEPoRTING COMPANY,INC.
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1 developed by Mr. Koppe is meaningful data and I do have a

2 high degree of confidence that it has some degree of

3 meaning. That does not mean that I have a high degree of
I

4 confidence that it is accurate to within one percent. But

5 it does not need to be in order to be significant.

8 As far as the reporting practices associated with

7 LIR's, my general knowledge is such that I would not be

8 completely amazed to find that there were occasionally an
1

9 event associated with an emergency f eedwater system which

to vocid be reported by some utilities and would not be

11 reported by other utilities. And in that sense, it appears

12 quite possible to me that if there were uniform reporting

13 requirements, that instead of having three events in ten

14 years, there might have been four events in ten years or

15 there might have been two events in ten years.

16 But I do not think again that that type of

17 non-uniformity would lead to the type of order of magnitude

18 difference that you were asking =e about earlier.

19 BY ES. WEISS (3esuming)

20 Q Well, it is a fact, though, that you do n ' knov

21 whether the definition of what constitutes a reportable
.

22 event at the five plar.ts f rom which th e da ta is d ra wn b y Y r.

23 Koppe would result in the inclusion of events where routine

24 surve111aare tests disclose the inoperability of emergency

25 feedvater?

ALDER $oN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 A I would expect that if a routine surveillance test

2 showed the conplete ino pera bili ty of the emergency feedvater

3 system at a plant, that in general that would be reported in

4 an LER.

5 0 You would expect that. You do not know as a

6 matter of fact. And how de you define " total," " total

7 inoperability"?

8 A Well, it is generally defined in terms of lack of

9 capability to perform its intended safety function.

10 And as far as me not personally knowing, it is

11 true that I do not write the lER's for these other plants, ,

12 and in that sense I guess, you know, I cannot speak for

13 other people. But I think the practice throughout the

14 industry has been to report anything which is as substantial

15 as a situation where-the emergency feedvater system were

16 completely unavailable.

17 (Counsel for UCS conferrinc.)
I

18 C Even on plants where emergency feedvater was
i

- 19 classified as a non-saf ety systen?
|

20 (Pause.)
1

21 A I agree that that veuld add a degree of furriness

i

|
22 to th e requirement for reporting. If you are asking =y

|
'

23 personal opinion, in general I would expect to see it

24 reported e' ten then.

25 (Counsel for UCS conferring.)

|-

|

|

|
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1 Q Zr. Koppe says that of the events which he looked

2 at, he counted those whers the aperating reports clearly

3 state that nain feedwater was lost. Do you know what he did

4 in cases where the lER was ambiguous? Did he make any

5 effort to check?

8 (Pause.)

7 A I am not sure just what hir procedure .ss.

8 DR. JORDANS Could I ask you what would happen at

9 TEI-17 Is loss of main feedwater there considered to be a

10 reportable event?

11 THE WITNESS: I would say probably not

12 necessa rily , Dr. Jordan. I t would, I think, depend upon the

13 subsequent events or what caused the loss of main

14 feeduater.-

15 DR. JORDAN: In the case of the emergency

16 feedvater system, prior to the shutdown of T2I-1 was the

17 emergency feedwater considered to be a safety system?

18 THE WITNESS: You are talking again TEI-17

19 DR. JORDAN: Yes.

20 THE WITNESS: It was not considered to be a fully

21 safety grade system, as we have discussed in the past. But

22 I would have expected to see a situaticn where emergency

23 feedwater was found to te tottily cut of commission to be

24 treated as a reportable event.

25 DR. J3EDAN: *4as there at that time 4 requirement,

4

1

*=4
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|
|

|1 as I believe there is now, that if any one of these systems j

2 -- if more than one system is out of order for more than 72

3 hours, that it must be -- the plant must be shut down? Was

4 that the case earlier?

5 THE WITNESS Dr. Jordan, I do not reme?ber the

6 exact numbers. But my memory from the review of the Three

7 Hile Island Unit 1 technical specifica tions as they existed

8 prior to the accident was that there was a limit slaced on

9 how long a train could be out of service, and that there

10 further was limits scainst having all of the trains cut of

11 ser vice .

12 DR. J3EDAN : Feally, this has been s topic that is

13 unclear to my mind, and I have been intending te inquire

14 about it. So perhaps you are not tl.e best one to help me.

15 There a:e three trains of emergency'feedwater, is

16 this correct?

17 THE WITNESS: It depends on how you define the

18 term " train." If you are talking about from the condensate

19 storage tank to the pumps, there are really two trains

20 because there are two condansate atorage tanks and there are

21 two sets of pipes and valves.
.

22 But then there are three pumps.

23 DR. JDRDAN: Three different pumps?

24 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.
,

25 DR. JOEDAN: All rich t. Now, con siderine the

f

1
i
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1 pua, , if one stean-driven turbine pun; vere inoperable,

2 presumably that would not fall within the 72-hour

3 specification; is that correct? And what I an finally scing

4 to get to, if there was ene turbine and one motor-driven,

5 would we be An tne 72-hour?

6 THE WITNESS: And as I said earlier, I an net sure

7 the 72 hours is the right nuaber. You nay know better tnan

8 I do. I would certainly interpret it that if there were --

9 the stean-driven plus one motor-driven pump out of service,

to that that would at least incapacitate one train. I am not

11 sure about the ca.se . tith just the stean-driven purp out.

12 3E. JORDANS All righ t.

13 (Pause.)

14 3! 35. WEISS: (Resunin;)

15 Q Do you know -- ! as tryin; to get a handle ncv on

16 how nany of these LEE's clearly state one thing or ancther,

17 and wha t one does in the cases where the IEE on its f ace is

18 ambig uo u s.

19 CHAIREAN S!!!H Are you speaking particularly on

20 emargency feedvater or just gene rally?

21 ES. SEISSs Yes, energency f eedva ter. I am

22 sorry. Actually, the reference is lus =ain feedvater. ! am

23 on page.8 at the bottom of Er. Ketten's. testimony.

24 E!-MS.~ WEISS: (Resuming)

25 C A nd I as curious about the ;hrase " events.vnere

!
i

N MTMoo NA88Y,W60.
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.

1 operating reports clearly state that main feedwater was

2 lost." Do you have any idea of how many of these IEE's were l
i

3 ambiguous?

4 (Pause.)

5 Q What I mean by that is an event that could have
,

8 involved the loss of main feedwater.

7 A I think I had better say I an not sure. I really

8 don't want to speak for Mr. Koppe on that.

9 Q It is accurate, then, that I read this testimony

10 to state that Mr. Koppe made no inquiries with re spect to

11 event reports which were ambiguous? He counted only those

12 which clearly stated that main feedvater was lost. That is
i

13 what I read the sentence to say on the bottom of page 8 of(
14 -your testimony.

!

15 A' I am certainly not prepared to say that he made no

16 inquiries.

17 3R. EAXTER: He also does net state that there

! 18 were any ambiguous reports.

19 EY MS. WEISS: -( Resuming )

:

20 Q Are you prepared to state that he counted only,

|

[ 21 events where the operating reports clearly stated that main
!

i-
| :.2 feedwater.was lost?

23 A LI believe th at is the sentence in the testimony.

24 (Counsel.for UCS conferring.)

25 C On :page 10 cf your testirony, ycu cay.that

ALSERSoN MEPoRTMG CoWSANY, MC,
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1 failures during tests can somehow not be counted for

2 esercency feedvater systen failures. Is it your testimony

3 that, ns a principle of statistical or probabilistic

4 analysis, that test results tell us nothing about the

5 probability t.% *t emergency f eed vater vill f ail when called

6 upon?
i

7 MR. BAITER: I an sorry, Ms. Weiss. Could you

8 direct me to the direct testinony you were paraphrasing?

9 MS. WEISS 4 Page 10, the first paragraph.

10 BY MS. WEISS : (Resuming)

11 Q "There are several reasons why this data is not

, 12 useful and cannot be tied to an IFW demand rate. First, Mr.
!

13 lant: vas not reporting EFW system faflures upon demand. He

14 vas providing routine'1ER data on systen availability. Ihis
,

15 includes testing experience."

15 Drop a sentence: " Consequently, the data tells us

17 nothing about the probability that the t ~ EFW systez vill

18 ' f ail if it is called upon or demanded."

| 19 FI question to you: Is it your testimony that

20 test re'alts tell us nothing about the probability that
i
'

21 emergency feedvater will fail when called upon or demanded?

|
22 'A It certainly is not true that test results provide

'

23 no information, and that sentence was not intended to imply

24 that. The : point vss., trying to distinguish between the type

.25 -of informatien that Er. Lantz was quoting and a different

i
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1 type of information, which would be the success or failure

2 rate of a system upon demand.

3 Q Why is the test demand --

4 A It would depend upon the type of test.

5 Q Well, can you tell me, then, what kind of tests he

6 included? Are some of his data sore useful than others?

7 And if so, can you make the distinction f or us

8 A I think I would like te go bact co what I said

! 9 earlier. The point about this testimonf is not to try to

10 discredit 3r. Lants' data, but simply to point out what it

11 is and what it is not.

12 The thing which has been f req'aently referred to

13 during this hearing is the success re.te of emergency

\* feedvater upon demand. And the issue I was addressing in

15 this part of the testimony was simply that Mr. lant * data

16 does not translata to failure rate upon demand. And as the

17 NRC witnesses have testified, in fact that type of data does

18 not exist. We just do not ::sve it.

19 And really, that is all that piece of testimony

20 uns attespting to try to say. It was not to try to say that

| 21 Er. Lant * data was worthless for any purpose, and it

|
| '22 certainly was not trying to say that test data is never

23 useful. 1

!

124 ~2Y ER. PCLLAED:
.

25 Q ir. Keaten, if_I cculd just follow up on this line

ALDER $oM NTMG COMPANY. INC,
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1 of questioning, is it correct that the purpose of testing

2 emergency feedwater systems is for the purpose of

3 determining whether or not they would successfully operate

4 if a demand occurred? Is that tic f undamental reason for

5 testing?

i 6 A I think I would state it sligh tly diff erently. I
i

i 7 think that the reason for testing is to increase the

8 confidence that the system will respond correctly upon

9 demand.

10 Q And would you agree with me that the best type of

11 test to perform would be a test which called upon the

12 emergency feedwater system as a whole or some particular

13 component of the eme.79ncy f eed water system to perform in

14 the manner it would Ie required to perf orm during an actual

15 demand?

16 A Well, in general I would agree that that is a good

17 way to do the tast, yes.

18 C Now, if we tested a system and found it to be

19 ino pera b le , what reason is tnere to believe that if instead

20 of the test there was an actual demand the system would have

21 worked?

22 A It would depend upon the degree to which the test

23 teally simulated the conditions that would exist associated

24 with the real demand.
1

25 0 Well, in your tests that you planned to do of the l

|

|
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1 TEI-1 emergency f eed wa ter system, do those tests duplicate

2 the performance that is required of the emergency feedvater

3 system during an actual demand?

4 (Pause.)

5 A Let me make sure that I understand which tests you

| 6 are referring to. You are talking about the tests that are

7 being planned prior to restart?

8 C Okay. I wish to discuss all of the tests, both

9 the total systes flow tests prior to restart and af ter

to extended shutdown, as well as the periodic tests of the

11 components. Basically my question is, frem your knowledge

12 of the tests, whether they are total system tests or

13 periodic component tests, are those tests -- vill those

14 tests duplicate the performance required of the system or of

-15 the particular component that would be required curing an

18 actual demand?

17 A I think that there is some variability. I think

18 t hat some of the tests very likely mocked up the required

19 performance of either the system or a portion of the system

20 very closely. In other cases, the tests ma y simply be

I

21 trying to show the operability of a component, but not

22 necessarily trying to duplicate its operating conditions i
1

23 during an actual use.

24 So I think there would be a variety of answers to .

|

|.23 the ques tio n .

ALDER 5oN REPORTING COMPANY. INC,
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1 Q Let se see if I can make it more specific. Are

2 there any failures which could be detected by tests that |

3 would not result in failure of the system if it were in

4 actual demand? In other words, if you tested the syster and

5 found it failed, is there a possibility it would verk if it

8 was a real demand instead of a test demand?

7 (Pause.)
'

8 A Again, it is a hard question. Of course, many of

9 the kinds of failures that would be picked up by testing

10 would also interfere wi th the system operation. ! as not

11 sure that I as prepared to say that they are all in that

12 category.
*

13 Ihe other problem that I am running up against is

14 tha t -- is distinguishing between f ailure of a portion of

15 the system and a failure of the total system. If I test one

16 portion of the system and find that a valve does not open,

17 that does not meta that the total system would necessarily

18 fail to respond.

19 0 Can you give me an example from IXI Unit 1

20 emergency feedvater system of a failure that vould be

21 detected by tests, that would not interfere with operation

22 of the total systa= or any component of the system during an

23 actual demand?

24 (Pause.)

25 A I as still not sure that I understand what you are

|
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1 looking fo . Generally speaking, for exanple, if I have a

2 test which is intended to show that a valve vill open when

3 it is neederi to open and if tha t valve in f act does not

4 open, it 1.s an indication of something incorrect in the

5 system that would interfere to some degree with the

6 operation of the system.

7 If that is your question, then my ansve- nat,

8 yes, test results do show up things, if there a re failures,

9 which would interfere with the system's operation. There

10 are occasionally rases where the failure to respond is

11 bec,ause of the particular way in which the component was
12 actuated for the test as contrasted to the way it would be

13 actuated for the system.

14 But in general, we try to design the tests in such

15 a varsas we avoid that insofar as possible.

18 Q Okay. Now, if we are designing tests to try and

17 duplicate as closely as possible the performance of a

18 system, emergency feedvater system, as it would be required

19 to opera te during an actual demand, then what is the basis

20 of your testimony that the failure rate of emergency

21 feedwater systems by tests tells us nothing about the'

22 probability that the T."I emergency 'eedvater system vill

23 fail if it is called upon?
.

24 (Pause.)

25 A The point ef this portion of the testimony, as !

ALoanson aerontwo :oway. ac.
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1 indicated earlier, was not to indicate that testing results

2 were not useful, but rather was to indicate that you cannot

3 take the type of data that Mr. Lant: has and numerically

4 convert it into a number which I can call failure rato on

5 demand.

6 (Counsel for UCS conferring.)

7 Q Isn 't this f ailure rate on demand a conditional

8 probability, that is, what is the probability that the

9 system will fail, given that it is called upon to operate?

10 A Yec.

11 Q Then how is that any different than the

12 probability that the syste: vill fail to operate when

13 demanded to operate by a test?

-14 A Again, as I said earlier, it would depend upon the
'

1S type of test. If it was a test that was really intended to

16 fully simulate, for er *ple, a loss of main feedwater, a

17 total loss of main feedvater, then in fact it would relate

18 to a failure on demand.

I 19 Q Well, let me see if you agree with me. I do not

20 think it has to be a test of the entire main feedvater

21 system. Suppose we simply did a test as to whether or not

22 those circuit breakers for the motor-driven pumps could

23 close and we tested both circuit breakers and they failed te

24 Close.

25 Now, wouldn't we have had te same result if an

ALDER $oN REPORTING COMPANY. INC,
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1 actual demand for emergency feedvater had attempted to close

2 those circuit breakers?

3 A Yes, but that would not be >. failure of the

4 amergency feedvater system as a whole, because we still have

5 the steaa-driven pump.

8 C Yes, I understand tha t. I mean, I could give you,

i

7 a more intricate example. The point I as trying to make is,

8 can't we refer to Mr. Lant * data as failure of the

9 energency,feedvater systes to operate when demanded by

10 tests?

11 (Pause.)

12 A No, I do not think that that is a correct

13 cha racterization of Zr. Lant=' data.

14 0 How is it iner;..cr.

i 15 (Pause.)
!
'

16

17

18

19

20

. 21
l

i

22

23

- 24

25

accanson asposttmo conspenv. sec. -
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1 (?suse.)

2 A I at looking at Mr. lance's testi=ony, his

3 preflied testimony, which appears followin; page 6035 in the

4 transcript.

5 Q You say continue, Mr. Keaten, if you wish, with

6 the prefiled testimo'y, but in your direct testimony you aren

7 referencing his cross examination.

8 A Excuse me. In my testisony if you will look --

9 you are correct. I am referrin; to his cross examination,

10 but where he was discussing that portion of his prefiled

11 testioony. He says as follows: We have reviewed the

12 Licensee event reports for plants for safety ;rade energ'ency

13 feedwater systems. ~he available data for plants that are

14 in commercial operation and' tha t have safety grade emergency

i

| 15 feedwater systems show that in the vast majority of the

16 cases, the f ailures that cccurred did not def eat the

ti functional capability of the system. Data en E7W systen

18 success en' demand is not maintained.

19 That is the first point I wanted to make about the

20 unavailability or the inability to convert this data into a

21 failure rate on a demand, that we do not have good records

22 of the total number Hof demands.

- 23 Then he goes on to give a table in hir prepared

24 testinony . in ~.which he characterizes ar .follows: Ixcept for

25 .the following reported cases of common cause 'and

mLaensou pesonvues cowaaser, wec.
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1 operator-induced f ailure which resulted in an overall system

2 failure, the system was found to be operable when i

1

3 initiated.

4 Then he has a table which has four entries in it,

5 and this is on page 4 of his prefiled testimony. And

8 looking at the entries in this table, it is not restricted

7 to events which occurred just during testing but also

8 includes events which were included during operation. So I

9 do not think it is correct to characterire his testimony as

to ref erring only to testing.

11 C Fcr those events where there was a total loss or

12 total failure of esergency feedwater-function, if I

13 understand you correctly, some of those were discovered

14 during tests and some were discovered during operation.

15 A Yes.

16 -Q For at least those events, do you see any reason

17 why for those events the system-vould not also have been

18 failed if there had been an actual demand for emergency

19 f eedwater?

20 MR.. BAITER: Your question is for events reported

21 - b y Er. Lance where there was total failure ef-emergency
j

22 feedwater to function?

23 ER. 731LAED: Yes.

_ .24 CPause.)

25 THE WITNESS: . Insofar as'! know, that is correct.

ALoenson moonTesc coew4=v. me.
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1 BY ME. POLLA3* (Resuming)

2 Q Okay. So then would I be correct in interpreting

3 your testinony on page 10 in the first paragraph that data

4 from tests of an entire emergency feedvater systen, that if

5 those ty;es of tests showed the system to be in a f ailed

6 condition, data from those kinds of tests would in fact tell

7 us something about the probability that an energency

8 feedvater system would fail if called upon by a real event

9 or a real demand?

10 A In the case that you are describing where it is a

11 test of the total emergency feedvater system under

12 represen tative cases, a test resul.. * * ch showed the failure.

13 of the entire system certainly would be relevant to the

14 issue of whether the system would respond on denand.

15 I as still, however, having the same problem in

16 terms that while that is relevant infornation,

17 quantitatively converting that data point to a failure

18 probability upon demand requires a lot of additional data,

19 some of which does not appear to be available.

:20 0 And if we did a test of just a cosponent -- let's

21 use an an Szample the circuit breaker for a motor driven

22 pump --- and ' if we te sted the ability of that circuit breaker

23 to close-and observed a-high fallure nte during tests,

24 would not that contribute to a higher probability that the

25 entire f eedwater systen nicht fail if called upon to operate?

atoansoN namo*T:No cowen.we.
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1 A I would scree tha t if a component such as a

2 cir cuit breaker exp?rienced a high failure rate during

3 testing, that that uculd have i=plications as far as its,

4 contribution to the total system of f ailure rate. Now, hov

5 high or how low that would make the total systes failure

6 rate would depend upon just what was the role of that

7 component, how many others there were, whether there were

8 diverse co m p on en ts , and so on and so forth.

9 So, there would be a lot of things that would

10 enter into the total impact on the system. Eut again, I

11 agree it would be a relevant piece of data. Again, I think

12 it would be very difficult to take that piece of data and

13 convert it to a total . system f ailure rate on demand.

14 BY S. 'dEISS:

15 Q In light of the discussion that we have just had,

16 I would like to redirect your attention to the sentence on

17 page 10 of your tastimony and ask you if you would like to

18 change it in any way or if you would like to leave it the

19 way it is: " Consequently th e da ta" -- tha t is the lance data

" tells us nothi=q about the probability that the THI-1
.

20 --

!

| 21 IFJ syster will f ail if it is called upon or demanded."

| 2: A And again I would like to return to my earlier

.33 discussion in that this sentence was not intended to im ply

as that the Lance data :vas not interesting or even applicable

25 to emergency feedwater systeas, but rather addrosred th e

AtosasoM neronimo consewr. me.
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1 usefulness of that data in the narrow context of converting

2 it to a failure upon demand rate.

3 Q Does it tell -

4 A And the point of the sentence is that you cannot

5 do it from the lance data.

6 Q Does it tell us nothing about the possibility that

7 the TEI-1 EFW systan will f ail if if is called upon?

8 A In the sense that that sentence was intended,

9 which is addressing the issue of whether one can take the

to Lance data and convert that data to a numerical quantity

11 called probabLlity of failure on dr.nand, I think th e

12 sentence is correct. That is di'.ferent fron saying that the

13 Lance data tells us nothing, which that sentence does not

14 say and I did not intend to say.

15 CHAIRMAN ShITH: Mr. Keaten, now.that you know the
. .

16 conclusions that can be drawn fres'your testinony, would you

17 still have written that sentence the same way?

18 ( La ugh ter. )

te THE WITNESS: I probably would have worded it

20 differently, to be honest about it.

21 EY 15. WEISS: (Besuning)

22 Q Oid you write the sentence in the first place er

23 did somebody else draft it?

24 A I honestly de not remember.

25 Q I'have this tremendous adniration for this rachine

Al.DERSoh AEPc4DNG CoM#ANY,INC.
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1 over there that turns out testimony. Ycu cannot remember

2 whether you wrote it or not.

3 MR. BAXTER: We will pass your comments on to the

4 nachine.

5 (Laughter.)

8 BY MS. WEISS: (Resuming)

7 Q You discuss, I think on page 10, another

8 disjunction between -- what you would consider another

9 disjunction between the Lance data and the probability of

to emergency f eedvater failure at TMI-1. Particularly some of

11 the failures reported by Mr. Lance occurred during normal

12 startup, and the emergency feedwater system at TMI-1 is not

13 used during normal startup, correct?
i

14 A Correct.

15 0 Is it true, though, that if it had not been

16 discovered during normal startup that the er.ercency

17 . feedvater systems were disabled on these occasions, that the

18 system would have remained in a failed condition until it

19 was disccVered by some other means such as the test or a

20 real demand during an accident?

21 A I am not sure that that is true at all, in that it

22 would depend upon whether the system would have been able to

23 respond to a different kind of~ event than the situation

124 which arcse during its use as part of the normal plant

125 sta rtup. In other words, would it have been able to respond

|
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1 had the plant been starting up on nornal feedvater and then

j 2 feedvater was lost and it was required to respond.

3 Q But you do not know enough about the details of

4 these incidents to know whether they were the kind of

5 failures that would have resulted in a failure during an

8 actual demand.

7 A That is correct.

8 0 Is it corrtet as a matter of statistical analysis

9 that if a system is fcund in an operable condition during a
|
|

| 10 . t es t , that one assumes that on the average it was in a

11 failed condition for half the tine between that test and the

12 prior test?

13 A That is a very common approach.

14 (Counsel for UCS conferring.)

| 15 MS. WEISS 4 Those are all the questions we have at

|
16 this time, Mr. Kesten.

17 OHAIRMAN 55ITHz Can I hear that last question

18 back?

| 19 (The question was read back by the reporter. )

20 (Board conferrinc.)
!

21 CHAIRMAN SEITH If there had been an intervening

22 operational demand between tests, would that standard still

23 apply?

! 24 'THE WITNESS: No. The-intent of this kind of

25 standard, what I understood 3s. Weiss to be inplying by her

i

i

h
I
l
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1 question and certainly what I 11 plied by my answer, is that

2 when a system is found in an inoperable status, that in

3 e stima ting f or statistical purposes how long it was

4 inoperable, you look back to the last time that you know it

5 was operable and then take half that time.

6 I helieve th a t was --

7 55. WEISS,: That is correct.

8 You reminded me of one more question, if I can beg

9 your indulgence.

10 BY ES. WEISS: (Resuming)

11 C About the usefulness of data, '2se of emergency

12 f eedvater during startup to a system where emercency

13 feedwater is not used for startup, I just want to make it

14 clear that the startup or the use of emergency feedwater did

15 not cause the failure in the system; the use of emergency

16 feedwater during startup discloscJ the failure in the

17 system, isn 't that accurate?

18 A I am not sure whether that is accurate or not.

19 The way I read the description of some of the events, it is

20 at least conceivable to me that in fact they were caused by

|
21 the conditions being experienced during startup. But as I

22 indicated earlier, I do not really understand.the events

23 voll enough to know that for sure.

24 0 Would it be accurate that just as.st'least som e of

:
25 the test results vould be directly usef ui data f or TfI .if j

ALoenson masonimo coMY, MC.
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1 rou were doing the kind of test where an actual demand --

2 which duplicated an actual desand, if the startup disclosed

3 a failur. ra ther than causing a failure, isn't that data

4 usefal for analyzing THI-17

5 A Ihe answer is yes, and I would like to expand on

j 6 it just slightly. The point about all of this discusr'.on

7 about failures on demand was not to try to say that at a

8 time that a system is found to be inoperable, that that data

9 point is not useful, but was rather discussing the

to dif ficulties of trying to get to the specific number called

11 failure on demand.

12 This is the reason why Mr. Koppe took a different

13 approach, as he reported in his testimony, and did not try

14 to talk about 'f ailures on demand but simply looked at the

15 number of times that emergency feedvater systems had been

16 found to be inoperable and how long they were estima ted to

17 he inoperable, and then divide that by the total number of

18 plant years represented and come up with a number that can

19 be called system unavailability and -then, as Dr. Jordan

20 indicated, use that as an estimate of the saae thing as the

21 failure rate upon demand.

22 MS. WEISS: Thank you, Mr. Keaten. That is all at

23 this time.

24 CHAIRMAN S".ITH: Mr.'Dornsife.

25 E! 32. DCE.MSIFE.

i
i
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1 Q I just have a couple of folicw-up questicas f ron
.

2 UCS' cross exanination.

3 Mr. Koppe's analysis of energency feedwater systen

4 r211 ability, you said that did include unavailability

5 discovered during testing, is that correct?

6 A It is my understanding tha t that included all cf

7 those cases that were relevant to the evaluation where it

8 was unavailable, that is right.

9 Q And I am curicus why you didn't use his data,

10 which is a very low unavaiftbility, in refuting the staff

11 number of 1 in 25.

12 A It is a little hard for =e to ancuer thtt without

13 being sligh tly f are tious, with my excuses to the Board; but

14 the difficulty I have had here in defending =y linited

15 references to !r. Koppe's testimony, I did not think I

16 vanted to defend it in any creater depth. It is in the

17 record. 3r. Koppe defended it. We preferred to leave.it

18 that way.

19 Q f ou had used his data .for feedwater -transients. I

20 as wondering why you did not use it for emergency fesdwater

21 a vailabilit y , too. It seems an extension.

22 A In the case of the emergency feedvater -- excuse
<

_a se -- In the case of loss of main feedwater cases, there was

24 data already in the record which we felt mish: Lle

23 misunderstcod and. felt that a supplenestal piece cf

wiensou ne=ont=0 conway, asc.
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1 testimony sight hopefully clear up the significance of that,

2 whereas in the specific case af Mr. Koppe's evaluations of

3 the energency feedwater unavailabilly, we felt like th a t the

4 information that was in the record there was acceptable.

5 0 When you say that the data that Mr. Lance used in

6 coming up with the number 1 in 25 is not applicable to THI,

7 the reasons you give, which do you feel is the nost

8 predominant reason? Is it the fact that the systems were

9 used for startup or shutdown or they are very much differert

10 than the systems at THI?

11 For example, I think in the lance testimony, in

12 fact, or asybe your testimony, three of the 'f ailures

13 occurred at the Davis-Besse Plant, which is two

14 turbine-driven energency feedva ter pumps which are to tall y

15 different fron-the TMI system.

16 A Tes, and I would agree with you that the

17 differences between those systems and the T5! syste=s are

18 one of the most important_ points.

19 53. 00335IFEs I have no f urther questions.

20 THAIREAN SEITH: Er. Tourte11otte.

21 NE. TOURTELLOTTE: We have no questions.

22 (Beard conferring.)

23 MR. POLLAF.D: Er. Chairman, would this he a goed

24 time to take a treak?

.::5 ( Soard conf errin;. ) i

i

l

%

MO , NO.
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1 DR. JORDAN 'Jha t was the question?

*
2 HE. POLLAED: I was wondering if we could have a

3 break.

4 CHAISEAS SHITH: You want a break.

5 (Board conferring.)

6 CHAIEXAM SMITH: Ee will ta.ke our lunch break and

7 return at 1:00.

8 (Whereupen, at 11:55 a.m. the hearing was

9 recessed, to reconvene at 1:00 p.m. the same da7. )

10

11

12
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1

1 ATTEEN00N SESSION

2 (1407 p.m.)

3 CHAIE5AN SMITH Are we ready to proceed?

4 It seems I was not very alert this morning when I

5 was asking about having informa tion about the scheduling for

6 offsite emergency planning. You reported that your meeting

7 -- 3r. Dornsife, your meeting this afternoon. And on

# Thursday the Board will be given some idea of what the

9 sequence is.

10 Well, we need the inf ormation bef ore the testimony

11 starts. I mean, it is much better for us to have some ides

12 of who is coming up. We would like to review the testimony

13 before the witness comes up, even if we have read it

14 before.

15 So if you can accommodate us a little bit better

16 than that, it would be quite helpful. Have you taken into

17 the scheduling discussions account of Ms. Bradford? She has

18 called up and vsnts to know when that is going to be

19 discussed. And of course, she has -- we have information

2D now that she is going to be the lead Intervenor on off site.

21 So she should be included in the preliminary discussions.

22 That is Gail Bradford.

23 ER. PAXTER: Or. Jordan, I believe Ir. Keaten has

2d done some siculations f or you ever the lunch hour.

2 Whereupon,

4LoensoN REPoRnNG CoWANY, SNO,
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1 ROBERT W. KEATEN

2 the witness on the stand at the time of recess, resuned the

3 stand and, having been previously duly sworn, "3s exanined

4 and testified further as follows:

5 E0ARD EXAMINATION
l

| 6 BY DR. JORDANS
|

7 Q All right. What did you discover, 3r. Keaten,

8 with your calculating machine?

9 A I took a quick look at the quest 'n which you had

10 raised this morning about hev the probability of the three

11 events occur:1ng in ten years would be affected by the

12 assumed mesn failure rate. And let ze give you a couple ^#

13 numbers that I came up with that I think are consistent with

14 the qualitative discussion that we had this morning, but add
!

|
15 a little of the quantitative to it.

16 These calculations were done on the assumption

17 that we are dealing with a series of events which obey the

18 poisson distribution law. So as a matter of a base point, I

19 looked at the questien, if the mean f ailure rate is 0.3 per

20 year, what is the probability that we will actually observe
t

| 21 three or less events in ten years. And that numbers turns
:
l

22 out to be 65 percent.

.23 Then I looked at the question, if instead, if the

24 real mean failure rate os 0.6 per year, what is the

;5 probability that we will see three or less in ten years, and

ALDER $oN REPoRTWeG ColdpANY. Sec.
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1 that turns out to be about 15 percent.

2 And then, directing towards 's. saiss' questien, I

3 asked if the real nean failure rate is three per year, an

4 order of magnitude higher than the data would indicate, what

5 is the probability that we would actually observe three or

6 less in a ten-year period. And that number turns out to be
-9 .

7 something less than 10 .

-9
8 Q 10 ?

3 A Yes, sir.

10 C Okay. You were not quite in the right ballpark,

11 then, this morning.

12 A I think I had said this =crnin; I thought it was

13 less than an order of aagnitude.

14 - Q All right. I have just a fet questions, and I

15 guess it has to do with, what do we conclude in general frca

16 your testisony. I think you recognize tha t my concern is

17 that if the emergency feedvater system is not highly

18 reliable, and if it is used to protect the health and safety

19 of the public following a main feedvater transient, then

20 something zust he done.

21 Now, some things have been done. There have been

22 a number of changes to the emergency feedvater system as a

23 result of T*I-2. And so the question is, with these changes

24 ha s the reliability of the emergency f eedvater systes been

25 so improved that one can depend en it to protect the health

!
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1 anf sleety cf the public?

2 'de have had testimony from the staff and from

3 other documents concerning the rate of feedwater transients,

4 something like three per year. But let's assume for the

5 soment that it is only .3 per year. Then the question is

6 what reliability do we have in the emergency feedvater

7 system, because the product of the challenge ra te and the

8 reliability, it will be the nunber of interest.

9 And for the moment, you say that you feel that the

10 reliability is rrobably perhaps better than one over 25 per

11 year. But you do not have any other figures to support it.

12 Now, let's assume for the moment the challenge

13 rate is consistent with your figure of .3. The reliability

14 is one over 25, which we will call .04 The prcduct of the

15 two therefore would be something on the order of .01, which

16 would mean about once every 100 years there would be a

17 trsasient which would not be protected wi~th a proper'

18 operation of the emergency feedwater system.

19 Now, I guess the question is, what is wrong with

20 that reasoning, or do you feel that that is adequate

21 protection? And if so why, and if not why?

22 In itself, accepting for the moment the hypothesis*
.

23 that the nusbers that you gave are correct, the probability

24 of having an event that would lead to major core dtmage

25 every 100 yearr would appear to be very high too me. Eut
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1 two comments that I would like to make along that line.

2 Number one is, even without questioning the

3 reliability of the emergency feedvster system, it is true

4 tha t we have another completely independent system which can

5 cool the core if there is not any feedvater. So if I am

6 looking for a number that represen ts, let me say, the

7 probability of getting major core damage due to lack of heat

8 removal, then I would have to multiply the frequency of

9 demands on the esergency feedvater system times the

to probability that the emergency feedvater system would not be

11 available, times the probability that no other method of

12 he2 t rencvs1 were available, which really then is the

13 probability of failure of the high pressure injection

14 system.

15 dy second consent is that, as we discussed a

16 little bit this morning, another number tha t you can arrive

17 at for the reliability of the emergency feedvater systes is

18 the number 'that is taken from the data that Er. Koppe

19 presented, which would give a very such different ausber
-5

20 than .04 It is more like, I think, 10 .

21 The typical numbers that I have seen, without

22 ref erence to the details of this system design, but for a

23 good, well-designed redundant system, are typically susbers
-3

24 that are of the order of 10 failure probability for a

25 system. And so for example, if I had the situation -- and I

!
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1 will have to say, honestly, we have not done this detailed

2 analysis, but just sort of looking at the gross numbers.

3 If I had the situation of a loss of feedwats:
-3

4 frequency of 0.3 per year, EFW unavailability of 10 , and
-3

5 a high pressure injection unavailability of 10 then,

6 that would give se a net probability for the loss of core

7 cooling of a number that would be somewhat less than
-6

8 10 I think perhaps that that would be acceptable..

9 Q Yes. Well ncv, then, I guess that is the argument

10 that I would expect you to use. And I would, however --
-3

11 vell, further, you came up with a number of 10

12 reliability of the energency feed vater system. And where i

13 did that number cose frem? Do you have any feeling for

14 that?

15 Do you -- well, I really quess I am asking you,

16 have you looked at other data other than the staff's

.
17 testimony, of ?.r . Lant=' testimony? Is there something

18 wrong -- well, you said you felt in some ways Er. lantz'

19 testimony did not apply, I know.

20 But is there some reason, is there some other data

| 21 behind this? Are there other documents that you ha ve looked
L -3

22 at that would lead you - to believe that something like 10

23 is a better figure than Mr. Lant ' figure of one in 25?

24 A As you said, there are reascas which we' discussed

25 in the testimony and somewhat this morning that we do not

as.canson popoemme conapany, me.
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i believe that Mr. Lant=' number of one in 25 in the

2 appropriate number to use in this type of calculation that

3 we are talking about here.

4 As to the answer to your other question, yes,

5 there is some other data available. It is not data which we

6 have felt was firm enough or completely defensible to the

7 point where we wanted to introduce it directly into

8 evidence. But it is based oc calculations which ECW did,

9 which they reported the qualita tive results cf in some of

10 the documents that were referenced in the testimony by Mr.

11 Capodanno and Mr. Lanese, in which they showed the relative

12 reliability of the f eedwater system compared to other

13 plants.

14 And in talking verbally with them about the kind

15 of numbers that supported that, which in turn were based

16 upon basic parameter data that was used by the Fuclear

17 Regulatory Commission in evaluating the Westinghouse-

18 Combustion Engineering f eedwater systems, the kinds of

19 numbers tha t they arrived at in those evaluations, taking

20 credit for the fact that THI-1 has two motoc-driven pumps,

21 either one of which will supply adequate feedwater, and also

22 has a steam-driven pump, the probabilities which ther

23 arrived at based on -- acain, I emphasi=e, these numbers,

24 which I am not prepared to defend -- were numbers which for
~3.

25 the total systes reliability was better than 10

ALDERSoN REPoRTmG COMPANY. WO.
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1 Q I remember that there was a reference to the BCW

2 work on reliability which was required by t he NEC staff , I

3 believe, and tha t as a consequence I believe they even said

4 there were some changes succested in the design of the j

5 emergency feedwater system.

6 Do you remember -- do you know if those numbers

7 were put into the record of this proceeding ?

8 A No, sir, I believe that they have not been. The

9 reports themselves were.

10 Q The reports themselves, the 3CW whatever it was?

11 A No -- excuse me?

12 3R. BAIIER: The reports are referenced in

13 Licensee 's Exhibit 15, which 3r. Capodanno and lanese

14 sponsored. You asked to borrow copies of them. We made

15 them available. I think there were some questions on it.

16 We made them available to UC3 as'well.

17 There was some questioning on it, but they were

18 not introduced.

19 DR. JORDAN: I see, okay. Thank you, Hr. Baxter.

20 That does help me remember.

21 THE WITNESS: But let me reiterate. Dr. Jordan,

22 that those reports did not have the numerical values in

23 them.
1

u BT DR. JCRDAN: (Resuming)

25 0 .I see. .

As.asmson menwmseG conswev, mc.
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1 A They had simply a comparison based on the

2 numerical analysis of the reliability of the TMI-1 emergency

3 feedwater system to other systems and the reliability of BEW

4 f eedwater systems in general to other types of vendors.

5 (Paust.) :

6 Q Well, it looks as though we are in the rather

7 difficult position of deciding between Mr. Lantr * numbers

8 and Mr. Koppe's, and I guess I did not question Mr. Lantz

9 very hard. I did examine Er. Koppe particularly with

10 respect to the fact that his numbers, for example, with

11 respect to diesel generator failures were just orders of

12 magnitude different than had ever been used before. And

13 consequently I came out with grave reservations with respect

14 to the other nuabars.

15 And so.far as I know, Mr. lantz' numbers have not

16 reslly been subjert to great questions concerning their

17 reliability and their accuracy. But we have quite a ways to
-3

18 go, quite a di_fference here, of 10 ,say, versus 2 times
-2

19 10 And so perhaps the truth does lie somewhere in.

20 between. And-we will just have to do the best we can with

21 the data ~that we do have.

22 Now, what I would like to do, however, with you is
-

s

23 to clear up a few things in my sind.. You mentioned, for

24 example -- well, you aantioned the - certainly the sort

25 .important ites, and that is that the . emergency feedvater

|

|
- -- e . e.
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1 system is backed up by the high pressure injection system.

2 Now, I have several questions about that. I am

3 going to ask you in a few moments to tell me just how it

4 works. And although you have done so, before, I also,

5 however, want to ask you, what is the situation with respect

6 to other PWE's? Do other PWB's -- dc you know, do they have

7 the backup of the emergency feedwater system that you have

8 in THI-17

9 A It is my understanding, Dr. Jordan, that for

10 - nuclear - steam supply systems other than those provided by

11 B&W that they do not have the capability of adding water at

12 the full systes design pressure. I am not sufficiently

13 familiar with them to tell you at what pressure they can add

14 water.

15 Q All right. Tha t is the understanding that I had,

16 too, in reading some of the testimony. And I will have some

17 questions of Mr. Wersiel and Mr. Curry on that. So,

18 althouch I an interested in the comparison, I particularly

19 vant to focus on ?!!-1 and the proposed design there.

20 Now, you have said that you did not feel that the

21 num bers that I came up with a moment ago would be adequately

22 small to protect if we were talking about severe core

O 15 damage, and I certainly agree. So therefore we do have to

24 talk about the backup of the emergency f eedwater system --

25 of the high pressure injection system. And I a: left with-

ALDERsoN RG90RTMG Coe09M. MC.
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1 the little failure of understanding.

2 I asked Mr. Ross the other day, following

3 questions of ''r. Polla rd , about the procedures for using the

4 high pressure injection systes, and I came up with an answer

5 I guess that is a little different than I had gotten

8 before.

7 Now, would you take me through what happens at the

8 plant, first of s11, following a simple loss of main

9 feedwater, assuming for the moment that the emergency

to feedvatar system is indeed operable? And the reason I as

11 asking this is because I as interested as to what does the

12 operating staff have to do? Can they -- vill i t , A , wi th

13 the system as proposed at restart and, B, with the system as

14 . finally proposed, what does the staff have to do in order to

15 sake sure that the cooling vill he ha?dled through the steam

16 generators?

17 (Discussion off the record.

18 THE WITNESS 2 Dr. Jordan, shile I an laying my
'

19 hands on a copy of the procedures so I can make sure I cover

20 all of the things that need to be covered, let me just

| 21 . generally snswer.your question.
|

.22 In the event of loss of feedvater, as the system

.23 eill be prior to restart, the reactor will be tripped

24 automatically.due to the new anticipatory trip that has been

25 insta11ad'su the loss of the main feed pumps. In the ewnt i-

|

|
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1 of a reactor trip, the two reactor operators, that are the

2 men I will describe as the control panel operators -- that

3 is, the ones that are there at the control boards taking the

4 control botrd actions, rather than the shift foreman and the

5 shift superviror, who are standing by --

6 DR. JORDAN 4 Yes.

7 THE WITNESS: Thase two operators go to

8 preassigned portions at the control board. Cne of them goes

9 to the location from wh!ch the reactor and the makeup system

to is controlled, and one goes to the systen from which

11 f eedvater is controlled.

12 The operator going to the reactor control station

13 has instructions to manually trip the reactor to make sure

14 that the sutomatic trip signal is backed up, to ensure that

15 the control rods have in fact dropped down, so that the

16 neatron flux is decreasing. And then he takes steps to

17 reduce or stop the letdown flow and increase the nakeup

18 flow, in order to accommodate the shrinkage in the primary

19 system which is occurring due to the cooldown.

.20 And so his job is to stay with th at portion of the

21 plant.

22 RY DR. JORDANS (Resuming)

23 Q So he does have a job to do?

24 A Tes, sir.

25 The or,erator who goes ts the feed wa te r section,

ALDetsoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 his basic job in this particular case is sinply to ensure

2 that the eme rgency feedwater system han initiated

3 automatically, as it should do.

4 Q This should be done by virtue of the mait. control

5 system?

6 A That is correct. The control systen senses the

7 loss of the two main feedwa ter pumps and starts the

8 energency feedwater pumps, and so his job really is to

9 ensure that those actions have taken place.

10 Q Okay. Well, I am chiefly interested in what

11 positive actions the operators have to take and the

12 consequences of their failure to take the actions.

13 A Okay. I have here in front of me the precedure

14 entitled "Three Mile Island Nuclear Station Unit 1 Emergency

15 Procedure 1202-26A, Loss of Steam Generator Feed to Both

16 OTSG's," And this is Revision 11.

17 3R. BAXTEE: Does that have an exhibit number on

18 the front of it, Mr. Keaten?

19 THE WITNESSs Tes. It is Licensee's Exhibit No.

20 49.

21 ES. WEISS: Which revisior , did you say?

22 THE WITNESS: It is Fevi. ion 12. Thank you.

23 In the Section 2.0, entitled "Immediate Action,"

24 the automatic actions which are given are: number one, the

25 rea ctor trip ; and number two, emergency feedvater pumps

I
'

.
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1 start on loss of both main feedwater pumps and maintain the

2 OTSG level at 30 inches. Those are the automa tic actions.

3 The manual actions are as follows. These are the

4 immediate manual actions: One, trip the reactor and perform

5 immediate manual actions per EP 1202-4, which is the reactor

6 trip procedure; number two, trip the t'urbine and ve rif y tha t

7 the turbine stop valves combined with intercept valves are

8 closed, verify that the generator breakers are open. Both

9 of these steps are in confirming the automatic action type

10 of thing.
<

11 Step number three is, send an operator to the

12 energency feedwater valves, EFY-30 A and B, and establish

13 communications. And that is ta make sure that there is an

14 operator availa sir down there in case certain failures

15 occur.

16 The next step is basically to verify that the

17 emergency feedvater pumps have started and that the pump

.18 discharge pressure is where it should be. The next step is

19 to verify that the ESV 30 A and B valves are in automatic

20 and open. Those are the emergency feedwater control

j 21 valves.

22 Then the next step is to verify esercency

23 feedwater flow by the indication on the panel. The next
i

24 ste p is to verify that the reactor coolant loop pressure is |

25 retuczit.? to approximately 2155 psig. That is as a result

t
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1 of the steps that were taken that I described earlier to

2 reduce the letdown flow and to increase the sakeup flow to

3 com;ensate for shrinkage.

4 And there are conzents given about what happens if

C accidents are occurring. Then it says, if sain and

3 emergency f eedwater are lost, initiate high pressure

7 injection. If high pressure injection is initiated, verify

8 open RCV-2, which is the PCEV block valve, and allow ECV-2

9 to cycle at 2450 psi until all attempts have been nade to

to restore feedvater flow.

11 And then the final step in this immediate action

12 is, if the reactor coolant systes reaches saturation, refer

13 to I? 1202-39, which is the inadequate core cooling

14 procedure.

15 So those are the immediate actions which are

-16 listed in this case.

17 0 All right. Now I do wish to explore the nature of

18 the backup of the high pressure injection system and the

19 feed and bleed cooling. There are two ways that this backup

20 can serve. One is to maintain the reactor pressure and

21 tem pe ra ture and keep an inventory over the cere durine the

22 period required to get the emergency f eedva ter back in
;

23 . service. And I understand that. |

24 And this therefore would be -- that is certainly
i

25 an important-backup. But I believe it has been stated, and I

I
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1 I am not sure and here is where I want you to help me, if

2 they are not able to get the emergency feedvater system, can

3 they go to cold shutdown with the feed and bleed system'l

4 Er. Ross, I believe, when asked this last week,

5 said yes, there is a procedure for going to cold shutdown on

6 the high pressure -- with feed and bleed and high pressdre

7 injection. Now, did I understand that correctly?

8 A Yes, sir, with one very small adjustment. I

9 believe that what Mr. Boss said was that the instructions

10 for doing this were included within the procedure system.

11 There is not necessarily one procedure *. hat tells how to do

12 all of that.

13 Q All right. I see. But you de ty that.it is

14 possible, without emergency feedvater, L ake the reactor

15 to cold shutdown, to the point where the 4 pressure

16 injec' ion system would take over; is that c : rect?

17 A Yes, sir.

18 Q l .9 that event, then, as you say, on. thould

19 aultiply the numbers that we were talking abou a fev

20 minutes ago bT the reliability of the high pressure

21 injection system. And are there -ny estimates that you knov

22 of as to that reliability?
-3

23 I think you mentioned a figure like 10 .Is.

24 there any basis for that?

25 (Fause.)

ALDERSON MEPORT'NG COMPANY. INC.
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1 A The note that I have here, Or Jordan, which was

2 prepared for me by one of my staff, indicates that tne

3 median -- I want to say unavailability. I will be honest, I

4 as not sure whether it is unavailability or the probability

5 of failure upon demand. But as we discussed, we can almost

6 treat those numbers as the same thing.

7 I believe that the median number given in

8 WASH-1400 for high pressure injection systems is 8.5 times
-3

9 10 .

10 C Times ten to the minus what?

11 A Three.

12 Q Times ten to the minus three?

13 A Right.
-2

14 Q That is essentially 10 .

-2

15 A It is almost 10 for the median number, yes,

16 sir, that is correct.

17 (Board conferring. )

18 A Again, Dr. Jordan, I an not representinc

19 necessarily that tha t applies to THI-1, because we have not

20 done that evaluation for TEI-1. I un riaply quoting the

21 num ber that was in WASH-130C.

22 Q I see, okay.

23 Nov -- but of course, the WASH-tuc0 was analyzing

24 a system different from the BC7?

25 A Yes, sir,.I believe that~1s correct.

Ai.nenson nacontwee consemr. me.
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1 (Pause.)

2 C Just let me summarize, then. It would be your

3 ptsition that the TfI-1 is not particularly unique that--

4 is, bill have no more than a failure rate of the main

5 feedwater system, that upon failure the emergency feedwater

5 system, backed up by the high pressure injection system, is

7 adequate to prevent core damage. Did I say it ccrrectly or
.

8 would you like to amplif y it a bit?

9 A I would agree with what you said, Dr. Jordan. But

IC res, I think I would like to amplify a little bit.

11 I think it is our position, based upon the work

12 that has been done, that not only is the less of feedvater

13 not significantly different probability for TEI-1 than it is

14 for other plants, but also we believe that th e reliability

15 of the emergency feedvater system for TZI-1 is in the same

16 range 'as is true for other plants.

17 I think that is supported by the EC*4 analysis

18 which is in these reports we were discussing earlier, which

19 specifically compared the reliability of the BCW emergency

20 feedvater systems to those of other vendors, and also the

21 staf f 's testimony , which I guess.will be heard next, also

22 addresses that issue.

23 So it.is our position, I thiak, that although de

24 do not have a good quantitt tive reliability or risk analysis

25 of the type that I.would feel real comfertable sittino nere

i

l

l

!
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1 and defending the numbers, that we see no reason to believe

2 tha t y!I-1 is significantly worse than typically other
3 systems. And in a couple of respects, we believe that in

4 fact it is better, partly because, as is indicated in the

C testinony, that we do not normally use the emergency

6 feedvater system for plant startups and shutdowns.

7 So in f act we believe that it is in fact

6 challenged lesc and used less than at other plants. And

9 also, as we were discussing, the availability of the high

10 pressure injection system.

11 Q I guess I have just two more. One, you sentioned

12 the redundancy of the main feedvater systen that ycu felt

13 contributed to the reliability of that system. Ecvever, it

14 has been pointed out, I believe, by sone that there is less

15 redundancy in the case of the energency feedvater system, in

16 that there are only two steas generators rather than four in

17 t h e B C'4 systems.

18 Is that true and is that an important factor?

19 (Pause.)

1 I think .it would really depend, Dr. Jordan, on the20

21 design of the emergency feedwater systens, in that if I had
;

|
'

22 a. plant that had two caergency f eedvater trains, each of

23 which fed to the steam generators, I do not know of any

24 reason why I would'believe that that is more relisble than

25 one which had 'two -trains feedinc two steam generators.

. ALDERSo*e RE*oRTWO CoesPANY. INO.
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1 Cn the other hand, if there were a plant which had

2 forr independent trains, each f eeding one steam generator,

3 vell obviously that would be so=e advantage. And so it

4 would really depend upon the designs of the systems.

5 Q Now then, going back to your last statement, the

6 fact that you do no t challengo the emergency f eedva ter

7 system as often, I can see it cocid possibly work both ways,

8 because a system that is called upon frequently gets tested

9 frequently too, and therefore the chances it will be in an

10 inoperative condition, as you centioned this morning, in

11 essentially the time between tests could be therefore

12 shorter than a systes that is not tested or challenged

13 frequently.

14 And so therefore, in the case where there was

15 really a loss in both of the other systens which use

16 emergency f eedvatar for startup and shutdown, assuning that

17 the rhallenge rate from a loss of main feedvater is

18 e ssentially the same, I can see possihly some advantage then

1e when there is a real challenge with those systems.

2D Is there something wrong with that line of

21 reasoning?

22 A .I would agree with you that th ere are some

20 advantages associated with operating a systen, and I think

24 it . is . re ally an issue there.cf whether the total rate at

25 which the : system is either operated or tested adequately is

,
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1 a cce p tab le . And it could be, for exampis, in a system which

2 ves operstad less frequently, that the testing frequency

3 sight have to te different.

4 C Do you have any -- csn ycu tell me how the

5 energency feedvater systen is testad on THI-1, hov -- is

6 there any way that they can test the entire system excepting

7 during plant shutdown? And you see, what I am concerned

8 about is there may be a common mode failure, so that testing

9 a single system would not necessarily discover the problem.

10 (Pause.)

11 A I think it would be difficult to visualize doing a

12 total integrated system test with the plant operating at

13 power, I would agree with you. However, it should be

14 possible to test parts, individual parts of the system, to a

15 point that it had the equivalent of testing the whole system

18 a piece at a time.

17 I as sorry, I am not familiar with the details of

18 the surveillance tests that they run.

19 Q All right. I think that is all the questions I

20 have.

.21 (Board conferring.)

22 CHAIEEAN SHITHz Mr. Baxter?

Jn RE!!EITT EXAZINATION

1p BT ZE. BAITEBs

15 0- One administrative thing first, Mr. Ke r.t en . I
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1 believe you testified tha t Mr. Koppe examined data for the
,

2 calendar years 1978 and 1979. Is that a ty;ographical

3 error, then, on the top of page 9 of your written

I testimony?

5 A Yes, it is. And I missed that one this morning.

6 This on tha top of page 9.

7 Q So those dates should read?

8 A The dates should be '76 and '79.

9 THAIRMAN SMITH: '78 and?

10 THE WITNESSs '79, yes, sir.

11 DR. JOEDAN That is being fixed in the reporter's

12 copy.

13 EY ME. BAXTER (Resuming)

14 C This morning there was a great deal of attention

15 focused on whether any statistical analyses had been dene

16 and whether any range of uncertainties in confidence

17 intervals had been calculated for the number presented to

18 you by Mr. Kop.'e of .3 instances of less of main feedwater

19 per plant per year.
.

20 The number we were attemptirig to address in the

21 testimony was the number of three fer.dwater transients per

22 year, reported by the staff in NURT,G-0650. Was there any

23 sta tistical range of uncertainty in confidence levels

34 reported.by the staff?

.25 'A .I am.not aware of any that was reported by them in

ALDERSoN REPoRDNQ COMPANY, tNC,
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1 tha t doc ument, no.

2 C This norning I believe I heard you say that loss

3 of main feedvater was not a reportable event a t TMI-1. Were

4 you limiting your answer to licensee event reports or all

5 reports generally?

6 A No, I was specifically addressing the issue of

7 whether it was reportable as s licensee event report. It is

8 reportable as part of the conthly summary report which deals

s with all the plant transients.

10 0 And did Mr. Koppe examine th a t dats?

11 A Yes, he did. On page 4 of his prepared testimony,

12 he very specifically indica tes that, in the cate;ory of

13 safety-related events were included, quote. "all transients

14 experienced by the unit, as reported by LEE's and in conthly

15 operating reports."

16 Q This morning you were unable to ask -- answer a

17 question posed by Dr. Jordan about what the technical

1s specifications require in terms of shutting down the plant,

is given certain aspects of the FSW system being inoperable.

20 Have you had the opportunity to investigate that?

| 21 A Yes. I f ound tha t this issue was discussed by Mr.
!

22 Capodanno and his discussion starts on page 6,001 of the

23 transcript, and specifically let ne read from pace 6,002,

24 quote:

25 " Question Aa I correct th a t these technical

ALoemsoN moontmo ecupauv. mc.
,
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1 specifications would allow you to opera te Ihree Mile Island

Unit 1 with the emergency feedvater flow path to one steam

3 generator inoperable for a period cf 48 hours, for a period

4 of uG hours; is that correct?

5 " Answer by Witness Ca podanno s Yes. Under the
|

6 paragraph labeled 3.4.1, item E, it says, ' Flow path, one

7 estroency f eedwater pump' or one flow path inoperable;

8 restore the operable pump or flow path to operable status

9 within 48 hours or be in cold shutdown within the next 12

10 hours.'"

11 It continues:

12 " Questions And tha t is, with more than one

13 emergency feedwater pump or flow path inoperable, the plant

14 could continue to operate for one hour; is that correct?

I
15 Answer by Witness Capodanno That is correct. It'

is saysa ' Restore to operational status or be suberitical

17 within one hour.'"

18 Q 3r. Keaten, we spent a good deal of time this

19 morning focusing on a sentance on page 10 of your direct

20 testimony that reads, af ter a discussion of Mr. lantz

21 presenta tion he re, quote: " Consequently, the data tells us

22 nothing about the probability that the THI-1 ESW system will

23 fail if it is called upon or demanded."

24 - I understand from what you reported and from'being
,

|

| 25 here when Mr. Lantz was that he gave us numbers of failures

,

|
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1 of reactor years. Did he report the aumbers of demands,

2 whether they are tests or actual opera ting experience? And

3 can one calculate the probability of failure on demand with

4 no numbers for denand?

5 A The answer to both questions is no. And I think

6 this is wha t led to the confusion this morning, in that we

7 have a certain number of failures, and independent of

8 whether that is the right number of failures or not, we do

9 not have the number of demands.

10 And so we do not know how to translate that into a

11 failure on demand.

12 MB. BAXTER: Those are all my questions.

13 MS. WEISS 4 I must have misunderstood something.

14 RECROSS EXAMINATICN

15 BY MS. WEISS:

16 0 I thought you said for the purposes of this

17 testimony you were going to correlate failures with failures

18 upon demand; is that correct?

19 A I am sorry, I am not sure what you are referring

20 to.

21 (Counsel for UCS conferring.)

22 0 Let me ask you another question on a different

23 subject. You stated that, although a loss of nain feedvater

24 is not a reportable event at TMI-1 with respect to --

25 insofar.as the definition of a licensee event report is

ALDERSON RE8oRTING CokiPANY,!NC,
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1 concerned, that it would appear under the monthly event

2 report and that Er. Koppe used the data from th e monthly

3 event reports.

4 Would test results of surveillance tests which

5 disclosed either a partial or total disabling of a systes 1e

6 contained in your sonthly operating reports?

7 A A test result which resultod in a total disabling

8 of the emergency feedvater system I would expect to appear*

9 in a licensee event report. One which simply showed one

to portion of the system unavailable, I do not know.

11 Q When you say one portion of the syste=, what do

12 you mean? Are you talking about? I mean, if a test ,1 y

13 tests one portion of the syste=, it shows that portioa to be

14 disabled, do you count that as a total failure or a partial

15 failure?

16 A I think it would depend upon the particular

17 situation. And there again, it would depend -- even there,

18 it would depend on the dstails, whether it might not be

19 reportable even in the licensee event report. For example,

20 consistent with the discussion this serning, if the plant

21 were to run a surveillance test and found that a valve was
22 inoperable and could not show that that valve had not been

23 inoperable for more than 48 hours -- I seen, for less than

24 48 hours, if it is possible that it could have been true f or'

25 sore than 49 hcurs, then I think that that would be

N REPoetinG CoterANY. WO.
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1 reportable as an LER.
.

2 Q Would you agree with me that it is impossible to
.

3 say that 5t. Koppe was successful in identifying all

4 instances in 1979 and 1979 where f eedva ter systens a t E CW

5 plants were disabled?

6 A In fact, Mr. Koppe addresses that point in his

7 prepared testinony, where he points out that it is

8 f.mpossible to be sure that he has every example which

9 occurred. And he goes on in his testinony to address the

10 way in which that uncertainty can affect his results.

11 C Well, it seems to ne that if he nissed only one

12 event because an LEE was anbiguous,1y phrased or because a

13 loss of feedwater did not constitute a reportable event

14 under the circumstances, if he missed just one, irn't it

15 true that that would increase the failure rate by about 33

16 percent?

17 A Well, he reported three such events in ten years.

18 If he missed one, then the answer would have been four such

19 events in ten years.

20 As I was implying by the quick calculation that I

21 did over lunch, I do not think anyone is suggesting that
|

22 three in ten years is a nunber that is very, very precisely

23 defined. But he could have missed more than one and still

24 not have the situation unere the true number was -anything

25 like 30.in ten years.
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1 Q But he could be close to six or nine or twelve?

2 A Well, I guess I do not know how to answ er that.

3 0 Well, I guess I do not think it is so -- I do not

4 find it as humorous as some people at your end of the table

5 do. It seems to me that the figurts we are coming up with

6 are extraordinarily vulnerable to what seemed to me to be

7 very probable errors in the data base.

8 And maybe you coul0 respond to it that way.

9 A I think the only real response'is that Er. Koppe,

10' based on the understanding that I have, made a careful

11 effort to try to identify these events to the extent that

e2 the data base would allow him to do so. I do not think that

13 any one of us is representing that we have s perfect data

14 base. But all we can do is to work with the data that we

15 have and try to understand it as best we esn.

16 (Pause.)

17 BY MR. POLLARD 4

10 0 Er. Keaten, when you did your calculations over

19 the break you came back with several more than were
1

20 specifically requested. I was wondering 10 you could give

| 21 se sor.e estimate of the situation where, assuming that the
|

22 true probability of core damage in a pressurired water
-6

23 reactor or a boiling water reactor was 10 per reactor

24 year, what is the probability in 500 or 600 : reactor years of

25 experience we would.have-had an accident similar to the one

ALDER $oM RSPoRTmeG CosePAstY,28C.
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1 at Three Mile Island Unit 17

2 ER. 3AITEE: Objection, hr. Chairman. I at
,

'

t

3 :otally lost as to the relevance of the question to the

4 esergency feedwater system relia bili ty testimony here.

5 (Board conferring.)

6 CHAIREAN SHITH: It seens to me he is asking --

7 testing the testimony in another nanner. And it does not

8 seen to ne to be irrelevant at all.

9 EE. BAITER: I cuess ! just lost track of what
-5

to testimony we are testing. He hypothesired 10 and asked

11 if that is true.

12 CHAIREAN SMITH: You are challenging the

13 hypothesis of the question?

14 NE. EAITER: I do not know where he got it and I

15 do not know how it relates to the te sti= c ny that has been

16 offered, either one.

17 CHA!EMAN S?.ITH: Where did you get it?

18 NH. PCLLARDs When Er. Keaten went en later on and

19 he talked about what is the likely probability of failure of
~3

20 emergenry f eedwa ter, he said, 10 t ypi cally,- The

21 probability cf failure of high gressure injection was
-3

22 10 Civen the derand rate of less of main f.edwater, he

23 postulated that-the probability of having core damage was
.-s

:24 soeething less~tha: 10 .

25 1:11IE!AK155!!H: Ckay.

censou neponTo.c coupAwr, twe.
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1 MB. POLLAPD4 And so now I have asked the question

2 the opposite way, assuming that is the true rate.

3 THE WITNESS: And would you repea t the rest of
-6

4 your question, ;1 esse, assuming that 10 is the true
4

5 rate.

6 DR. JCRDAN4 Then you want to know what the

7 probability, if you had 500.

8 BY HR. POLLARD: (Resuming)

9 Q What was the probability, given 500 to 600 reactor

10 years of experience, that we would have seen an accident as

11 severe as the one that occurred at Three ile island Unit

12 17

~ 13 A I have not done the calculationc. That is a

14 calculatable number.

I 15 (Counsel for UCS conferring.)
!

16 Q Is this secething that can be done very quickly in

17 a break? This is no more difficult than the three you did

18 -over lunch hour, is it?

19 A I think not. The numbers are a'little larger, but

20 that is all.

L . 21 DR. JORDAN: I think I understand Mr . Follard 's
l

- 22 concern, which I perhaps have expressed myself. At TMI-2

12 there was an. accident. The total experience was maybe 200

as reactor Jesrs, instead of possibly even 500 commercial

25 reactor years, at least for high power reactors. And so

,

|

.

l
1
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1 therefore experience shows that the probability Of an
.

2 accident like IMI-2 is one in one hundred.

3 Is thee any reason to expect that it is much

4 diff erent f rom that now?

5 THE WITNESS: I think the answer is yes, Dr.

6 Jordan. As we have tried to discuss in previous testimony,

7 we do not believe that the accident which occurred at TMI-2

8 is particularly relevant in trying to understand the

9 probability of an accident whicn occurs due to equipmeat

10 failures.

11 The accident at THI-2, as has been pointed out by,

12 to the best of my knowledge, everyone who has evaluated it,

.13 was not an equipment failure problem but was a problem of

14 the operators in understanding what they needed to do in

15 order to protect the core. So the real issue, I-think, that

16 is addressed by your question is the extent to which we have

17 learned from the THI-2 accident what we need to make sure

18 that our operators know, in order that they do not take that

19 kind of an incorrect action a;11n.

20 And as I as sure you have heard many times, there

21 has been a large number of steps taken along the lines of

22 , improving the opera tor training, upg rading the staff which
23 is.in the control room, and extensive effort to upgrade.the

-24 procedures, and steps to try to make sure that the operators
1

25 have a better understandin; of the basic principles of the

l
.
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1 system, in order to give them the necessary knowledge and

2 the necessary guidance in their procedures snd trsining

3 programs to help them prevent from naking this type of

4 mistake again.

5 DR. JOEDAN: I guess, then, Er. Pollard's -- don't

6 let se put words in your nouth. You never have yet.
-3

7 When you quote numbers lik e 10 are you,

" 8 including operator errors?

9 THE WITNESS 4 Yes, to sene degree. But as I a2

M) sure you know, Dr. Jordan , the subject of including operator

11 error in these types of analyses is a very difficult and

12 somewhat controversial subject. For exanple, the way in

13 which ! believe operator error has typically been treated in

14 this type of a quantitative reliability analysis is simply

15 to use some sort of a nunber for the probability that the

16 operator will do things wrong, that number being alnost

17 independent of the training program that the operators have

18. had or the quality of the proced ures that they have to work

19 from, and so forth.

20 And I do not mean to be overcritical in saying

21 this, because it is difficult to know how to do it

22 differently than that. But the point is that it tends to be

23 an approach, I believe, which tends to almost ignore the

.2W most important lessenc that we have learned fron !!I in

25 terms cf the importance of cpera tor train? ng and' procedures,
I

|

1
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1 ignored not in the sense that it does not believe in it, but

2 in the sense that the methodology that is used just does not

3 incorporate things like the quality of the training program

4 into the estimate of the probability of operator error.

5 And so if we did a probabilistic analysis of the

6 type that we have been discussing here, f or e xam ple , for the

7 emergency feedvater system, yes, there vould be factors in

8 that analysis which were labeled operator error.

9 But they are not factors in which someone would

10 come in andEdo a careful study of the training program

11 before they arrived at the numerical value which they used.

12 And therefore it does not necessarily reflect all the

13 improvements that we have been trying to make.

14 DR. JORDAN: And this therefore to the

15 unreliability I think that you mentioned before of a priori

16 figures and probability analyses.

17 THE WITNESSs Yes, sir, it is a contributor, that

18 is correct.

19 HR. pollard. Dr. Jordan, you had part cf my

20 unders anding of why I asked the question. But I would like

*

21 to pursue it, and let me explain why. The numbers which Mr.

22 Keaten came back with from his calculations over the break, I

|
23 together with his earlier testimony today about the 99

24 percent confidence level and ten years experience, I think
1

25 that I would like to have some more on the record by which I

ALD8ER5oN REPoRnNG COMP ANY. INO.
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1 could judge the weight to be attributed to that testizony.

2 I see two possible ways to do it: to either have

3 Mr. Keaten, using the same techniques he did over the break,

4 answer the question of if the true probability of a severe
-6

5 core damage accident is 10 what is the probability that,

6 an accident like THI-1 would have occurred in 500 reactor

7 years of experience. That is one way.

8 The other way is to have him produce for the

9 record his calculations for the three figures he gave af ter

10 the break. I do not particularly care either way.

11 DR. JORDAN: I understood the first one, using the
-5

12 10 and 6 figure.

13 HE. POLLABD: That is the better way. I would

14 prefer that as my first choice, if he could simply do that

15 one other calculation.

16 DR. JORDAN: But what was the second way? I did

17 not understand that.

18 HR. FOLLARO: Perhaps I should act have given an

19 alternative. I would like my first choice.

20 But to have him submit in writing his calculations

21 for the fi;ures he ; ave right after the break, that if the

22 true failure rate was .3 per year the probability cf three

23 in ten years was 65 percent, and if it was .6 it was 15
-9

24 percent, and if it was 3.it was 10 .

25 DE. JORDAN: Tes. ; ell, I quess it may'be that

i
I

f
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1 Er. Keaten does not need a break. Ceuld he answer it nov,

2 and would he again come out with a probability of a TMI-2

3 accident within the 500 year figure? Would that also be
-9

4 10 ?
.

5 THE WITNESS: Is this at the choice of the Soard?

6 It will take me a couple of minutes to do the calculation,

7 but I can do it sitting here if you want me to.
.

8 CHAIRMAN SEITH: I think we prefer the first, that

9 is the 500 year probabilities.

10 THE WITNESS: Yes.

11 ER. RAITER: The question is whether we should

12 take a break or whether he should do it now, Zr. Chairman.

13 He said it would take a couple of minutes.4

14 CHAIREAN SHITH: let's take a five-minute break.

15 MR. POLLARD: We can do it that way. I have one

16 other question. %aybe other people have more questions. I

17 don't know how you want to do it.

18 3R. TOURTELLOTTE: Before we take a break,.I have

19 one question, because I am not clear on what is happening.

20 It does not seem to me to be relevant, because of the use of

i 21 the verds "would have occurred." And it seems to me, if I

|
22 under i this vitness correctly, what he is reying is that

-6
v it is 10 and what difference does it make23 right ,

24 whs t would have occurred bef ore, because ve are not talkinc

25 about the system as it existed before. We are talking about
,

|
;

|
1

l
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1 the systen as it exists now.
-6

2 And the question is, what will occur with 10 ,

3 not what would have occurred? Obviously, if you are going

4 to use -- I do not know. Maybe it is not "obviously." If
-6

5 you do not use 10 and you say, what would have occurred
,

6 in 500 years, then what did occur would contradict the
-6

7 10 .

"

8 CHAIRMAN SMITH: We have had to deal with this
.

9 concept many times at the hearing. And we have allowed

:O testinony in as to what the situation was at the time of the

11 accident and what were the circumstances of the accident.

12 Your observations, of course, are quite correct and

13 relevant.

14 But he is allowed to begin with his basic point.

15 Well, you can do that at the afterscon break. It

16 is a little bit early for the break. So why dor *t you go on

17 with your questioning, then.

18 ES. E'21s.UBE Chairsan Smith, I understand you

19 have a questien about the schedule for offsite emergency

20 planning, if you uculd like to fill the five minutes with

21 that. I do not know if it is going to be-five minutes, but

22 I can try.

23 CHAIREAN SMITH: Well, we have - .let's take it up

24 right after the afternoon break. We decided to allow the
,

l

25 questioning to continue, and then if you have a repcrt for j
|
1

i
,
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1 us af ter the af ternoon break it would be quite helpful.

2 Are you ready to leave? Do you want to leave?

3 MS. STRAU2E If it is going to be a half an hour

4 or so, I can stay.

5 CHAIB5A5 SMITHS We will have the afternoon break

6 at about 2:30, about. But if you want to make your report

7 now and leave, go ahead, give us your report.

8 3S. SIBAUBE Good.

9 HR. POLLABD: Mr. Chairman.

10 ES. WEISS: I would like to finish the questions.

11 ER. POLL AR D: If it is only 15 minutes --

12 CHAIREAN SEITH: 3r. Pollard, I am sorry, I am

13 going to do it my way. Thank you very much for.your

14 consistent advise on how to run the hearing.

15 Would you proceed, please.

16 MS. STRAUBE: Yes. We had initially a

17 disagreement between the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and

18 FEMA cn who would.go first, and that has now been resolved.

19 The Commonwealth is going to present its testimony first and

20 FEE A and NRC are going to go second.

21 .I have spoken to Lisa Ridgway, who is one of the

22 counsel for Licensee , and she told no - tha t the schedule, to

23 the extent one has been put together , would .bea On

24 Thursday, we-vould start with arguments on the various

25 objections that have been raised on testimony, and some

i
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1 Board questions apparently that were raised previously.

2 After that, Licensee would have 3r. Dines available to

3 testify also on Thursday.

4 And Joe Grey said th: Mr.levine and Mr. Donaldson,

5 who were left over fron onsite emergency planning, would be

I 6 available Thurrisy and Friday to present their testimony.
i

! 7 After that, ticensee would be ready to do the evacuation

8 time study testimony, which would take us, we think, into

9 Saturday.

10 If there is still time lef t over on Saturday,

11 apparently Er. Peterson, who is an NEC witness, would be

12 available or could be made available.

13 And that is as far as we have ;otten.

14 CHAIEEAN SEITH Thank you.

15 Now, Mr. Pollard, would you address the Eoard with

16 the problem tha t has been crea ted? What is your problem?

17 55. WEISS: There is no probles, Er. Chairman.
,

!

| 11B CHAIRMAN SlITH: So anead.
|
'

19 ET ER. PGLLAED: (Resumin;)

20 Q Hr. Kesten, when 3r. '~Eaxter was asking you about

21 technical specifications and you referred back to the

j 22 testimony Of Mr. Capodanno, can you hel; me refresh my

23 sencry since I.de not have a transcript. Were those
!
! 24 technical specifications those that were.in place prior to

25 the !!I-2 accident. or are those the technical c;ecifica tions

ALDSRSose NSPommeG CoMPeptY.3dC,
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1 which are proposed for restart? ;

|

2 3R. SAITER: We are t lkint about the TEI-1

3 technical specifica tions?

4 HR. POLLARD: Perhaps I have been making an

5 assumption. I don't -- let's back off first.

6 SY MR. PCLLA3D: (Resuming)

7 Q Which technical specifications was Mr. Capcdanno

8 talking about, for which planti

9 A He was talking about the technical specifier.tions

10 for TEI Unit 1 anf. he is talking about the proposed

11 technieni specifications as they are given in the restart

12 report.

13 I took the opportunity to do the calculation that

14 you asked for. And again, using the sane sorts of

15 assumptions that I used this morning, namely that this is a

16 set of events determined by poisson distribution. And I

17 believe I got your numbers right, that if the true frequency
-6

18 of occurrence is 1C ped year, your questien was what was

19 the probability tha t you would get one event in 500 years.
-3

20 And the answer.is 0.5 time to .

21 'f Pause. )

22 3Y 55. EEISS. (Resuming)
.

23 C In answer to some questions of Dr Jordan, you

2M. stated that even without feedwater you-can get to cold

.15 shutdown with bleed and f eed. Is my understanding correct

1
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1 that you cannot do that without using non-safety grade

2 equipment?

3 A Ihe way in which we would get to cold shutdown or,

4 more accurately, get to the point where the decay heat

5 removal system could be placed into operation, the first

6 sethod that would be used, as is called out in the

7 procedures, would be to use the POS7 to depressurize the

8 system. And I think there has been a lot of testimony in

9 this hearing as to the extent to which the PORY is or is not

to saf ety-grade .

11 If the PORY were not available, as I balieve I
.

12 testified last week or perhaps Mr. Colitr testified last

13 week, that it is our present plans to install a new

14 remotely-operated vent valve on top of the pressurizer which

1C could also be used to depressurize.

16 Q Tou do not have any written procedures which

17 instruct the operstor how to depressurize via th e ve n t

18 valve, do you?

to A We would not normally expect to have procedures
,

2D until the p,iece of equipment is installed in the plant.

21 Q Are you going to test -- are you going to perforn

. 22 any tests prior to startup to verify that you can get to

~

23 e __ shutdown without-feedwater?

. 2s A I do not know all of the details of the planned

.35 test progrsn. :I am not aware of any such -test that is

ALDEM3oN REPORT;NG COMPANY. INC.
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,

1 pisnned.

2 Q The figure that you gave for -- that you excerpted

3 from WASH-1400 for the failure rate for high pressure
-2

4 injection systems, which is just about one times 10 , can

'

5 you tell ne what the uncertainty liaits assigned to that

6 number were by WASH-1400?

7 A The notes which were given to me on that subject

8 were that the lower e' stimate for that number was 4.4 times
-3 -2 ,

9 10 and the upper estimate was 2.7 times 10 .

10 Q And are you generally familiar with the risk

11 assessment review group's critique of WASH-1400 and their

12 conclusion that the uncertainties in W ASH-1400 were

13 generally understated?

14 A I as aware of that as a general comment. I am not

15 conversant enough with that review to know exactly how it

16 applies.

17 Q I think there was one more I wanted to ask and I

18 cannot find it.

19 (Counsel for UCS conferring.)

20 Q I believe you told Dr. Jordan that there is no one

21 procedure for cetting to cold shutdown with the bleed and

22 feed, but the cperator wor 4d be required to use two or three

23 or four of them.

~24 A I believe what I was trying to de was te reiterate

:s my aescry of a consent that was made by 3r. Ross on the

ALDemsoN REPomTWG COMPANY,INC,
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1

1 stand last weak. l

2 0 Is that statement correct, that there le no
,

1

. 3 procedure for going to cold shutdown without emergency

4 f eed wa te r?

5 HR. BAITER: No one procedure or --

4 BY MS. WEISS: (Resuming)

7 Q No one procedure.

8 A I am not aware of any one procedure that covers

9 going to cold shutdown without any feedwater.

10 (Counsel for UCS conf erring.)

11 55. EEISS: No further questions. Thank you very

12 auch.

13 (Board. conferring.)

14 DR. J3RDAN: That did raise a question in my nind

15 that I have been meaning to ask. And it is somewha t remote,

it but'I'vant to get it while you are here.

17 These proposed vent valves, there is going to be

18 ole ir. the head, isn't this correct, and one, you say, at

to the top of the pres.;urizer?

20 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.

21 DE. JORDAN 4 What does the one at the top of i
.

22 pressurirer do that the electromatic relief valve does not

23 do? It looks to me like they are just redundant valves. I

24 as sure I sust be wrong.

.25 THE~ WITNESS 4 No, sir, in general I think that you

ALDMSoM REPofmMG COMPANY,INC.
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1 are correct. I think that it is redundant with the PCRV.

2 It gives two paths by which the stea: space in the

3 pressurizer can be vented.

4 DR. JORDAN: All right.

5 CHAIRHAN SMITH: Er. Baxter?

6 FURTHER REDIRECT EXAMINATION

7 BT ER. BAXTER:

8 Q Mr. Keaten, do you know any way you could test

9 taking the plant to cold shutdown without feedwater before

to the plant started up?

11 (Pause.)

12 A I really do not know. I have not thought that one

13 through at all.

14 ER. BAXTER: Thank you.

15 FURTHIR RECROSS EX AMIN ATION-

16 BY 35. WEISS:

17 Q Are there any plans to test TMI-1 to go from --

18 from feed and bleed to cold shutdown without emergency

19 f eedva ter a t any tine after it starts up?

20 A I really have not heard any discussion of that one

21 var or another.
'

22 CHAIRMAN SEITH: Let's take our afternoon break.

23 ER. SAITER: Are 'chere any further questiens for

24 5r. Kesten?

:35 CHAIPMAN SMITH: I think.we are conplete on him

ALDE.alsoN REPCMTING COMPANY. !NC.
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1 now.

2 (Board conferrinc.)

3 CHAIRMAN SMITH 4 I think that we have concluded.

4 But if Mr. Keaten can remain until af ter -- are you planning

5 on leav4.ng no , Mr. Keaten?

6 THE WITNESS: No, sir. I will be here the rest of

7 the day.

8 CHAIR 5AN SMITH: We may have one additional

9 question.

to (Recess.)

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19 >

20

21

22

23

24

25
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1 (The witness was excused. )

2

3 Whereupon,

4 JAMES CUR 2Y,

5 called as a witness by counsel for the Nuclear Requlatory

6 Commission, having first been duly sworn by the Chairman, and

7 JARED WE25IEL,

8 called as a witness by counsel for the Nuclear Eegulatory

9 Consission, having been sworn previously, were exanined and

10 testified as follovs s

11 DIRECT EXA5! NATION

12 BY HR. TOUETELIGTTE

-13 Q Would each of you state your name, address and

14 occupation, please?

15 A (WITNESS WER3IEL) Ey name is Jared Werziel. I as

16 employed by the United States Nuclear Begulatory Commission

17 in Bethesda , Maryland.

18 A (VIINESS CURRI) My cane is James Curry, also

19 employed by the U.S. Nuclear Bequlatory Commission in

20 Bethesda,_ Maryland, as a risk assessment engineer.

21 Q And did you prepare the staff testimeny entitled

22 NRC Staff Supplemental Testinony et J. Wersiel and J. Cu rry

I
23 Regarding Energency Feedvater S ysten Heliability ficard

24 Questica 5)?

25 A (WITNESS ~4EFE!EL) Yes, I did.

ALDin8cN ntFtcKtMG Coo *MN. NC.
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1 A (WITNESS CURRY) Yes.

2 O And Mr. Wernisl, that bcdy of testimony indicates

3 that pages 1 through 30 were prepared by you er under your

'4 supervision, is that correct?

5 A (WITNESS WERYIEL) That is correct.

6 Q And, Hr. Curry, you prepared the balance of the

7 testimony from 31 on, is that correct?

8 A (WITNESS CUREY) Yes.

9 Q And Mr. Wersiel, do you have any additions,

10 corrections or deletions you wish to make at this time ?

11 A (WITNESS WER5IEL) Yes, I do.

12 Beginning on page 9, there is an incorrect word,

13 the first line under V, lessons Learnbd Review, the word

14 "initia ted" in that line should be " identified."

15 And then going to the table en page 1E, under Iten

16 I.E.1, the "yes" in the Prior to Restart column shocid now

17 be a "no," and a "yes" should be added to the Post-Bestart

18 Long-term column.

19 On page --

20 CHAIERAN S!!TH: M c u'.d you repeat that?

21 VIThESS WEEEIEL: Yes, I viii.

22 There is currently a "yes" under ?rior to Restart

2

23 on page 16 for ites I.E.1 of the tab le , Iten II.A.7.a. That

24 "yes" in the Prior to Restart column should now say *nc4"

25 atl the lost-Eestart.Lonc-term column shocid now have a
l

|
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1 "yes" in it under that item.

2 On page 17, for item II.A.1.a, at the botton of

3 the page there, that "yes" in the Prior to Eestart eclumn

4 should be a "no," and the Poct-Hestart or Long-term column

5 should have a "yes" in it now.
|

| 6 On pege 21, under II.A.2, ! en i there, it is
l

7 entitled Additional Short-tern Recommendation, one, Primary

8 EFW Water Source level Indication. In the consents, the

9 fif th line covn reads: "Arrangenent will te installed by

10 January 1, 1982." That should now read: " Arrangement is

11 scheduled for implementation by January 1, 1992."

12 On page 23, ites II.A.2.q entitled GL-5 Safety

13 Crade Autoia tic IFV Initiation, the second ites down, the

14 "yes" in the Prior to Sestart colunn should be a "no," and

( 15 there should be a "yes" now in the Post-Eestart Lon c-te rs
.

16 column.

17 CHAIRHAN.SEITH4 Which number was that?

18 WITNESS WERMIEL: It was the second ites down,

19 item q there, CL-5, Safet y G rad e Automa tic ITV Initiation.

20 Cn page 25, item'II.C.5, the second .iten down,
i

i

i 21 with th e "5 " n e xt to it, entitled Sin;1e-f ailure Criterion ,

22 Trior to lestart, the "yes" should be chanced te s "no," and

23 there should be a "yes" in the Post-Eestart long-tern column.

24 On.page 25, item 12 there entitled Automa tic

25 Initiation, the Post-Eestart Lang-tern column should have a

i
;
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i
l

i

1 "yes" in it with an asterisk.
1

2 And finally, on page 28, item III.A. second from

3 the bottom, under the Post-Restart Long-ters column there

4 should be a "yes" with an asterisk.

5 MS. WEISS: And everything else remain.- the same?

6 WITNESS WERMIEL: Tas.

7 DR. LITTLE You are keeping the yesses with the

8 asterisks in the last two items?

9 WITNESS WISMIEL: Yes, second from the botton,

to item III . A, automatic initiation, there should be a "yes"

11 with an asterisk in the Post-Restart Long-term column.

12 VR. LITTLE: What about Prior to 3estart?

13 WITNESS WERMIEL: The Prior to Restart will still

14 have a "yes" with an asterisk.

15 BY MR. TOU3TELLOTTE: (Hesuming)

16 0 And with those changes, is that testimony true and

17 correct, to the best of your knowledge?

18 A (WITNESS WEREIEL) Yes, sir.

19 Q Er. Curry, do you have any additions, corrections

20 or deletions you wish to make to .your testimony at this time?

21 A (WITNESS CURET ) Yes, I have ene change.

22 In the fanit tree on the back of my testirony,

in page 2 cf the f ault tree, at the. bottom of the gage there is

24 a f ootnote which starts with-the wCrds "My'1/21/81

25 conversation with'Capadano.'" That footnote should be

m ammam 40POsmMG Coe4PANY. INC,

4SO'AGSeetlA AWE.,SA WAsteeeGToN. DA 20024 (202) 564 2345

- _
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1 deleted.

2 Q And with that correction, is the testimony true

3 and correct, to the best of your knowledge?

4 A (WITNESS CURRI) Yes, it is.

5 ER. TOURTELLCTTE: I would move at this time that

6 the testimony be admitted into evidence and bound into the

7 record as if read.

8 CHAIEP.AN SMITH: Are there any objections?

9 (No response.')

W CHAIRP.A3 S!ITH: The testimony is received.

11 (The document referred to, NEC Staff Supplemental

12 Testimony of J. Vermial and J. Curry Rega rding Emerg e ncy

13 Feedwater Systen Reliability (Board Cuestion 6), follovss)

14

15

16

17

18

'1C

20

21

.- 22 .

.23

-24

Mi
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7't' UN1TED STATES OF AMERICA

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COPNISSION
~
-

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Mattir of

METRODOLITAN EDISON COMPANY. ) Docket No. 50-239
et. al. )

)
(ThNe Mile Island Nuclear )
Stacion, Unit 1) )

- MRC STAFF SUDPLE" ENTAL TESTIMONY OF J. WERMIEL AND J. CUPRY
REGARDING EMERGENCY FEEOMIER SYSTE.* RELIABILITY

t50ARD QUESTION 5)

In order to clarify the staff's position regarding emergency feedwater (EFW)

system reliability at TMI-1, we are providing the followin additional infor-

mation. Part I is a discussion concerning the evolution of our criteria

relating to the EPd system, and how imolementation of this criteria improves

the reliability of the TMI-1 EF4 system. Part II of this testinony presents

an estimate and bases cf the reliability of the proposed EFW syster. As

indicated in the discussion presented in Parts I and II below, it is the

staff's conclusion that the EFW system with the modifications to be imple-

mented by the time of restart would be sufficiently reliable to allow restart

of TMI-1.

|

| Part I -(J. Wemiel)

.I. Sa ekcmuric .

Prior to receiving an operating license, the TMI-l emergency feeowater systen

design was reviewed by tree staff and found acceotable for licensing.
|

l

1

.
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1

Folicwing the March 23, 1979 accident at TMI-2, the EFd systems for the operating

P'JRs were reconsidered tn detennine wnere changes might be made in design or
-

operation to improve the likelihood of proper functioning of the system upon - I

This reconsideration or reexamination of PWR EFW systems occurred priIdemand.

carily as part of two post-TMI NRC activities: the Bulletins and Orders (B&O)

Task Force and Lessons terrned Task Force. Other post-TMI reviews (such as

tnat by the President's (Ke eny) Corr.ission and the NRC Special Incuiry (Rogovin

Grouo) did not identify significant modifications scecifically related to the

EFJ system, but many of the reconsrencations of tnese groups of a core general

nature (imorovements in training, atiinistrative control, operator awareness,

etc.) which have been incorporated into NRC recuirements will tend to imorove

tne reliacility of all plant systems including EF'd.

II. I&E Bulletins
The ~'il-2 accident nighlignted tne iecortance of tne EFW system. The EF4 pr.c

discharge valves were closed prior to the accident cisabling the EF4 system.

Ur.avaiiacility on cemand of the EFJ system was a potential contributor to the

severity of the accident. Imorovements in olant procedures and technical

scecifications were, therefore. considered an freediate need in order to limit

the possibility of a similar occurrence from again happening. Consecuently,

NRC's Office of Inspection and Enforcement (I&E) issued Bulletins 79-05A and

79-053 whien contained soecific procedural and technical scecificaticn changes

to be imoierunttd in order to reduce the likelihood of a repeat of an error

similar to that which occurred at TMI-2. The Bulletins imposed the following

soecific recutrements relating to the EFW system: incorocrate all necessary

manual EFW system valves en the locked valve list anc include periodic checks

of crocer valve cosition, revise procedures to ensure tnat EF4 system valves

I
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are returned to their proper position following testing or maintenance, revise

technical specifications to limit the time only one EFW flow path is availabl(,

to 72 hours before tne plant must be shutdown, and inform all plant operatin2-

and maintenance personnel of the extreme seriousness and consecuences of simul-

taneously blocking both EFW traias (the TMI-1 EFW system consists of two

separate trains). These acministrative measures imorove the availability of

the EFW system to function on demand. Refer to the attached table entitled

"TMI-l Emergency Feedwater System Review for Restart," item I.C for further

discussion on these changes as they relate to the TMI-1 EFW system.

III. Licen'see Review (Shutdown Order 1

In addition to the requirements imposed by I&E in the Eulletirs, the licensee

itself performed a reevaluation of the EFW system design and operation in order

to determine where upgrades in the timeliness and reliability of the system

could be made. This evaluation resulted in eight items that the Staff agreed

would result in improvement to the EFW system reliability and that were subse-

euently recuired for implementation by the Commission's TMI-l confirmatory

- shutdown order of August 9,1979. Among the more important of these modifi-

cations were automatic initiation of the motor driven EFW pumps, automatic

lo2 ding of the EFW pumps on the standby power sources (diesal generators), and

EF4 flow indication in the control room. These three modifications decrease

|.
reliance on operator action and hence improve tne availability of the EFW

|

| system to function on ' demand. They were also included in the Lessons Learned

reouirements and will be discussed in more detail later in this testimony.

Also included in the licensee's proposed upgrades were further tec:mical

l

i
l

|

|
._.

;
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specification changes and procedural changes and training in these procedures

to limit the possibility of the EF4 system not being available when required r

such as occurred at TMI-2. These changes included the s*ationing of an opera 3cr

at the motor-driven E W pump discharge valves in comunication with the control

room while performing surveillance testing so that he can realign the pump to

its operating made on dema., assuring that EF4 is available and properly

acclied wnen recuired, and pr. siding for initiating and controlling EFW inde-

pendent of the Integrated Control System (ICS). Refer to items I.A and I.B of

the table for further discussion of all tne shutdown order recuire tents as they

relate to the TMI-l EFW system.

IV. Generic Review (B&O Task Force)

In addition to the short term procedural, technical specification, and system

design modifications proposed by I&E and the licensee, the B&O Task Force

perfomed its own indecendent evaluation of EFW systern reliability inorder to

gain furtner insight into changes wnich would improve tne system. Reliability

studies utilizing fault tree methodology were perfomed on the Westinghouse

and Combustion EngineC1g designed operating plants. This review effort was

discussed in Section ~3.1 and Appendix X of the Generic Evaluation of Feeowater
.

|
Transients and Small Break Loss of Coolant Accidents, NUREG-0611 and -0635

for the Westinghouse and Combustion Engineering designed operating plants

respectively. A total of thirteen generic short and long tem reconsnendations
;

as well as certain plant specific recomendations were oevelcped based on the

results of these studies. The short tem recomendations consisted primarily

of procedural and technical specification changes while the long tem.recomen-

dations involved design changes to the system. Similar reliability stucies were
1
l
1

|
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perfomed by Sabcock and Wilcox (B&W) for the B&W designed operating plants

including TMI-1 and plant specific recomendations were developed. Refer to -

item II.A.1 of the table for furthe- discussion of this subject. These studiei-

were reviewed by the staff which approved the methodology and results. Four

additional short tem recomendations were devel,oced based on the Lessons

Learned Task Force review and the 310 Task Force review of B&W operating clants

subsecuent to these studies. The reliability studies again pointed out the

ir.portance of automatically initiating the EFW system and providing flow

indication. A complete listing of the S&O Task Force requirements for EFW

system upgrading and their imolementation is included in the taole under itec

II.A.

A. Short Ter. Conceer.s

All short tem reccmendations of the B&O Task Fcrce were addressed. Refer

to Item II.A.2 of the table for further discussion of this subject. As

| can be seen, some of these concerns were not apolicable to TMI-1, and
|

l others will be implemented for restart. Among the generic short ter-

concerns ard corresponding recomendations are:

1. Procedures were not available at many operating plants for transfe-rin;

Enf supply to alternate sources if the primary supply is unavailaole or

exhausted. Without specific cdteria and procedures for an operator to

follow to transfer to alternate water sources, the primary supoly coulc

be exhausted and result in pump darage or a long interructicn of EF4 flot..

Consequently, pmcedures we-e developed describing when and in what oreer

the transfer to 41temate ssurtes should take place in the event -tne

crimary source is not initially available or is being deoletec. Refer ::

item II.A.2.d (GS-4) of the table for discussion of the inciamentatlee

of. this concern at TMI-1.

. _ . _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _
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2. Since it may be necessary to rely on the EF4 system to remove decay hea

for extended periods of time. it should be demonstrated that the EFd pum:s |

have the capability for continuous operation over an extended time perTot j

without failure. Consequently, licensees were required to perfom a kE-

hour endurance test on all EFd pu.ps and verify that bearing / bearing oil

temperature, vibration, and pump room amoient conditions are within
i

!
acteptable limits. Refer to item II.A.2.j (Additional Short Tem Rec:>

mendation 2) of the table for discussion of this concern as it relates

to TMI-1.

3. Plants whicn do not have level indication and alam on tne primary wate-

source may not provide the operator with sufficient infomation to properly

operate the EFd system. Therefore, licensees were recuired to provice

redundant level indication and low level alarms in the control rocm for :ne

primary EFd supply to allow the operator to anticipate tne need to make un

water or transfer to an alternate water supply and prevent a low pump suctic<

pressure condition from occurring. The low level alam setooint snould
|
,

allow at least 20 minutes for coerator action assuming that the largest

capacity EFd pump is operating. Refer to item II.A.2.1 (Additional

Short Tem Recomendation 1) of the table for discussion of the im:le-

mentat'on of this concern at TMI-1.

|
1

I
1

|

. _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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4. Periodic testing of the EW system is accomplished by testing of individua:

components of one flow train (periodic pumo recirculation flow test or

autcmatic valve actuation), thus altering the nomal EW system flowWth(s'.

The flow capability of the entire EW system or at least one integral'EF,4

system train is only demonstrated en system demand following a transient.

Recent Licensee Event Reports (LERs) indicate the need to insrove the cualit;.

of system testing and maintenance. Specifically, periodic testing and

maintenance precedures inadvertently result in (1) mo e than one EW syste-

flow train being unavailable during the test or (2) the EW system flow trai -

unde * test not being properly restored to its oserational condition followir:

the test or maintenance work. The Office of Inspection and Enforcement has

taken action to correct item (1). Conceening item (2), licensees were

recu' red to confirm ficw path availability of an EW system flow train that

has been out of service +4 perfom periodic testing or maintenance by (1)

implementing procedures recuiring an operator to detemine that EW syste-

valves are properly aligned and a second operator to indeoendently verify

tnat the valves are properly aligned, and (2) propose Technical Soecifica-

tions to assure that prior to startuo following an extended cold snutdown,

a flow test be pe-formed (with valves in their nomai alignment) to verify

the nomal flow path from the primary EW system water source to the steam

generators. Refer to item II.A.2.f (GS-6) of tne table for discussion

of the isolamentation of this concern at TMI-l .

S. Lont Ten Concens

All generic long term recoerendations of the B&O Task Force wert addressed. ]
1

Refer to Item II.A.2 of the table for #urther discussion of this subject.

Of the five long terrr concerns, one is not applicable to TMI-1, three

were met by the original EW system design and one, safety grade auto-

matic initiation, is addressed later in this testimony.

__.
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Ameng the generic long term concerns and corresponding recommendations are:

1. The normal EFW water supply in some plants is net protected against earth -
Icuakes or tornadoes. Any natural phenomena severe enougn to result in a

loss of the water supply could also be severe enough to cause a loss of

offsite power with a loss of main feedwater, resulting in an automatic
i

initiation of the EFW pumos. The pumps would start without any suction

head, leading to cavitation and multiple pump damage in a short oeriod of

time, possibly too short for the operators to take action that would pro-

tect the pumps. This may lead to uracceptable consequences for some

plants, due to a complete loss of feedwater. Therefore. licensees having

plants witn unprotected norral EFW water supplies wers required to evaluate tne

design of their EFW system to determine if automatic protection for tne

pumps is necessary following a seismic event or tornado. The time avail-

able before pump damage, tne alarms and indications available to the control

room coerator and the time necessary for assessing the orablem and taking
|

|
action shuuic te consicerec in ceterming onethee coerator action can te

1

! relied upen to prevent pumo damage. Consideration snould be given ta pro-

viding pump protection by means such as automatic switchover of pump suction
|

| to the alternate safety-grade water source, automatic pumo tries on low suction
|

| Oressure, or ungrading the norrel water source to meet seismic Category I
|

and tornado protection recuirements. Refer to f*2m II.A.2.0 (GL-4) Of the

table for discussion of this concern as it relates to TMI-1.
|

!
|

[
t

!

!

!

|

i
|

.
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2. Some operating plants depend on AC power for all scurces of EF4 systen

supply, including the Wroine-driven otre train. In the event of loss of

offsite and ensite AC power, manual actions may be recuired to assure EF4 7

flow. This could result in censiderable tire delay for EF4 system initia-T

tion or raintaining EF4 system operation in a station blackout. Therefore,

at least ene EFd system pum and its asscciated flew catn anc essential
,

instr. mentation is recuired to aut:natically initiate ET4 systen flew and
!

be cacaole of being operated independently of any AC Dower scurce fer at

least two hours. Conve-ston of CC power :: AC power is acceptable. Refe-

to i tem II . A .2.0 (5L-3) of tne table for discussien of tnis c:ncern as it

relates to TMI-i .

V. Lessens teamed Review
E.E!di$td

The 1 =ortance of the eeergency fee: water system was "' $t:d by ite Lessens

Learned Task Force as a clear lessen learned frc:- the TMI-2 accident. The EF4

system plays a significant role in mitigatio* of fetewater transients that are
anticicated operational occurrences by providing a means of decay heat rencval.

Pos: TMI-2 analyses of primary system response :: feecwater transients anc :ne

results of the reliability studies of installed emergency feedwater systems at

Westinghouse and Comeustion Engineering plants pointed out the need for auto-

matica11y initiating the EF4 system consis*.ent eith satisfying the recuire ents

of GDC-20 dealing wita protection system design to assure that soecified

acce:tacle fuel oesign limits are not exceeded as a result of anticipatec coera-

tional eccur ences. Under Item 2.1.7.a cf 'EiREG-0578. 7I-2 Lessons Learned

Task Force Status Recor and Short Tem Recowendation." the Lessons Learned

Task Force delineated the specift: recuirements t De icolenented conce-ning

aut:.atic Er4 systen initiation in the shcrt tem (Category A). These inclucee

|
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meeting the single failure criterion, tes* ability of the signals and circuits,

pmviding power to the initiation signals and circuits from the emergency buses,

retaining manual initiation capability, automatic loading of the motor driven

pumps to the eme-gency diesel buses, and assuring the independence of the auto-

matic and manual initiation signals and circuits. The automatic initiation

signals and circuits are eventually to be upgraded to safety grade in the long

tem (Category B). Refer to item I.D.1 and I.E.1 of the table for further

discussion of automatic initiation requirements as they relate to the TMI-l

EFW system.

The second area identified by the Lessons Learned Task Force concerning the emer-

gency feedwater system was fits indication to the steam generators. The

inability to reliably detect the lack of EN flow to the steam generators was an

important factor affecting heat removal capability during the early period of the

TMI-2 accident. Indication of EFW flow in the control room would have

assisted the operator in determining that pump di charge valves

were closed. Indication of EF4 flow to the steam generators will serve to

directly verify the actual perfomanL! of the EF4 system when it is called ucon

to perfom as intended. In addition, in conjunction with the steam generator

level indication, the flow measurement can be used to assist the operator in

manually maintaining the reouf red steam generator level during EF4 system acera-

tion . Under Item 2.1.7.5 of NUREG-0573 :ne Lessons Learnec Task Force delineated

the soecific recuirements to be implemented concerning EN flow indication.

These include safety grade flow indication to the steam generators in the

control room, meeting the single failure criterion, testability, providing

pe:wer to the flow instrument channels from the emergency buses, and providing
-

flow instruments with an accuracy on the order of t lot. Refer to item I.D.2

of tre tsole for further discussion of flow indication recuirements as tney

relate to tne 'MI-'1 EPd system.

1
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YI. :eview to :ne Stancard Review Pla,

As a final accroach to reexamining the relta::ility of EFW syste s in :erating
-

Diants, the E10 Task Force perfor-ned a camparison of the EN system designs
'

agains: the curren: Stancard Review Plan (SRP) criteria for a safety grade

systam. This review omvided furtner insight into ::ssible areas for 1 sreve-

ment in the c:erating plants that were not included in :ne :reviously ces:ribed

evaluatiens. Refer to item *!.C of the taole for furtner discussicn of ee

SFP ccm:arison review as it relates to the TMI-1 EFW system. With ieclementa-

tien of the safety grace aut matic initiatien design and resolution of the

ecui:: ment environmental and seismic cualification concerns. One TMI-1 EFW

system will mee: all criteria.

*ne E 9 system review e#f:-: cescrit. . a:ove was later censolidated into ne

NRO 3I-2 Acticn Plan. NURE3-0553 and the "Clarificatten Of NI A: tion Plan

Recuirements." NUREG-0727 under ite s II.E.1.1 (II.K.2.3 for 5&W plants in

!cREG-0650). Auxiliary Feedwater Systec Evaluatien and !!.E.1.2. Auxiliary

Feecwater System Automatic Initiation and Flow Indicatien. Furtner work will

be undertaken by the staff as part of item II.E.1.3 to incorporate these new

recuiremnts into the SRP and develop any other necessary licensing guidance

c:ncerning :ne EFW system.

.

!

|

!

1
,
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VII. S u-r a -v
~

As previously cited, the attached taole entitled "TMI-1 Emergency Feedwater
1.

System Review for Restart" sunenarizes the above post TMI-2 accident review as

it applied to TMI-1. The table identifies each current EF4 system recuirement,

wnen compliance with the recuirement was or will be implemented by the licensee,

the source of the recuirement and where a discussion of the evaluation against

the recuirement can be found. Also included with tnis testimony is a schecatic
,

diagram of the TMI-1 EFd system configuration when fully upgraded.

The requirements described above have evolved from the various pcs TMI-2

engineering evaluations of EF4 systems with a concentration on the systems

overall availability and reliability as the TMI-2 accident focused attention

on the importance of the systen in maintaining plant safety. It is the staff's

judgement that implementation of the recuirements will achieve our goal of

improving the capability of the EFd system to perfom its design function.

The cost TMI-2 EFd system review effort as identified in the taole is substan-

tially more detailed and exhaustive than the Staff's standard deteministic

evaluation against the acceptance criteria of the SRP. Based on our review

and evaluation of the requirenents and of the licenset's compliance with the

recuirements in tems of the resulting hardware, proced:.ral and technical

specification changes to be implemented,we conclude that the TMI-l EFW system

meets the recuirements identified for imolementation at the time of restart

and that with these items the system will be sufficiently reliable to allow

res tart.

~ . - .
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I . 5,bistjliyyfi_ Urdois; .h anit,)

H' llem Il-flW auto llo yes --- None Cnavilani:e diuuued in Itettart Slit
INUNIO #' UNI "#9" ' ' 'start afwinntiallini

II . Itow lb.
(Inilependenco ni llW
fismeICS)

None Itevisions to existing procedures re-Operating pint rdures Yes Yes* ---

f or init iating and quired. Congillance discussed in
t uulrolling i t'l in- Restart SIR (NINtfG-06110) page Cl-ll & 12
elependent ni 105

C. Item 2. -

(I A l' Ilullet ins)
1. Ilulletin 19 O'iA

None Itevisions to existing procedures required.a. llem 5- YM Ves* ---

procedules in Counpliance discussed in itestart Silt
verify that ilW (NilHIG-06fl0) page C2-5 A 6
valves are open
as s equis ed

,

None lievisions in existing proceduces sequireilb. I tem ? - Yes Ves* ---

Imsllive cnnleul Campilance disruned in Restart Silt
of IlW valve (NIIRI G-06fl0) page C2-fi
position

f. l l e ui 11 - V e +. Ves* --- None llevisions tu culsting tech, spers, tequired
llH lesh. *ipess. Cimipliance discussed in Restar t 5f H
nu lliew p;ith avals (NtiltlG-0680) page C2-6 A /
abillly



.

till ! lill.l(Gillf.Y 1[l DWAll R *iYilLH "t Vil W IOlt ItL51 Akt Ib

RtIllllHIHfNI) COMPLI Athi / IllPLf!1tNTAiluf4 It[f fitEllCE t0M4tNisFOR SYSifM T, f.,

PRIOR TO.

lill-2 l'UST THI-? ACCIDENT
ACCIDENT

I'ItinH 10 puSI

III51 ART lt|SIART
(LuflG ILRM), ,

1. Shut <k>wn Order icont.)._

d. Item Il-Acquaint No Yes - tione Compliance discussed in Restart SER (NUREG-
operators with 06H0) page C2-!!
the signifIcanc+.

of simultarwoue
blockimi of liou
ifW flow trains

2. Bulletin 19-058 Yes Yes* - None Revisions to existing tech. specs. required.
}, item 7-Proposed Cong>11ance discussed in Restart SIR
.

Tech. Spec. changes (NUREG-0630) page C2-14.15416
,

! II . I tm 8.
j (lessonslearned-;

Category A)*

., ,

! 1. Item 2.1.1.a- Yes Yes* - NimfG-0518 (Item The IHI-I [lW system has always had auto-
I Auto, initiatlan ?.l.7.a); NUR[fi- matic initiation capitellity. llowever,

of f f W (Conttul 0660 (Item II.E.1 2); modification to the design was required
Graile) NUfr.iG-0131 (Item to meet the Category I; requirements.

II.E.I.7) Congillance discussed in Restart SER (NUflLG-
0680), pages 08-34 thru C8-38.

NHRLG-05/11 (Item Compliance discussed in Restart SIR2. Item 2.1.1.h- llo Yes -

[lW Flow inilica- 2.i.1.li);tumEG- (NimIG-06HO) pages Cll-30 thou C8-40.
tinel 15afety 0660(Item

ll .t .l .2); tilM[G-Gradel
0131(Item
II.E.1.?)

-_ ___ _ _ -



IHi-l Illi.letit HCY lillrWAllil * **;1tH lt! VILW IUit ItLSTART 16,

._

lil411NWNI5f,'/ COMPLIANCE / IMl'LLMINTATION REfili[NCE CINmLMISf uR 5V51(M

7 Ton to.

IHI-2 POST 1MI-? ACCIDENT
ACC!IENT

T ION 10 l'USI ,

RESTART RESIART

. [10NG TERM)

I . ShuMm!t,Or_de_r jsont.)
.

E. tenet-Term Actions-
| tem 1 (Lessons
teatned Catequry ll)

No YS$
1. Item 2.1.7.a No 4ee- ao NUREG-0518 . Implementation of safet/ grade autoenatic

! Auto. Initiatt.ni (Item 2.1.7.a); EfW initiation was required by January 1.
of EfW (Safety NUR[li-0660 1981. NUREG-0737 has extended implementa-
Cra,ve) (Item li.L.I.2); tion to July 1. 1981, and this A te is

NUR[fi-0137 being applied to THI-1. An esteeston.

(Item II.E.1.2) heyond this date may be considered for
' 1MI-1 based on proposed delays la imple-

wenting this item at siellar plants
because of' procurement problems.

4

I

I

|

5

.

_ _ ___-
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'#
lill-l llu imi r Cy t il.14:AILH sy'.Illi Pl Vit ti Itm ifESI AHi

Rt titl|ltiIII1815 WPll AllCl / ll'U'l.llif tll AllOff R[l fill NCI C0tNtNISf 0R $YSilft I .]
I'lIIIIR 10
till-2 POST TMI-2 ACCll4NI

Af.L i tK tli
Pitluk 10 l'O'. I
HCSTARf it!StARI

(1.UtlG 1[Rtl),

II. Act hm Plan (ItuntG-lwico)
l'tesi i f K.2.K-Ull ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
Lvaluatijm ' ''''
A. Iteliability Analysis

i. Plant $pecifia: I!o Yes - it0R[G 0660 (Item At NRC's request. Babcock & Wilcox performed
ll.[.l.1); HUR[G- a two part EIW system reliability evaluatfon
0737 (llem Part 1 (BAW-1584) was generic for all D&W
ll.E.I.1) operating plant ErW systems. Part 2 was

specific to 1MI-1. A relative reliability
' ranking against other 88W plants was estf-
blished, and dominant sources of ErW systen
unrell' ability were identified. The NRC'
Probabilistic Analysis Staff reviewed and
concure:ed with this evaluation (draf t

*

report available).'

Ihnninant f allute
Contribulnes

. Mo Yas
a. Failure in 105 flo -tet N DAW I:lW 1his failure innie will be eliminated by

which prevents Reliability implementation of safety grade f fW auto.
openinel of bott Analysis for initiation (see item I.E.1 of this table).
[IW flow runtai i IMI-1
valves

___



lill-l Lih l4.llit.V lilituAllit SY'illfl Rlijk W IUR HI SI ART IG

Iff iltill:1 til ilI",hg,
I(tit'I.l Aritt. / Ittet Ilti rll Allogg pg g g HIIR I 00ttH NIS1 OH Sf'ellit

~Til10H 10.

lill-? PUST lill-? ALCIDftli
ALLIDI fli

''Flfluit lit 16051

Ill!.l AHI RI SI Aill
(10ftG Ifitti),

11. Action I' lait (taisin-in.f,u)
liew Ill.r.n.tlW l' val-
silhiiitimt.)~'~'~.

h. Hainichante tio Yes - HAW llW Peliabill y ll;is f ailure meic is reduced by slu:rter

outaife of uno
Analysis for Itll- Tech.5pec. allowable dwnt imes (see

Item I.C.I.c of this table).ifW ttaln coupl. il
wittifailures
in the other

c: Plugjinqof flo Yes - ItAW flW this fallose m de has been eliminated by

settlun Reliability removal of the suction strainers.
stralhers Analysis fer

IMI-I

d. Inadvertently tin Y e '. - itAW IIW Iteliabill :y 1his failure 9nle Is reduced by revised
leaving nutur Analyses for procciW es (see item I.A.7 of this tahic).,

driven pionp IHI-I
manual dio-
thatgo valacs
closed after
testing or
maintenance

e. turbnne driven IN Ves - DAW IIW Rellalililly 1his failure amie will be elleilnated by
insme everspecil Analysis for 1HI- I neodification to the spirw (see Itnn

II.A.2.c of this taile).r
trip ne dei,3 aih,1
steam supply le <

loss of all At:
case when stean
pressur e s oittela -
tinn vaiVe lai l '.
ItilI open oil lei , *i
of air

i
,

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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euIMl-1 18161''.1110f t illcAlfit !.Y .li n 1:1 Vil k r uH 14 *.l Alti

Ifillllff til HIS
h I, l'"I'l I ANCE / IMPLl fil NI All0il 14 fi l4 Nr.f LtW9W N15,

f 0R sysitti

~~I'llhm TO.

IHl-? POSI Illi-? ACCIDI NI
MCllit NI

Phl0H 10 i>0'il
Ill;$1 Alt! Hi51AHI ,

(LOHG llltH), ,
, _ ,

11. Action Plan {IlllpIG-0660)
Mm ||'.R 2.Hil|W I val-
is t iR(Enni .)~ ~ ~ ~ ' ' ~ ~.

c. G5-3- No N/A - See 2. al>ove. IMl-l does not throttle LfW flow to avoid
wa terhamei.er ,

Neenaminalism :| (

ilW flow
throttling to

nt water-

d. GS-4-Procedoro< Hu Yes - See 2. aliove. Compliance discussed in Restart $[R (NUftfG-
06110). Adilltional items Reytmd Unterfor transferrie 1

suction supply Resentrements, item 3. page Cl-8.

to alternate
water sources

&

See 2. aliove. This feature was always a part of the IMI-le. GS-5 LIW flow Ves Yes* -

for at least ifW system design. Ilowever, a mundifhatio*:
was required to improve ElW systemtwo imurs reliability in a loss of all AC con 4 Minn.independent Ctmiplian e discussed in Restart SER (N't[G-of all AC

power (short 06HO). Additional items Beyond Order Respire

t es m)
ments. ; tem 6. page Cl-9.

f. GS-6-flow Path No Yes - See ?. above. C<mipliance discussed in Restart SIR (NilHf G-
06HO). 1) Order item la.7. page Cl-7 andavailability:

1) setuod 2) Order item la.4 part b page Cl-5
operator veri- (see also item I.A.7 A 1.A.4 of this
fic.ation of table).

,

valve allqsuiu'n
after teslinig

or maintenant e
?) Ilow te*.t
af ler enienili'el
e.hulilaun



1111-1 IHil!GillCY fillMAIIR SYtifil Rf VlFW FUR ftISTAPI

kl1)tilHI Mf MIS CfMI'll ANCC / IMPLIMCNIAll0ff Rf.f Li(LNCE (ggy5IUR ST5ftM '' '' ,

'Tirion 10.

tiil-2 POSI IMI-7 ACCIDI.HT
ACCIDIHi

PRIOR 10 l'USI
RESTART RIUMT

(LONG TENI),

11. Action l'lan (NORI.G-0660)
f tem'II~.k .2~.s' liW t ~vst-

-

-

oT4l}Ei_Miini..] ~~ ~
NIREG-0578 (ltem Refer to items I .D.) and I.E.8 of this' g. GS-7-Au truna tic Yes Ves* -

ffW Initiation 2.1.1.a); litm[G- table.

(short teiin) 0660 (item
I I .E .1.2 ); Ntml G-
0737 (Item
II.E.1.2);il0HIG-

0611 and -0635

h. GS-8-Automatic Ho fl/A - Sanc as item g. Refer to I tenis I .D.1 and I .E.1 of this
above. table.EfW initiation

(for systems
that have neve ,

had this capa-
bility)

' Additional I. Additional Yes Yes* Yes' See 2. above Compliance discussed in Restart SIR (NlmEG-
0680), Additional items Reyond Order

Short Tenn) Short Tenn Requirement;. Item 1, page Cl-8. The fully
Recomenenda tion redundant c.indensate storarje tank level .1-Primary EfW ii ha b'''M ~1 by January 1.

arrangennantr'or' dance with NtmEG-0737 longWater Source
1982, in atLevel Indicati< n
teria reriule 6sents.

L 's sche 6/e/ [or 6p egedaNonlL

J. Additional fin Yes - See 7.above. Compliance discussed in Restart SIR (NilRIG-
0609), Adilitional items beyond On der RequireShort Term ments, item 2, page Cl-fl.*

Renmenenda tinn
2-l.lH Punp
livlur.ince les t .

o

_ _ . _ _ _ - - - _ _ _ . - _ - _ - _ - - _ - - ---
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' i'?1811-1 IIts l'i.t t:(y iI e i4!AIiit r,v;11 H lil VILW IOR iti STARI

_-.

181 f$likf Mi til'
fORSYSilH1a f *: EUllPLI ANCE / lH1'L[IllHIAll0N ItLilittlict ftMitNIS

~'

ITIOR 10.

lill-2 Pos; IMI-? ACCIDLNI

ACCIDLNi-. _ _ . _ ,.. _.._. ..

11.ActionPlan(tulillfi-0660; 'TItloit to >os t

NNE lI$ N N. .kON. .IN.I.- RL51 Alti llE51 ART

H3 L.IO!L dCD. .L.1 (LOllG 1iRM)A
.

k. Adelitional llo Yes - NtRIG-il5111(item Refer to item I .D.? of thit table.
Shnrt Te w 2.1.1.h); NURIG-
Rectmeienala t ion 0660 (liem
3-LIW flow II.E.I.?); NUREG-
Indication 0131 (item

si.f.i.z): NintG.
0611 and -0635

1. Athlltional fio Yes - See ? al>ove. Refer to item I.A.1 of 18-t t hle.
Short lerw
Reummienda t ion
4-EIW avall-
ability
during survell

lance testinel

(long Term) m. Gl.-I-Autimiatic .Yes N/A e - Same as item q. Refer to item I.E.1 of this table.
IfW Initiation below.

n. Gl.-2-Loss of No N/A - See 2 aliove. Refer to item b. above.,

FIW suction
supply due in-

inadvertently'

closed u>nemni
.

flow path
i valves

o. Gl.-3 Auto- Yes Yes* - See 7 above. liefer to i tem c. above.
m.i t is'a l ly
supplied ffW
flow for at
least two
houts indepen-*

elent of .ill Al
power (loni te m)

_ - _ - _ _ _ - _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -_
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till - 1 I 111 l't.1 ilL( l i i IrdA|| It '.Y' ||Il 1:1 e11 W I Uit I'l *.I Alt 1

IllIjlli10111 ill'.1
f Og sysggg |, f ,, IIell'l I AllCI / lill'1Iillili AIIOil til !IIllIlli CuttitNIS

~PRIDIT
lill-2 POSI IHl-2 ACC10ltil

ALCllif fit
l'itlult 10 l'u'.I
Ilf51ARI IU.51 ARI

tiOflG IIitH)
,

a

11.ActionPlan(14UHfG-0660)
i h 4 If.k. fin-0 W L'al.v

iia tIoii~(coni.l' -~~ ~~
p. GL-4 f f W pimqi Yes II/A - See 2 aliove. The condensate storage tanks at IMI-l are

protected against fallute as a result ofprotection Jn carthquakes and tornadoes. Refer to IMI-levent of loss
.of primary wate - Restart $fR (NUREG-0680). Additional

items Beyond Order Requirements. Item 5.
source due to page Cl-9.earthqua6e or
inrnaiki

No )fes
q. CL-5 Safety tin 4v s- % See q. al.ove Refer in item 1.E.1 of this table.

Grade Auto-
imitIc 1.l~ll
inillatitan

R. Deslyn (tasis for ifW Yes Yes* - fluRIG-0611; Congillance discussed in Restart $[R (NOREG-
fillit[G-0635; 06H0). Order item la.4 pages Cl-3&ASystem flow Capacity NtlRfG-0660;
NtlR(G-013/

C. lieterministic Review NUltLG-0660 (I te"' Since 1HI-I was licensed prior ta issuance
ll.I.l.lAll.K.2. i);of the Standard Review Plan, an evaluation

Against SRP Section NURIG-0/31 (item of the IIW systeri design against the SitP
10.4.9 and filP 10 9

ll.f.1 l) requirements was undertaken.;

l. Protection agaluse Yes ll/A - flone
,

inte nally and
extetnally
rjenerated missile'
(GlW.-4. l'eq. Gui el.
1.11/)



lill-1 IlliitG1 f4CY IIIllWA11 R 'iV' 8iH lti V|| W l 04111SIAlli .
- -- . .-

*41Illiliti MI N h, p,, COMPI I AteCE / |Ml'liMtNiAl10N R(f fitLNC[ 00994[NIS
.

10R SYSILH .

I io
PO'il IMI-2 ALCID(NTp

ACCit4NI i

PRIOR lo ^ l'05I
Ill51ARI gn.

ll . Action Plan (NilHIG-ING )
Itfe' If.s.h g' dil Evai
!9.tl,un.h9.a td

flone I) [nviroimiental qualification of [IW system
2. Protection yes fl/A -

components is discussed in the IMI-Iaipinst ef fects Restart SER (NURIG-06110). AAlltional itemsof high and Heyond Order Requirements. Item 7. page
innierate energy 01-10. Since issuance of this NUREG. thepipe breaks licensee has identified potential concerns
(GlK-4. filP A$lt with the envirnemiental nualification in
1-l&MIR1-1) LfR !!0-012/011-0 dated July 11. 1980.

this area is being rereviewed by the;
Staf f as part of Bulletin 79-018.

2) Atklitional discussion of EfW system design
with respect to pipe breaks is included
in the 1Hl-1 Restart SER (NUREG-0680).
Additional items Beyond Order Requirements.
item 8. pages Cl-10All. The licensee has

; also identified and corrected newly
'

discoveted pipe break concerns.

't. Quality Geoup Yes II/A - tione The licensee has Inforined tSe Staff that
some EIW system valves may nt 1e fully |and Selsmic seismically quallfled. 11:1s h nelnq t

Classification reviewed liy the staff.of (IW System
(GIK-2. Req.2

Guides 1.2f A
1.29)

t

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Ml D ''I LOHPl. LANCE / |Mft[MtiqJA{gott pIIININCL CDP 9ttNIS j

l'H10H 10 '

POSI IMI-2 ACCIIENT
4

5- IMI-2
ALCll(Ni

Prion le P031*

RESIAMI gAQ.
,

II. Action Plaii {NtNtLG-tmi l

lien ~i1~.iJila iIV Ival-
URI.oE.Moni.J ~ ~~ ~ ~

;

f6 m e4. Failure of non- Yes ll/A -

essential cinalm-
nents does ist
affect Ilie LIW .

system (RG.J.
Guide 1.29)

tb Ye3
5. Sin 91s failure ik) h w None Safety grade auto, initiatitm design includes

3 r.edundant EIW regulating and blotA valves toCriterion (Git- each steam generator (refer to item 1.E.1 of
44) this table).,

6. Power Diverstly Yes Yes* - tione Refer to item II.A.2.e of this table.
Intr Asn in-1)

1. Preveni'N uf Ves is/A - ikme
Ita(erfiannee

8. Finoding Protec- Yes li/A - Nonei

tion (GIE-2 aml ;~

Reg. Guide 1.1117

ihme9 leakage Cnntrol fes fl/A -'

10. Surveillance Yes ft/A - flone
letting and
inspect inn (l;lH:-
45446)

.

__ _-___.___-m _m _ -- -
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2tilill 1 IHiImtistr tisseuasiH *," 'in siygig ggm sq.,;3ng

NIillllHI PEil Il I.itlPl I A(L / igt,[Miig|A{ pgg pg 7g pg gg CfitKNISI(Mt '3V511N .

l'Nildt 10 l'O';I IMI-2 ACCll6fMIggg.7

Al.t:ll>l NI
PNlutt to PU'il
NISIARI S All

,.

II . Ac' lim Plan Otilittr.-tx40 , Il
I tem l l , F.. ?. A l l W I v' l .~~~' a''
isailen M tml.)

Name l ice nsee is providinq lageroved consumicat tim .
11. Adequate Instou- Yo. Yes" -

Imtween the control imm. and (Ind regulattnq
mentation and valve area prior tre restart to facilitateControls (t;lW.-19) local systte operathm if s equired. (iteter to

item I.A.7 of this table).
YesA

12. Aultmiatic Yes Yes* N titMtI G-057tl I.efer to itews 1.11.) and I .E.1 of this table,

inillattem (llm 2.1.1.a);
tiuftl G-(d.f.0
(item II.L.I.2)
Hilit[G-0131
(itemII.I.l.2)

11. Hanual Ihltlatim Yes il/A - N<me

CapalilII t y . (Heil.
Gulile 1.t.7)

14. Aistimiallt; leiml- fes ll/A Yes' finne liefer to 1HI-l Restart slR (MtlefG-Ofillo).
Addit ional items lleyond Order Regulieuents. >

nallon of (til ? tem 4. page Cl-9 for further discussion
flew to depres- on this feature. The depressurlied steamsurlice{ ste,m generator isolation / feed systte is leelnis
emneratur Anit upgradeel to safety grade in the long team.aultantic flow ti ,

Intact steam
genesalor .

_ _ _ _ _
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fl0!Il G-fil.11

16. flW system
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i n to Sol =m u table.r

Requifements for System - the specific dncuments which contain requirements concerning the 1MI-l EfW
system deslyn are identified and each Individual. requirement from ttese
thicimients is itemired.

CongeIlance/ implementation - The time at which compilance with the specific requirement will be or has
been tagilemented is identified (prior to the TMI-2 accident. Prior to
restart, or post restart).

Heference - Any adilitional documents which concern the requirement other than that containing the direct
reguliement as identified under " Requirements for System" are identified.

Oswents - Adilitional Clarification. Justification or discussion of the sgwe:lfic requirement is included.

' Note: this note identifies items where the system design, procedures or tech, specs. met the require-
ment prior to the IMI-2 c.ccident. however, modifications were required to upgrade these areas
at tar the 1Hi-2 accident.

.

L__ __ _
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Part 11 (J. Curry)

This testimony provides the staff's estimate of the reliability of the TMI-l

emergency feedwater system (EFWS) as it is depicted in Part I of tnis

I testimony. Also provided in this testimony are the bases for the staff's

relisbility estimate, an estimate of the EFWS reliability prior to recent

and planned hardware and operational procedure changes, and perspectives on

the significance of the reliability estimates thusly presented.

Reliability Estimates (procosed desien)

In response to Board cuestions regarding quantitative estimates of the

reliability nf the emergency feedwater system, the staff reevaluated the

EFWS to consider recent and planned changes in the TMI-1 EFWS design and

operation. (As will be discussed later, the staff had previously estimated

the EFWS reliability based on the system as it existed in mid-1979.) The
|

basis for the reevaluation was infomation on system design and operation

submitted to the staff by B&W in February 1980N) and the composite of

system modifications presented in other staff testimony to this Board.U'7)

The reliability evaluation of the TMI-l EFWS was performed by constructing

|
a fault tree to depict in a logical and rigorous manner EFWS response to

The faultvarious possible failures that could occur within the system.

f
tree included as Attachment 1, was constructed explicitly to estimate

the probability of securing "less than 460 gpm flow to at least one steam
,

generator" within five minutes of demand. This "too event" of the fault

.
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tree was chosen to correspond to the flow requirements necessary to provide
%

decay heat removal for all postulated accidents and transients. As has 4

been done in previous staff analyses of auxiliary feedwater systems in

other plants,I3'#) three s;ecific plant transients that result in the

de and for emergency (or auxiliary) feedwater were ccr.sidered: (1) loss cf

rain feedanter (L".FW), (2) loss of rain feedwater coincident with less of

offsite per.er, and (3) loss of r.ain feedwater coincident witn loss of all

AC pcaer (LOAC). Tne loss of nain feedwater is a transient that occur!.

ceriodically in nuclear pcv.er plants from a variety cf causes. Tne EFWS is

designed to res00nd to such an occurrence by supplying an alternate flow of

feedwater to the steam generators. In such cases, the initial cause of the

LF.FW transient does not affect the operation of the emergency feedwater

system. In the latter two transients, the cause for the loss of tne cain

feedwater simultaneously affects the operation of cany emergency feedwater

i. system components due to the loss of a power supply--either offsite AC

(LOOF) or all AC (LOAC). Such transients are much less likely tnan a

simple LMFW, but are analyzed because their occurrence places severe

constraints on means of getting emergency feedwater flow to the steam

generators. Accordingly, the reliability of the EFWS during these transients

is expected to vary as various EFWS components or support systems are

affected by the stated conditions of the transient.
I

It is'also important to note that the analysis was conducted to estinate i

the reliability of the EFWS in a five minute period after the occurrence
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of the transient, i.e., the probability of delivering recuired auxiliary
_
~

feedwater flow to the steam generator (s) within five minutes after the
[

occurrence of the transient. A major icpif cation of the reliability

estfrate in this period is that the nunter and type of c;erator actions

that ray be expected to be accomplished to rectify an EF'*'S fault is very

limited. The reliability of the system beco es, therefore, largely a

function of the probability of the system being in the proper configuration

at tire of demand and the inherent reifability of mechanical and electrical

co ;cnents to function on demand. In terms of plant c;eration, the

significance of the five minute reliability estimate is due to the

unstable system condition induced by the dryout of the stean generators

in S&W plants if no feedwater is provided in this ceriod. (N.B. Althougn

this dryout in reality may occur in less tnan five minutes if all feedwater

-is icit, tne reliability estimate would not be significantly changed fcr

periods somewhet less than five minutes. This is because, as stated aDove,

system reliability in the short interval after demand is a factor of

automatic component functioning. Such functioning, if successful, would

occur well within the five minute time frame. Thus, from a reliability

standpoint, the five minute period is meant to indicate a period of very

limited operator recovery actions.)

The construction of any . fault tree is limited by' the resolution of

available data or by the level of system detail understood by tne analyst.

For the TMI-1 EFWS analysis, the data used (included as Attachment 2)

wre the same as that used for other staff auxiliary feedwater analyses.U' )

The component reliability data derived from the Reactor Safety Studd )IE

i
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and ongoing tMC data assessment programs, re: resent industry-wide

averages. These industry-wide averages were assu.ed to be applicable to

TV.I-1 EFWS components for purposes of comparing the TMI-l design to

other auxiliary feedwater designs. Similarly, the human error probabilities

derived from the Reactor Safety Study and censultations with ham.an

factors personnel at Sandia fiational Laboratories, were assumed applicable

to TM!-1 for design cor;arison purposes. Wnen the fault tree develo: ment

t.as limited by the level of detail available to the staff, conservative

reliability assumptions were made. For example, sa:h assumptions were

often necessary when interaction of the operator with the system had to

be considered without the spe:ific operational procedures available for

review.

Within the framework outlined above, point estimates of the EFWS reliability

under certain transient conditions were developed. For comparison

curcoses, these point estimates are deoicted in Figure 1 as part of a

chart whicn shows the results of previous staff auxiliary feedwater

analyses in plants using Westinghouse designed nuclear steam supply
t

systecs.
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Reliability Estimates (mid-1979 design)

Prior to the staff reliability evaluation of the current TMI-l EFWS in

response to Board Question 6, an estimate of the EFWS reliability as it

existed in mid-1979 had been r.ade. This estimate was used primarily as

a check of the results of a more detailed analysis that S&W had perforrad

for "etropolitan Edison Company and was based on the report of that
(

analysis submitted by Metropolitian Edison.'2) (Sabcock and Wilcox

performed reliability analyses of all operating E&M olant emercancy

feed.sater systems in response to a staff request of the utiitties to co

so.) The E&W analysis consicered the LMFW, LOOP and LOAC transient

conditions described oreviously and also considered reliability for the

time periods 5,15 and 30 minutes. The B&W analysis did utilize fault

trees and the same data base as was used by the staff to perform its

reliability evaluations. However, due to the nore detailed design and

o::erational information used by S&W for it:, analyds, that analysis was

necessarily more rigorous than the conservative type of analysis performed

by the staff as a check. The purpose of the staff's evaluation, which

was based on the suninary report submitted by Metropolitan Edison, was to

j varify the approximate accuracy of B&W results and assure that major
%

} jcontributers to system unavailability had been identified. Under these'

) constraints, staff estimates of the TMI-l EFWS reliability prior to
,

recent hardware and operational changes are shewn in Figure 2.

The dominant contributors to system unavaih f,11;y at that time were:

(1) failure of .both feedwater trains 6 a '4 innan actuation circuitry

1.
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of the control valves; (2) pcssible comon node failure of pa os due to

manual valves on suction or discharge of pucps teing inadvertantly

ciesed; (3) failure of the turbine pump train due to stear supply

failures (e.g., relief valves sticking open or re:hanical failure of

MSV13* with interlock preventing autcratic cper.ing of the stear sa;oly

line frce steam generator 5); and (4) unavailability of cne ficw train

due to raintenance coupled witn outage of anotnar train cue to co. penent

failure or human error.'

Feescectives on F.eliability Estinates

As additier.al perscective on the neaning of tne reliability estirates

cresented herein,~the following points snould be consicerec:

(1) ine actual system reliability must be considered to te within a range

about the point esticate presented here due to uncertainties in

cccconent failure and human error rates.

The studits described herein use industry-wide averages for co penent

failure and human error rates to estimate the reliability of tre

. It11-1 emergenty feetater system since plant specific cata is

limited. . The absolute value-of ~the EF45 reliability should be

'It should be noted that the original ~ B&*4 analysis and the staff review
of it assumed that both elect-ic pu=ps were recuired for successful EFa*5
operation. Later analysis described in previously subettted staff
testimony indjcates that only one electric pu=a is needed for successful
heat removal.L5)
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considered to te within a range about the numerical value presented.

This is due to the 'act that statistical estimations of generic

failure rates by -ture carry with them uncertainty bounds. Amng other

factces, these uncertainty bounds are a function of the amount of available

de for the estimate. To reduce the amount of this uncertainty,

data is used from a variety of sources judged a;plicable. Ho..ever,

even with this data base, some uncertainty bounds around failure

or error rates still exist. The un ertainty bounds associated

with various component failure and hu:.an error rates were not

estinated and propagated through the analyses. Such an approach ]
is cumoersone and unnecessary for the purpose of the analysis: ,

'

| tne assessment of the reliability of a given auxiliary feedwater system
,

compared to other designs and the identification of cajor contributors

to a given auxiliary feedwater system unreliability so that system

upgrading can be most effectively undertaken, if desired.

'(2) Conclusions- regarding the comparative risk of operating various

nuclear plants based on a reliability analysis of any single system,

|
e.g., auxiliary feedwater, must be made with caution.

! The reliability estimates presented in this testimony were developed

to assess the potential of- the EFWS to accomplish a desired mission

under given conditions._ Obviously, a system with a higher probability

of accomolishing its mission is preferable to one with a. lower
i' probability. iiowever, there is not necessarily a perfect correlation

between the comparative reliabilities of various plant auxiliary
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feedwater systems and the comparative risk associated with the

operaticn of those plants. To draw conclusions about the corparative

risks of operating various nuclear plants, consideration needs

to be given to the integrated response of all plant systers to cope

witn potential transients and less-of-coolant accidents. This

integrated response, while clearly affected by the reliability of

individual systems forming the response, is also a function of

syster interactions and differing capabilities of individual

syste-s under response conditions. For example, an integra ed

plant response could be adversely affected by tne reliance on a

cec on support system of i any of the systems forcing the respor:se.

Conversely, the integrated reso:nse of one plant e.ay be more

- effective than that of another if additional systems are available

for accident or transient mitigation--even thougn a particular

system may be less reliable. (For exacole, a " feed and bleed"

alternative must be considered when analyzing the probabilities of

- core melt.) Since the risk of plant operation is the paraceter of

concern, comparisons of auxiliary feedwater systems among plants

should be temoered with the recognition that plants with auxiliary

feedwater systems of similar reliability do not necessarily present
;

|
similar risk of operation. The importance of individual system

- reliability lies in its role in for=ing the integrated plant response

to. undesired conditions.

m
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(3) The caximum reliability achievable for an auxiliary feedwater

system may vary for plants with differ ing nuclear steam supply

systems.

The results of the TMI-l EFWS reliability analyt 2 have been presented

k on a graph depicting tne reliability of various auxiliary feee ater.

syster.s associated with Westinghouse nuclear stear suoply systers.'

However, tne appearance of some higher reliability auxilary feeduster

systems associated with the Westinghouse designs does not irply

that such a reliability is achievable under all conditions for,

auxiliary feedwater systems associated with S&W nuclear stear scoply

systems. The analysis of auxiliary feedwater designs was conducted

to evaluate successful system operation to prevent dryout of the

steam generators. Because of the smaller inventory of B&W stea-

generators, dryout would occur much sooner if all feedwater were

lost than would occur under similar circumstances for a Westinghouse

ste'.m generator. This results in a more stringent response ee:uire-

ment for an auxiliary feedwater system associated with a E&W NSSS than

one associated with a Westinghouse NSSS ~because significantly less

reliance on operator intervention to rectify system faults can be

| credited for the B&W response than the Westinghouse response. Further,

B&W systems utilize only two steam. generators rather than the three -

or four present in Westinghouse designs, thus providing fewer possible

successful discharge paths from the auxiliary feedwater pumps. Tnus,

I.
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design characteristics can place an inherent limitation en syste:- 1'

reliabili ty. However, when considering such limitations, care
,

,

should be taken to consider meaningful system success criteria. !

As discussed in the previous item, if an analysis were conducted to

j censider prevention of core uncovery, si:es or numbers of differing

steam generators r.ay take on less importance.
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Torcivia in Response to Board Questions 6.a. 6.b 6.c, 6.g 6.h, 6.i,

6.j , and 6.k, dated 10/21/80..
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lettachment 2

Data Used for TMI.1 EFWS Analysis
,

(From NUREG.0611) i~

i

TA4LE III-2

SA$IC OATA L* SED FCA PURPCSE$ CF C*CJCT!43 _

_

A CO..PARATIVE AisE55=IhT OF Ex!$ TIM;"

Are$ DESIGN 5 & T>EIR PCTEhTIAL AELIASILITIES ?

Poitit Value Estirate
of Preta:llity cf'
Fat 1ure on Co-a~

C:- saeat (ba* .a e) Failu*e Cats1.
*1 x 10.4

,

a. va'ves: 4Psa.al Valves (plug;es) *1 > 10
Cne:t Valves
*:ter C:e* ate: Valves *1 a 10.3,

.

.

Pantcal Cc :casats si a 10Pe:
Flu;;ing Contrfeutfon

Cortrol Circuit (local to Valve) s6 x 10,3
..

3w/csarte-ly tests *2 x 10
=/r,:sthly tests

Pistsn A:tuates Valves $3 x 13.4
.

3tc. Se:*anical Corsceests +1 m 10,

50V-Se:Sanical Co p: nerts ***L'se #04.

Co-trol Circuit (hote:
Fall.re Rate if valve is not f ail Safe)

.

3
3. P :s: (1 F. p) $1 x 10

=c: ae.icat 0:-::ee-ts
Control Cir:utt (Local to P c -
acclies to Electrical P w;s) $7 a 10.3

. .

3= Quarterly tests 'A s 10
.,V:ntally tests

c. -.tetuation te;ic (Assu rs at least -7 a 10 3.'t aine
~

1 of Icgic)

fer

Lo*s 'af 3-10 (an aso ec-n) atout suen valves are net unece:te:"Errce fa:

**t
represents a vber so small in sagnitute tnat it may te negie ted for masis oftesic cata we:retainties.

. tttis stsoj.

-

9

.g - --

). . . . .
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TABLE III-2 (Contiewed)

!!. TEST & FAIhTE%Ak"E Ou_ A0E CONTRIBUT10YS:T

Calculational 4;proach .----a.
1. Test 06tage

(#nes/f.est) (# tests /yest)
QTEST ; snes/y ear

-

2. Painte.ance Outage
_0. 22 (8nrs/caint. act)QMA:hT.; 720

Cata Tatles for Test & Faint. Outa;es'|
r' b.

SU'?tti 0F TEST ACT C;;&TIch

Caleviated
Pese Test Act

Faage on Test Duration T're, te, h-Act Du ation Tire, hrr
Cc :oment

1a0.25 - 4 0.65Pu s 0.25 - 2valies 1.40.25 - 4Diesels 1.40.25 - 4lesteu eetation

LO -NORM.AL M00ELED F.AINTENANCE ACT DaRaTICN

Pean Act
Range On Daratien Time, haDuration Time, hr

Oc enent 7
1/2 - 24 19Fa ;s 1/2 - 71 7
1/2 - 24 21talves 2 - 72 6Ciesels 1/4 - 24

Instrue.entation
IE3

These data tables were taken from the Reactor Safety Study (WA5h-la00)Where tne plant technical

for purposes of this AFW system assesseer.t. specifications placed limits an the outspe duration (s) allowed foe
* Acte:

AFV systes trains, this tech spec limit was used to estinate the meanIn general, it was founs that
duration times for maintenance ACPS.the cutages allowed for maintenance dominated those contributions to!

'

AFW system unavailability from outages due to testing.

t

!

:
I

|

|

4
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felt Ill 2 (Continuert),
,

,

III. Htman Acts & Errors - failure Data:

Ist imatc<l ihmera Error /Fallure Probabilities
Modifying factors & Situations

With Valve Position With Local Walk-Around & W/0 Elther
Indication in Control Room Double Check Procedures

Point Value Ett Est, on Point Value Est Est. on Point Value Est On
Error Error Estimate Errorfactor factor Factor

a. Acts & Errors of A Pre-Accident Nature
1. Valves Mis W i % ned DurTrT ie'Ti7Maint

.(a) Specific Single Valve Wrongly
Selected out of A Population
of Valves During Conduct of a

' Test or Maintenance Act (X No. I " 10-2 " 1 I " 10-2 " 1 10-2 " Iof Valves in Population at Choice) 20 X 20 2 li 10 I 10

(b) Inadvertently leaves Correct
4 3 2Valve in Wrong Position N5 x 10 20 N5 m 10 10 NIO 10

2. .More than one valve is affected N1 x 10 20 N1 a 10' 10 N1 a 10'3 10(coupled errors)

3. Miscalibration of Sensors / Electrical
Relays

(a) One Sensor / Relay Affected' - - ri5 a 10'3 10 N10' 'O

(b) More than one Sensor / Relay
offected - - Ni m 10 10 N3 a 20' 10

. *

I

I'

,

__ __ __ - _ _ - - _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -



- . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _

,

*
.

1 Anti 111-7 (Cvmtinueil)
Overall [ s t im/ 2 t-i

ilme Actuation Nee < fed istimated lailuse (%timated failure E rror l at ter[ stimate
Prob. for Primtey Proti of other of tallure on 9verall

(flaceup) .'antrol Probability ProbabilityOperator to
Attuate AFWS Re. Operat.r to

Actuate Alb i

Acts & [trors of a Post Accident Natureb.

Manuel Actuation of AIW system from Control1. 3
floom

- N7 m 10h 10

10 10N5 min. N2 a 10 N5 34NO,5 (mod. dep.)
(a) Considering " Dedicated * Operator Hl5 min. N1 a 10,, N.75 { low dep.) N10 10

to Actuate AfW system and Possible NIO min. N5 m 10
Backup Actuation of AfWS

-
95 m 10',2 10
M g to ) 10M5 min. NS a 10

NO.5 (mod. cler.) y
(a) Considering "Non-Dedicated * N15 min, N1 a 10,3 f8.2% (low dep ) N10 10

Operator to pctuate AfW system N10 min Ye a 10
and Possible Badup
Acutation of AfW systm

Ig 8

.

_. - _ _ - -
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s

.. *

-

TMl-1 EFWS UNAVAILABILITY
! AT 5 HINUTf5; LHFW TRANSIENT

.

I

I

i

I Approx.
THI-l EFWS'

restart design'
'

3A10-3

PROBABILITY Of j .2 1q-3 1g-4 10-5
ErWS FAILURE TO _ t-

' '

OPERATE 10 'A A A'
PREVENT S.G. ] { y
DRYOUT (demand I)

8x10-3 2x10-3 4.5x10-4 2x10-6
mid-1979 Industry Proposed Best W

*

design average design desigii
(LER data) NUREG-0611

t~ 30 min. dryout)

. - - - - _ _
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Jare. 5. We miel

Professional Qualifiez ier.s

Auxiliary Systems Branch
Division of Systa:s Inte ration

-_
1

Office of Na:1 ear R:a: tor Regulatien |__

~

I a a Rea:ter Engineer in the Auxiliary Syste:s Eranch in the Civision

of Systems Safety. Office of Nu: lear E:a:::r Re;;1a: ice, U.S. Nu:'es-

Re;ulat:ry C: mission. In this positi n I perf:m te:tr.i:a1 revie.s,

analyses, and evaluations of reactor plan: features pursuint to the cen-

structi n and operation of reactors.

I're:eived a Eachelor cf Science tegree in Che::.ical Engineering 'r~-

Draxel University in 1972. Sin:e 1972 I have taken c:urses cr. Fe.'R snd

BWR Syste: 0;erati:n, Rea:::r Safety,'and Fire Prote::icn.

. Py ex;'rien:e includes seven years with the Ee:htel P:wer Cer;;ratien

as a Syste s Design Engineer engaced in the design of varicus nu:laar

pemer plant auxiliary ar.d balan:e of plant systems. These have in-

cluded coelin; water systems, water treatment systems and fire pr:te:-

tien syste.s.
.

I joined the Auxiliary Syste=s Eranch of the Comission in March,

1978. Since jcining the Comission I have perfomed safety evaluations

en nuclear ;:wer plant auxfif ary systars including euxilf ary feedw'ter

syste s for the Virg- C. Su er Nuclear Statien, Palo Veda Nu: leer

Ge erating Station. Waterford Steam Electric Statien. Diablo Cany:n |

Nu: lear Fower Plant.' Byren/Eraf st:ce Stations and Tr:jan Nuclear Flant.,

I have also reviewed various tect:11 repar.s and r:videt :... ..n.s en

at::: sed ANSI Standads dealing with vart:=s auxiliary systes.

|



i

;
I

1

.;.
!

I nave res::nsisility f r the review of .he folic.cin; nuclear p: ar ;;an: -

1.xiliary sys:2:s and ::ncerns: new and sper. fuel s:: rage, span; fus' re:S a

c:01frg, fuel handling, service vr.:er, comp:nent cocifn; water, c:Marsa:e

s::ri;e, ultimate heat sink, instrument air, chemical an: voi r.e ::at-: ,
;

i

main stean is:iation valve lenlage c:ntr:1, heatfe; venti;ating and airI

::-: fit:ning, ;;rtions of the main steam syste , rain feecanter, auxiliary
,

feet..ater, hf;n and mcderate energy pipe breais, f' c: pr:te::f=n and inter-!

cally generated =fssiles.

!-

I am a re;ts ered Fr:fessional Engineer in the State :f Maryland.

: an an Ass::'s e Ma-ter of the herican Ins:f:2:a of Che i:21 1 ;ir.2rs.

.

|

|
-

,

,

i-
.

i

>

@
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Professional Qualifications

James J. Curry ,

__

March 1930

I am presently erployed as a Risk Assessrent Engineer by the Division of

Systems and Reliability Research, Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research,

U.S. Nuclear Eegalatory Co.m?.ission. I have held that position since

" arch 1975. -In that position, my responsibilities have included the review

ar.d develognant of a corputer model of radioactive isotope migration in

groande.ater, .the 7alysis of several emergency feedwater system designs,

the nanagenent of the Reactor Safety Study Methodology Applications Program

(RSS".AP) and participation in the Interic Relisb111ty Evaluation Progran

(IREF).

From 1974 to 1976, I held the position of project manager in the Office of
|

| Nuclear Reactor Regulation of the NRC. I was responsible for the safety

review of the Greene County license application and participated in the

review of the Westinghouse SNUPP's license application.

I received a B.S. in nuclear engineering with distint ' an from the University
197')

of Virginia-in )006 and an M.S. in chemical engineering from Stanford
;

. University in 1978. I am. currently pursuing a DSc. at George Washington
,

i

University in the area of energy systens reliability.



16,719

1 SY ZE. TOURTELLCTTE. (Resuming)

2 0 Zr. Wersiel, could you briefly do two things? One

3 is c'maarire your testimony, and als o explain, if you will,

4 why you made the rhanges in the latter part of the testimony

5 from th e yesses to the noes, adding yesses, and the like.

6 Could you do that, please?

7 A (WITNESS WEREIEL) Yes. The purpose of my

8 supplemental testimony concerning Board Question 6 on

9 emergency f eedwater systes reliability is tc cl arify for the

to Board the evolution of the criteria for improving the EFW

11 system reliability and how implementation of this criteria

12 at THI-1 has led the staff to its engineering conclusion

13 that the EFW system at !!I-1 is sufficiently reliable to

14 allow restart with the modifica tions identified .

15 The basic change that has been made in the table,

16 the yesses and the noes, is just a mistake that I did not

17 catch the first time through. You will note under I.E.1 of

18 the table, the Comment column explains the implementation of

to the automatic initiation design for TEI-1.

20 Unfortatutely, I neglected to pick up the

i 21 implementation requirement in the Prior to Restart and

22 Post-Bestart columns, and this item appears, I think, six

23 times in the table hecacse there are cix separate places

aw where the'importance of automatic initiation is brought out

25 in the various reviews that were performed.

accenscN maPontwo cCM#ANY. INo,

400 venGnNIA AE a.W., WASMpe4 ton, D C. 20034 (2023 544 2345
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1 C Very well.

2 A (WITEESS WERMIEL) The specific change has to do

3 with exactly what the comment says under item I.E.1.

4 NUREG-0737 currently states that safety grade automatic

5 initiation is to be implemented by July 1, 1981. The staff
!

6 has considered this date for a number of plans that

7 currently do not he. . saf ety grade automatic initiation, and

8 it is our opinion now that that date is not practical for

9 implementation on a number of these plants, THI-1 included.
;

10 We have gone back and looked at what will be

11 available in these plants at certain dates and satisfied

12 ourselves that the backup capability to this requirement is

13 sufficient to allow us a judozent that the system will be

14 reliable on an interim basis until this modification is

.

15 complete.
!

16 Q Okay. Is that it?

17 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) That's it.

Is Q Okay.

19 DR. JORDAN:- While you are there, then, let ne ask;

20 a question for clarification.

21 I was noticing in a recent document, which I left

22 at home along with a number of other documents, namely, a

23 NUREG that applies to construction permits -- I believe it

24 has just recently come out. The clarification on I.E.1

25 there seems to be different, although it is supposed to have

ALDERSoN REPORTING CoadPANY, LNC.

400 VIRtHNBA AA S.W WASNINGioN. o.C. 20024 (202) 564 2345

t_
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1 represented, I believe, the sa** requirments as 0737.

2 It seems to se there were some differences, and

3 since I do not have the document with me, I cannot identify

4 them. Have you looked at that? Do you know?

5 WITNESS WERMIEL4 I think I know what you are

6 saying. For construction permit plants we would not issue

7 an opera ting license ,nless they had implemented the safety

8 grade automated initiation, so there woulf not he a need for

9 a date for implementation.

to DR. JORDANS But I think it was = ore than that. I

11 believe the re were also requirements, and -- does anyone

12 happen to have -- I as sure they do not here -- a copy of

13 this? I, unfortunately, left it at ho=e. I know there was

14 something, and it may have been requirements on the

15 - pectability evaluation or something like that.

16 !s there anythinc newly required on that?

17 WITNESS WERMIEl: Pardon me?

18 DR. JORDANS Perhaps 5 . Curry wo uld kno w.
,

19 WITNESS CURRY: I am not familiar with any new

20 requirements in that area.

21 DR. JORDAN: All right, I will just have to find

22 it. Go ahead, then.

23 BI 53. TOURTE110TTE: (Resu=ing)

24 Q Kr. Curry, could you briefly sunmary your

25 testimony for the Board and the parties?

ALDERSoN AEPOsmMG cow 8ANY.WC.

400 VWIGaseA AVE. S.w. WASWm80 TON. D.C. 20034 (201D 564 2345

l.
_
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1 A (WITNESS CUEEY) All right. There are a few major

2 points that I find par tic ula rly important in my testimony

3 and that should be brought out. The first is that

4 reliability of the auxiliary or emergency f eedva ter system

5 at any plant, in this case T5I-1, is a function of time and

6 the initiating transient to which the mitigating system vill

7 respond.

8 At T5I-1, EFWS reliability at restart will be

9 comparable with some other operating plants. Indeed, I find

to it not inconsistent with the industry averaged estimate

11 based on an lER survey that has been presented previously.

12 The reliability of the IFWS will be further improved upon

13 completion of all of the planned changes.

14 The final point that I think is particularly

15 important is that with regard to plant safety, the key

16 question is not th e reliability of any one systea ;er se but

17 rather the integrated response of the plant to a set of

18 initiating events.

19 0 In your last statemen t you seem to address a

20 question which Dr. Jordan asked earlier about something to

21 the effect that if the energency feedvater system is not

22 - highly reliable and if it is depended upon to protect the

23 public health and safety, what should be the consequences in

24 terms of restart? Can you elaborate on that?

25 A (WITKESS CUREY) Could you just repeat the last

ALoensca msponnuo comemy. sc.

400 VinGmlA AVL $.W. WA9641NGToN. D.C. 2004 (202 96d-3345

, -
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1 part of the --

2 Q I as not sure that I understood Dr. Jordan's

3 question precisely, and perhaps he can recall more clearly

4 than I what that was; but essentially what he was saying is

5 it seens to me, if the emergency feedvater system is not
|

--

!

6 reliable and if we are depending upon it for protection of

| 7 the public health and safety, what should be the

8 consequences in terms of permitting restart or not

9 permitting restart?

10 Now, that question necessarily makes some

11 assumptions, which you may or may not agree with, and you

12 can feel free to comment on that; but assume that the EFW

13 system is not reliable and it is a matter which is

14 significantly important to the protection of the public

|
'

15 health and safety. So, how do you feel stout that

16 generally, that line of questioning?

! 17 A (WITNESS CURRY) Okay. Clearly, we found in .

|
18 previous risk studies, WASE-1400 in particular, that the

|
19 risk of the operation of any nuclear plant is tied closely

20 to its probability of core damage. The significance of the

21 reliability of any system, th er ef or e , lies in its f unction

22 or role in preventing core damage.

23 Thus, if you had a single ystem, a single
f

24 mitigating system for core damagr, it is by nature much more

25 important to have that syctem more reliable than if you were

ALDERSoN REPoRTMG CCt#4NY. IMO.
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1 to have more than one system that stood between an
1

l
I2 initiating event and core damage.

3 Q Well, in the case of the emergency feedvater

4 system, what category does it fall into?

5 A (WITNESS CUREY) Well, for THI-1 I understand tha t

6 previous testimony has indicated that there is the feed and

7 bleed option. Obviously, we want to make any system as

8 reliable as we can. The point of my comments a re just to

9 indicate that there is not a one-to-ene correspondence

10 between emergency feedvater system reliability and the

11 critical question, which is the probability of core damage.

12 Q But more specifically, is the emergency feedvater

13 system the only safety system to handle the kind cf problems

14 that we are talking about?

15 A (WITNESS CUR 3Y) No, not at THI-1.

-16 DR. JORDAN: When Mr. Wermiel was here-last, he

17 had, I believe, Mr. Jensen with him, and I specifically

18 asked Mr. Jensen about the adequacy of the high pressure

19 injection system, the usefulness of the high pressure

20 injection system to achieve cold shutdown, and Er. Jensen

21 avoided the question, I would say, and would not take any

22 credit for it.

23 WITNESS WEREIEL: I do not believe, Dr. Jordan,

24 that he did not take credit for it. I believe he indicated

25 that we had not done any analysis or . received ar y an aly sis t

ALoer. sus nepoRnese cousamy, we.
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1 indicate that it was a viable means of getting to cold

2 shutdown. I think we recognized it as definitely an

3 avnilable means for decay heat renoval for an interim period

4 of time, and that interim period of time could be extended

5 for quite a length if required.

| 6 But to actually go to cold shutdown, I think his
|

7 hesitation was only that we had not actually seen analysis

8 to get us there so we were not sure if there were any

9 consequences in getting there that we had maybe overlooked.

10 DR. JORDAN Have you changed -- in view of Mr.

11 Keaten's statements today, have you changed your mind with

12 respect to -- do you now feel that feed and bleed is a

13 viable way of achieving celd shutdown?

14 WIINESS WERMIEL: I believe you could get to the

15 decay heat removal systeas cut in temperature with feed and

16 bleed. Again, I have not seen the analysis that would

17 verify tha t. But from what I have heard and what I have

18 learned from discussions with other people, I think it can

19 he done, yes.

20 !R. TOURTELLOTTE: I have no other questions.

21 CHAIRMAN SHITH: Es. Weiss.

22 CROSS EIARINATICN

23 BY ES. WEISS:

24 0 3r. Werniel, 'you nostioned a chance in the date

25 for safety grade auttaatic emergency feedvater initiation.

ALaenson merontmeG coerAwv. ac.
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1 Has the Commission approved that change in deadline from

2 July 1, 1981 to -- what is the current one?

3 A (WIINESS WERMIEL) Ihere is currently no nov

4 date. What has happened is NUREG-0737 has been revievad by

5 the staff for all implementation dates up to June 30, 1981.

6 New dates have been established based on the information v'e

7 have received from licensees and our own reviews. Ihis date

8 has not been rereviewed because it falls after June 30, 1981.

'

9 However, in view of information that we have

10 received addressino this date, it is.the staff's current

11 position that this date will be changed; but we have not

12 determined to what date it will be chanced and I as not

13 positive we even know exactly what plans are affected.

14 0 I think you said that the informatien you had

15 indicated to you that it is not a practical date for at

16 least some plants.

17 A (WITNESS WEREIEL) Yes.

18 Q Can'you tell as if it is not a practical date for

19 THI-1, and if so, why? -

20 A (WITNESS WEREIEL) It is not practical far TEI-1

21 as far as our current information goes because of the

22 necessity f or equipment delivery. The availability of

23 certain types of equipment has been severely strained by

24 implementation of a. number of the backfits required by

25 NUREG-0737.

ALoanscos aspontmo coesmwy, me,
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1 The sperific equipment that I an aware of has co

2 do mostly with instrumentation. Safety crade

3 instrumentation seems to be difficult to ge t in a timely

4 manner, and for that reason we have to rethink a number of

5 our in;1eaentation dates.

6 Q And what is the date that you currently expect to

7 require safety-grade automatic initiation by?

8 A (WIINESS WERMIEL) At the very least it would be

9 installed during the Cycle 6 refueling outage for T3I-1,

to which is the ref ueling outace following the rectart of the

11 plant. It is possible it night be in before that.

12 Q Is that a year and a half or a year af ter restart ?

13 A (WITNESS WEREIEL) One. One year after restart.

14 (Counsel for UCS conferrinc.)

15 Q When you say the very least, do you mean that is

16 the longest possible time or the shortest ;cscible time?

17 A (WITNESS WEREIE1) That is the loncest possible

18 time.

19 DR. JORDAN You said fueling outage 6?

20 EITNESS WEREIEL: Yes, sir..

21 DR. JORDA34 When does that occur; I as sorry.

22 WITNESS WERMIIL: 'iardon me?

.23 DR. JORDA3: When does that occur.

24 VITNESS WERE!E'4 It would occur one yes: f ro m the

25 date that the ;1 ant begins commercial opera tion on restart.

ALDORSom NSPoRTueS CoedPANY.3NO.
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1 BY ES. WEISS: (Resuming)

2 Q And is it your testimony that it is not possible

3 for 3etropolitan Edisen to have the instrumentation-

4 necessary by October of this year?

5 A (WITNESS WEREIEL) That is =y understanding from

6 discussions with other people, that it is not practical to

7 have this modifica tion in by that date.

8 Q Well, let me --

9 A (WITNESS WEREIEL) According to our current

to inf ormation .

11 Q Let me make sure -- let se ask the question again.

12 Trying to make a distinction here between -- see

13 if we can sin down possibility and then move to

14 prac;icality. But first as a preliminary matter, you refer

15 to discussion with o th e rs . Who were those discussions with?i

!
i

16 A (MITNESS WEEMIEL) They were with people in the

17 Instrumentation and Control Systems Branch who are more

18 familiar with these types of systems than I.

19 Q Have they received a submittal from Metropolitan

20 Edison Company?

21 A (MITNESS WERMIIL) Hetropolitan Ediscn has

12 submitted a document responding to NUPEG-0737 and all the

23 oth ers in it, yes. -

24 Q And do you know if it states that it is not

25 possible for them to acquire the safet-grade instrumentation

m naamm appoemMG CoWe ANY. IMO,
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1 necessary by October of this year?

2 A (WITNESS WEREIE1) That is my understanding.

3 Q And is that true for all plants, there is not such

4 instrumentation available for anybody?

5 A (WITNESS WEREIEL) I do not know whether all

6 plants are under this same constraint. I know a lot of

7 plants are constrained in their equipnent deliveries f or a

6 number of these items in 0737.

9 Q Is it that there is a limited supply of this

10 instrumentation or that none exists?

11 A (WITNESS WEREIEL) The instrunentation exists. It

12 is in short supply. There is a high degree of demand for it.

13 Q Who takes priority?

14 A (WITNESS WEREIEL) I hcnestly do not know.

15 0 Do you know if you told Metropolitan' Edison,
.

16 whether you told them they had to have that prior to

17 restart, if they rould acquire it?

11B A (WITNESS WEE 3IEL) ! do not know if they could or

19 not.

'2D Q Hr. Curry, you talked about integrated reliability

21 studies to attempt to determine the overall plant response

l
22 to any set of initiating events. When a plant is licensed'

23 aca today under current NBC regulations, how is the

2s-accepttbility of that plant determined?
,

25 1 '(WITNESI CURET) Well, in the first place, I an in

as.osnoon napontmo cowmy. we.
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1 the Office of Research so I am not in the Licensing Office.

2 Jerry could probably talk to that q u es tion .

3 Q I believe you said you were a project nanager ; is

4 that corrert?

5 A (WITNISS CURR!) No, I am not a project =anager.

6 I an a risk assecsment engineer.

7 Q Didn't you say in your qualifications that you

8 served as the project manager for the Greene County Plant?

9 A (EITNESS CURRY) I was the project manager.

10 Q Do you know if they deter =ined the acceptability

11 of plants in a different vsy then they did when you were

12 project manager for Greene County?

13 A (VITNESS CURET) Well, certainly the regulations

14 have changed. The licensing of a plant is based on various

15 general design criteria, staff positions, et cetera. The

16 current licensing mode, however, I have not been in for some

17 time.

18 Q Can you tell se which general design criteria have

is changed since 19767

20 A (VITNESS CUR 3Y) Pardon me?

21 Q Could-you tell me which GDC have changed since

22 1976? I believe you said there have been changes in the

23 regulations.

24 A (WITNESS CUR 3Y) I said I was not familiar if

25 .there had been changes. .I have not done a review of the GDC

ALDEAsoN REPoRTweG CoM*ANY. INC,
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1 and their change s since 1976.

2 Q The point I as trying to get at is whether it is

3 not accu: te that the acceptability of a plant is measured

4 as against the deterministic requirements i the General

5 Design Criteria and in the Regulatory Guides.

6 A (WITXESS CUEEY) I think that clearly there are

7 deterministic criteria that have been used for some tine in

8 licensing a plant. There is some novement to adding to

9 those criteria probabilistic-type arguments. That type of

10 approach is not yet integra ted into the licensing process.

11 Q I as only aware of the use of probabilistic

12 analysis essentially as an af ter-the-f act check. I am not

13 aware that it has ever been used in the licensing of a plant

14 to judge the acceptab'11ty of a plant or a systen. Is that1
.

15 aerurate?

16 A (EIT. NESS CUREY) That is currently accurate, yes,

17 to the best of my knowledge.

18 Q And would you say that this method by which plants;

19 are reviewed and deemed acceptable, that is, vis-a-vis
|

20 certain deterministic requirenents, is in part a reflection

21 of a philosophy called defense in depth which the Commission

22 has espoused I guess since the beginning of its history?

23 A (WITNESS CUEEY) Certainly. Ihat is onc of the

.24 concepts, one of the deter =inistic concepts, as you say,

25 . tt a has been a part of the . licensing process.

,
-

[
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1 C And you are not -- b y you, I do not mean you

2 personally but you or your colleagues on the staff -- are

3 not planning to do an integrated reliability assesssent for

4 Three Mile Island Unit 1 in the foreseeable future? I

5 belie ve that is accurate.

8 A (WITNESS CURRY) That is accurate, to the best of

7 ay knowledge. Now, there vill be another witness from my

8 division who will talk about our long-range plans for such

9 programs.

10 Q No w, I thought he came before you but ! quess he

11 is coming after you. Do you know if his testimony indicates

12 that there has been any change for the immediate future with

13 respect to your plans for !!I?

14 A (WITNESS CURET) For the innediate future, TMI-1,

15 to the best of my knowledge, is not part of an integrated

18 reliability evaluation.

17 (Counsel for UCS conferring.)

18 BY MR. pollard:

19 0 Just one other question, Mr. Curry. On your
i

20 summary of your testimony, did I understand you to say that

i

| 21 the emergency feedvater syste: for Three Eile Island Unit 1

( 22 would be further improved when all of the changes for new

23 requirements are implemented?

! .24 A (WITNESS CURRY) Yes.

|

25 0 When you did your probabilistic analysis in your

|
:

!
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1 vritten testimony, was this based upon having all of those

2 changes in or not?

3 A (WITNESS CURRY) The number that appears in my

4 testinony is based on the proposed system designs that is,

5 with all its ultimate changes.

6 Q So in othervords, am I correct, then you have not

7 done a reliability analysis of the T5I emergency feedvater

8 system as it will exist at the time of restart?

9 A (WITNESS CURRY) Well, not exactly. I have some

10 information here which will give an estimate of the TMI

11 emergency feedvater system reliabilty at restart.

12 essentially the difference between restart and its ultimate

13 relia bility , as Jerry has testified to, is the addition of a

14 safety-grade automatic star t of the EFWS.

15 So, given that knowledge, I have, as I said, some

l
| 16 inf ormation -- I do not know if the Board would like to see

17 it -- but sose information that marks the EFWS reliability

18 at re sta rt as compared to what it will be and as compared to
|

| 19 industry average.

i 20 C Okay. Well, I do not know what the Board question

!

! 21 is. My question is: If I look at your written testimony, I

|
22 cannot expect to see a further improvement in the

' 23 reliability of the Three Mile Island Unit 1 emeretacy

24 -feedvater system, because you have already assumed that all
;

|

25 the changes are incorporated when you prepared your

i
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1 testimony; is that correct?

2 A (WITNISS CUERY) That is correct.

3 (Counsel for UCS conferring.)

4 0 Now, Mr. Wermiel, on the summary that you gave of

5 your testimony and your further responses to questions from

6 Mr. Tourtellotte in explaining why the implementation date

7 for automatic initiation could be postponed, you discussed,

8 as I recall, something about alternatives that would justify

9 a finding that it is sufficiently reliable in the interim.

10 Could you explain to me, please, what are these

if I can renesber your words11 factors which vculd justify --

12 -- let me see if I wro te th e: down here correctly.

13 (Pause.)

14 You said sufficiently reliable en an interim basis

15 until this modification is completed.

16 A (WITNESS WEE 5IEL) Again, I guess I am esponsin;

17 pretty much what Mr. Curry has already said in that when we

18 look at the emergency feedvater system for zitigating

19 feedwater transients and the scenarios that could get you to

20 core melt, we recognized tha t there is a feed and bleed

21 backup capability to the systa and we further recognire

22 that for a period of time you can operate the plant safely

Z1 without any feedvater whatsoever.
.

24 In other words, there is a recovery time f or the

25 operator to take action to either restore main feedvater or

ALDet$oM REPORTING CoWPMtY. WC.
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1 emergency feedvater, and that recovery time gives us a

2 feeling of additional reliability f or the syster and its

3 capability to mitigate ruch a transient.

4 The system itself vill have in place a

5 modification at the ti=e of restart which will allow the

6 operator to manually correct the particular failure within

! 7 the ICS system that might lead the emer;ency feedvater flow

8 control valves closed, and thic action can be taken directly

9 from the control room. He does not have to leave it.

10 Q Do I understand your testizony, your oral

11 testimony that the plant may be s. ficiently reliable or the

12 energency f eedva ter syste may be sufficiently reliable

13 without safety grsde automatic initiation for an interis

14 basis but that it is the staff position that it is not

15 suf ficie ntly reliable to operate for the rest of its design,

i

16 life without automatic initiation of emer;ency feedvate-?

17 A (WITNESS WEREIEL) Vithout sa f ety grade automatic

18 initiation? Yes, sir, that is correct.

| 19 Q Can you explain to me why it is safe enough for a

| 20 short period of time but not safe enough for the rest of its
.

| 21 design lifetime?

| 22 A (VITIESS 7EREIEL) It gets back to what ! just

.n said. It is'ha=ically a comparison of the probahilities for

24 this interia. period of time that.zight lead us-to ar.

25 unacceptable conclusion, and we feel fer this interit-time

ALDemSo4 IEmoftMNG coMPAMV, #60.
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1 period such a probability is sufficiently low where -- and

2 when compared to other plants that we can allow the plant to

3 restart as is proposed.

4 0 Is it accurate to say, th e n , that the staff is

5 villing to take a chance with the health and cafety of the

6 public for a short period of time but they are not willing

7 to take a chatee with the health and safety of the public

8 for the rest of the design life?

9 A (DITNESS WEE!!EL) No, sir.

'to HE. TOURTELLOTTE: I object.

11 CHAIR!AN SHITHz There is an objection.

12 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: The question is argumentative

13 and is a conclusion which may be drawn or may not be drawn

14 from the questions previously asked.

15 CHAIEMAN SHITHz Er. Tourte11otte , it is

16 argumentative but it is appropriate cross examination. We

17 will not, however, allow it to continue very long in this

18 vein on the argumentative basis.- Eut I think that one or

19 two questions establishing the staff's view on that is quite

20 appropriate.

21 WITNESS VER!!EL: My answer is no because even

| 22 with-the upgraded system there is still a possibility that
|
,

you.will have a total loss of enerpency feedwater. Tha t23

24 . possibility has only been' reduced by the particular
|
! 25 aodifica tion we are discussing.

c

|

|
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1 (Counsel fer UCE conferring.)

2 BY M3. POLLAED:

3 0 Can you give me some estimate of how much the

4 probability of emergency feedvater is reduced by the

5 addition of the automatic initiation being safety grade?

| 8 A (WIINESS WERMIEL) I believe Jim Curry has numbers
!
'

7 for that.

8 A (EITNESS CURRY) Is the question to me?

9 ,Q Yes, all right.

10 A (EITNESS CURET) All righ t. As ! mentioned

11 earlier, reliability of a system is a function of time and

12 it is a functicn of the transien t to which one is

13 responding. Now, there has been a lot of reliatility

14 numbers thrown around here bef ore. I did prepare some

15 one-page copies of this thing, of a table here, a graph
!

| 18 which I think puts everything in perspective and may be of
!

17 some help if I rsn give it to the appropriate people.

18 CHAIEEAN SEIT9: Are there any objections?

t 19 35. WEIS! ' ; vould like to look at it. I guess it

20 is up to your counsel to put it into evidence.

21 ER. TOURTELLOTTE: Certainly.

22 (Counsel distributing document to Ecard and

i
'

23 - p ar ties. )

24 WITNESS CUREY 'Okay. In response to the
r

25 question, the change in relishility, the difference in the

m.nensoN meeosmses coeeANY, WC.
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1 reliability at restart and what the ultirate reliability

2 vill be of this syste=, this graph indicates the probability

3 of emergency feedva ter system f ailure to operate to prevent

4 steam generator dryout per demand.

, 5 As indicated on the graph, my current estimate or
|
|

| 6 sy estimate of the THI-1 EFWS restart desien is about 3x
| -3

| 7 10 The future design or proposed design, which also.

!

8 appears in my written testimony, as we discussed before, is
-u

9 on the order of about 4 x 10 which is indicative of the,

to improvement due to the automa tic actua tion of the system.

11 I think it is also important to point out that

12 this is the ETWS unavailability at five minutes, given loss

13 of main feedvater-transient. The five-minute time period

14 acre or less is significant in plant operation in terms of

| 15 the time to stea: rencrator dryout.
|

| 16 'You will also see on the chart a number that also

17 appears in ay. previous testimony. The number farthest to

, 18 the left is the number which indicates the older THI-1 IFWS
|

19 reliability prior to any changes.
~

20 CHAIEHAN SEITH: Before you go very far, it
.

| 21 appears that -this should be bound into the transcript as a
,

| 22 part of the testimony and it should be done as early as

23 possible so that it is in proximity to the narrative if that

24 is what the parties are going to do.

25 EE. IDUETEL1CTTI Could I sove it into evidence
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1 at this time as an amendment to the testimony and have it

2 incorporated into the record as if resd?

3 CHAIRMAN SHITH: As an amendment physically --

4 5R. TOURTELLOTTE: Physically attached to the

5 testimony.

6 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Are there any objections?
,

7 (No response.)

8 CHAIEZA5 SMITH: All right. Then we vill accept

9 the graph, TMI-1 EFWS Unavailability at Five Einutes, IMFW

to Transient, as a part of the prepared testimony.

11 WITNESS CURRY: The numbers that appear on here, I

12 sight add, are all numbers that have shown up a t some other

13 point in the testi2cny, and I merely put it on this graph to

14 give the Board some perspective of what all of these numbers

15 sean. Keep in mind, tco, when I indicated that the

16 reliability changes as a function of time, the thought that

17 if EFWS is net available at five minutas, it does not

18 necessarily signal complete EFWS failure. There is some

|
18 time in which recovery credit ett be taken.

20 The reason the five minutes here is presented is

21 .to be consistent with previous staff analyses presented in

. 22 NUREOs-0611 and 0635, v!tich analyre the reliahility or
i

!

J3 estimate the reliability of auxiliary feedwater systems

34 associated with Westinghouse and CE's NSSSs..

25 DE. JOROAN: Could I ask a question at that

,
ALDERSoN REPo4TMG COMPANY. INC,
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1 point? ! notice that part of your testitony you did include

2 the previous Westinghouse and perhaps Combustion plants as

3 one of your figures, is that correct?

4 A (WITNESS CUREY) That is correct.

5 DR. JORTAX: Is there something new that has been

|

| 6 added from the previous dccuments, nansly, NUREG-0611, for

7 example, that there are now numbers up at the top that were

8 not there before?

9 EITNESS CURRY: There is no change in 0611. I

to indicate the numbers in my testinony at the Roard's request

11 to have numbers.

12 DR. JORDAN: Rut those nc=bers were not in the
-2 -3 -4

13 original graph, in th 0611, the 10 10 10, , .

14 VITNESS '4EREIEL: That is correct, they were net

15 in there. These are new numbers then, and these are

16 presumably prcbability figures.

17 WITNESS CUERY: They are probabilities of the EFWS

| '18 failure on demand.
t

I 19 DR. JDEDAN: I see.
l

! 20 WITNESS CUERY: Or mere explicitly, failure to
l

21 operate to prevent steam generster dryout.

22 DR. JORDAN: All righ t.

23 WITNESS CUR 2Y: That is really the key question

| 24 that perhaps is not c ' ear. *Jhen 0611 was done,

!

| 25 phenomenologically staff nenbers were trying to find a
,

b

(
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1 seaningful time at whi h to estimate the reliability. It

2 was. judged that the dryout of the steam generator is a

3 seaningfuJ time to estimate EFWS reliability, and tha t

4 hopefully they would be able to prevent that.

5 It should be noted that dryouts of steam

6 generators occur at much later tines in Westinghouse and CE

7 plants, so to compare dryout of steam generator for ECW as a

8 success criterion f or auxiliary feedwater syrtems connected

9 to BC2 NSSSs versus those connected with Westinghouse and CE

to does place perhaos some bias against the ECW design.

11 DR. JORDAN: All right. I will probably have

12 questions later on this, but I wanted to clear up that one

~

13 iten while we were there.

14 MR. BAXTER: Dr. Jordan, I am sorry. Did I

15 understand you to say that you understood because the

18 num bers had not been published in 0611 and 0635, that ther

17 vere new?

18 DR. JGEDANs That so far as I was concerned, I had

19 not seen a graph like this before. I had seen the graphs in

20 0611 for the Westinghouse plants, that I had not seen the

21 numbers before and I wondered if I had overlooked sonething.

22 ER. BAXTER: Newly published, but new was the

23 distinction I was trying to get to. Newly published versus

24 new is the only thing I was trying to get the distinction

25 between.

ALDEMSoN REPoRENG COMPANY. INO,
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1 DR. JORDAN: No, newly published.

2 MR. TOURTELLOTTE: Mr. Chairman, for the ease of

3 reference, I would also suggest that this graph be marked

4 Attachment 3,'[hich would be the next logical number for an

5 attachment to the Curry portion of the testimony. I

| 6 provided the reporter with a copy so marked.
~

7 BY HR. POLLARD:

8 0 3r.' Curry, then based upon this nes Attachment 3

9 to your testimony, I would just like to make sure that we

10 understand how to interpret thi s . If I was interested in

11 knowing the factor of improvement in the THI-1 design from

. 12 the mid-1979 design to the proposed design, I could take 8 x
-3 -u

- 13 10 and. divide tha t by 4.5 x 10 ; is that correct?

14 A (WITNESS CURRY) That would be correct.

15 Q So we would have approximately a factor of 18
i
i 16 improvement if my math is correct; and then to measure the

17 amount of improvement at the time of restart, I would take 8
-3 -3

18 x 10 and divide by 3 x 10 ; is that correct?

~

19 A (WITNESS CURRY) Well, what are you co3 paring: the-

20 restart design to the old design er the new design?

l 21 0 Restart design to the mid-1979 design.

l 22 A (UITNESS CURRY) Yes. Just simply the ratio of

23 the two numbers.

24 0 So then sa I correct, then, that of all of the

25 changes that s'.11 be made prior to restart, those have a

ALDEReoN REPopmeeG ComePANY, WC.
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1 minor contribution to the laprovement in reliability of the

2 energency feedwater system and the bulk of the improvement

3 vill not come until after restart? Is that correct?

4 A (WI[[ESS CURHY) I would not necessarily

5 characterize it as minor. There certainly will be some

6 significant additional improvement once the autcaatic

7 actuation is delivered.
.

8 Q Well, let me see. I mean I could have made a

9 mistake in my mathematics. But as I calculate it, the

10 factor of improvement between the mid-1979 design and the

11 proposed design is just slightly under a f acter of 18, but

12 the improvement from the mid-1979 design to the propsed

13 restart design is a factor of approrisately 2.7. And you-

14 would not agree that the bulk of the improvement, then, will

15 not come until af ter restart?
|

16 A (WITNESF OURRY) No, I said that I would not agree

17 that the improvement so far has been sinor.

18 0 You think a factor of 2.7 is a significant change?

19 A (WITNESS CURRY) I think anything -- it is usually

20 our judgment that if you can buy a factor of 2 or 3, it is
i

21 probably meaningful in the numbers.

22 0 Even with your own error estimates of a factor of

23 10 uncertainty in the actual number?

|
24 A (MIT3ESS CURRI) Once again, we are comparing

25 point estimates. Let me also point our that whea 'I indica te

|

1.
1
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1 there has been a significant improvement in reliability,

2 reliability, once again, is a f unction of time and a

3 function of the incident that you are trying to mitigate.

4 So while this'n' umber talks about point reliability at five

5 minutes, the significance of that from a reliability

6 standpoint is th a t very little credit was given for op'ratore

7 recovery.

8 Okay. So there is very little cradit given for

9 improved procedures, improved plant awareness, personnel

10 awareness that shows up in this number. This number really
~

11 characterizes the systems or the innate system's reliability

12 as a function of hardware reliability.

13 The reliability certainly will improve as a

14 function of time, and I suspect, due to the increased

15 operator awareness at THI, that people are very well

16 educated to this transient.

17 Q Have you done a probability analysis similar to

18 the one you have done in your testimony on hardware for the

19 training and procedures changes that have been done at Three
.

20 Mile Island Unit 17

21 A (WITNESS CURRY) I h a ve -- I thin k the question

22 should be have I-done it at the longer time intervals to

23 allow those improved training procedures to become apparent

24 in the reliability numbers, and the, answer to.that.is no,'l

25 have not done it at longer time intervals.

I
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1 0 Have you done it for short time intervals?

2- A (WITNESS CURRY) Well, this appears to be the

3 shortest interval of significance from a phenomenological.

4 s ta nd poin t. That is -- from a reliability standpoint.

|
5 Phenomenologically it corresponds to steam generator

8 dryout. From a reliability standpoint your reliability
-

7 number essentially falls down to a point where it is simply

8 a function of systems being in the proper configuration and
:

9 their innate inabilities to function on demand.
:
( 10 At a five-minute time period, very little credit

11 can be added in for operstor actions.

I 12 (Counsel for UCS conferring.)

- 13 Q Okay, let se see if I can summarize what I think

14 all of your answers,were to the last few questions. You,r

15 testimony is based upon a hardware design because you have

16 chosen as your f ailure criterion f ailuro to provide 460
|

| 17 gallons per minute within five minutes af ter the demand.

! 18 And then when I asked you isn't it true, then,
l
!

,

19 that the bulk of the improvements will not come until af ter
|

20 restart, you then switched and began talking about a'

21 different failure criterion, th a t is, a longer time interval

22 such that you could take credit for operator actions. Is

,

, zs tha t correct?
!

| 24 A (WITNESS CURRI) Well, no, I do not think it is
!

25 correct. I think there is some misconception, and Perhaps I

{

!
I

.
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1 did not present it as lucidly as I should. If one were to

2 calculate the reliability of a system, that is, the

3 probability of a system securing in this case 460 GPM of

4 flow to a stesi generator, that reliability or that chance

5 of securing that flow would be different if one were asked

6 to estimate it at five minutes or twenty minutes. -

7 This is the five-minute reliability estimate.

8 This is the most severe demand on the systes. This is the

9 chance that the systes will deliver the required flow giving

10 essentially no credit for operator actions. At five minutes

11 it is just essentially a function of basic equipment failure

12 rates and the chance of the system being in the proper

13 configuration when needed.
.

- 14 Q So, let se see then. I think I have it correct

15 now. Based upon your analysis, it is a correct conclusion

16 first that the bulk of the improvement due to hardware

17 changes will not be implented prior to restart.

18 (?suse.)

19 A (WITNESS CURRI) That would be true.

20 C And that you have not done a thorough , systema tic

21 probability analysis f or a longer time interval so that you

22 would be able to account for the improveeent due to

25 training, new procedures and so on.
,

24 A (WITNESS CURRI) That is correct.

25 ER. POL 1ARDs ~Thank you.
,

I
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t CHAIRMAN SMIIH I think that the answer to that

2 question could be misunderstood. He has not done the

3 analysis so that he could take credit for operator training,

and the point-[ou are trying to establish is that he cannot4

i5 take credit for operator training and improved procedures.

8 I am not sure whether the question - *I could listen to that

'

7 question and answer and come up with two diff erent

a conclusions.

9 If you are satisfied, okay.

10 55. WEISS: I think the series of questionc

11 establishes that in terms of Mr. Curry's own analysis, he

12 looked only at hardware, ha rinc defined the mission as five

13 minutes, having defined the success of the mission as.

14 actuation within five minutes, and tha t he has not done an

15 analysis of any longer interval of time which would enable

18 him to take credit.

17 CHAIEMAN SMITH: I followed that. My problem is I

18 think St . Pollard any have lei up to that -- established the

19 record quite well hat blurred the record from the conclusion

20 he tried to extract from the reco rd . But if he is satisfied

21 with it, I think the record overall is all right. It is the

22 use of the word "co uld . " He has not done something so that

23 he could take advantage of the operator training. |

24 25. WEISSz I guess the way to rephrase it wonid

25 be -- I believe this is how the question was intended to be

|
|

6 6 CN. K
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1 asked and I think it is how you understood it.

2 BI MS. WEISS: (Resuming)

3 Q Mr. Curry, that you have not done an analysis

4 defining succes's as an extended period of time longer than

5 five minutes, so that you are not able to determine the

e impact of improved training and procedures on the -

7 probability of success.

8 A (WITNESS CURET) I am not able to quantitatively

9 tell you that. I an able to tell you that this is the most

10 severe demand on the system, and of course, if one were

11 interested in a longer time period, one then credits -

12 recovery actions. That is, if something did not work when

13 the button was pressed, so to speak, somebody could try to-

14 figure out why it did not and fix it and still secure flow

15 within the longer time interval. But this is the most

16 severe demand on the system.

17 DR. JORDAN: And so therefore, I guess, we would
s

18 also say that you are not trying to estimate the overall

. 19 probability of core damage per demand because you are giving

20 no credit to the high pressure injection systes.

21 UITNESS CURRY: Clearly -- let me make that quite

22 clear.'This.1x emergency feedwater system reliability that

23 is indicated here.

2s DR. JORD&E Righ t.

25 WITNESS CURRI It has no tearing on any other

Im - - m, pec,
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1 system.

2 Br 3R. POLLARD

3 0 If you looked at a longer period of time, Mr.
~

4 Cur ry , and yon 1ooked at the specific operating procedures

5 for a plant, is it not possible that looking at a longer

8 period of time, that would also in+roduce failure modes
,

7 caused by the operator.

8 A (WITNESS CURRY) It is certainly possible from a

9 probability standpoint. Everything is possible. It is, in

10 my judgment, more likely that the operator is likely to fix

11 an unsuccessf ul systen or 'an ailing system than he is not to.

12 Q Is your judgment based upon your general knowledge -

13 of emergency procedures in general, or did you review-

i 14 specifically the emergency procedures for Three Mile Island

15 Unit 17
!

18 A (WITNESS CURET) No, it is based on general

17 knowledge.

! 18 (Counsel for UCS conferring.)

to 3R. POLLARD: Just for the information of the

3D Board, that is all the questions I had on the summary oral

21 testimony. Now I as about to begin on the written cross

22 esamination.

23 BY HR. POLLARDS (Besuming)
;

|

| St C Er. Berniel, what specific Board question or
!

25 questions was your testimony designed to respond to?

|
!

j m m COMPANY. INC.
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1 A (VIT.TESS VEE"IEL) I as responding to Board

2 Question 6 on emergency feedwater reliability. What I am

3 specifically trying to do with this particular supplemental

4 testimony is el'arify for the Board what was perceived to be

5 a shortcoming in some of the references in the previous

8 response to this question where we did not necessarily-

7 identify exactly what the modifications to the system were

8 and where you could find a discussion of that implementation

9 for TEI-1.

10 The table in the back attempts to do that, and

11 then the preceding pages, tha front of the table, clarify

12 where and what evolution transpired to come up with these

. 13 particular criteria.

14

~

15

18

17

18

19
.

.

21

22

23

3"
.. . ,

E
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1 Q Do I understand you correctly, there was'not a

2 specific Board question asking for the evolution of

3 crite ria , but this'was your understanding of the Board's

4 problem with th'e prior testisony on question 6; is that

5 correct?

6 A (WITNESS WE3HIEL) I believe that is essentially
,

7 correct, yes.

8 Q On page 1 of your testimony, you say that prior to

9 receiving an operating license, the !!I-t emergency

to feedwater design was reviewed by the staff and focad

11 acceptable for licensing. Am I correct that at the time of

12 licensing the emergency f eede ater systen had no flow

. 13 indication through either steam generator?
'

14 A (WIy3ESS WER3IEL) I bel _ eve that is true. I as

.

15 not positive.

to Q And the emergency feedwater systes did not seet .

17 the single f ailure criterion at the time of licensing?

18 A ( WITNESS WERHIEL) That is true.

19 Q And it was neither seissically nor environmentally

3D qualified?

21 A (HITNESS WEE!!EL) It was seismically qualified,

22 at least that was my understanding. And it was also my

23 understanding that it was environmentally qualified at the

34 time.

35 DR. JORDANS I did not get the first question that

|u a===r= noroerses conepamv. sec.
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1 Er. Follari asked you. Did he say -- was it connected to

2 the stema generator?

3 32. POLLARD 4 Flow indication to each stean
..

4 generstor. *

5 DR. JORDANS Thank you.

8 BI HR. POLLARD: (Resuming)

7 Q Well, if it was seismically and environmentally

8 qualified, what do you mean on page 11 of your testimony

9 about the need for resolution of equipment environmental and

to seismic qualification concerns?

11 A (WITNESS WE35IEL) When I was here previously, I
~

12 believe I pointed out that the seismic qualifications of

- 13 certain systen valves has come into question since the

14 original license was granted,as had the environmental

15 qualification of certain system components. That is being

16 reexamined now.

17 Q So that what your testimony is is it was supposed

18 to have been environmentally and seismically qualified when

19 it was originally licensed, but now we are not sure whether

20 or not it was?
'

21 A (VII. MESS WEBMIEL) Es are not sure that it tocally

i
22 neets the criteria it was intended to meet, and that is

23 being reexamined. .

24 Q It is correct, though, at the time of original

25 licensing this system was not safety grade; is that

accuneon aerosmme coespam.me.
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1 correct?

2 A (WITNESS WEREIEL) That is correct.

3 Q What was the basis for the staff acceptance of the

4 design in the o'riginal licensing of THI-1?

5 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) Emergency feedwater systems

8 have been viewed as systems inportant to safety. What the

7 specific reviewer had in mind at the tine, I as not sure.

8 Q D id you review the safety evalcation reports

9 supporting the issuance of the opersting license for Unit

to 17

11 A (WITNESS WER!IEL) I did reviev t.he SIR for this

12 particular area, yes.

- 13 Q And did you find any mention of the emergency

14 feedwater systen?

15 A (WITNESS WERNIEL) I did find mention of it, yes.

16 0 Did it say what criteria it was judged against?

17 A (WITNESS WEREIEL) No, it did not.

18 (Pause.)

19 Q On the top of page 2 of your testimony, towards

20 the end of the first paragraph, where you state that other

21 post-TMI reviews -- well, I am just conf used by th e

22 parentheses -- did not identify significant sedifications

23 specifically related to the emergency f eedvater system , but

24 many of the recommendations of these groups of a more
.

. ..

25 general nature which have been incorporated into the E2C

as.nemoom menosmma consPmv.mc. ,
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1 requirements -- do I understand that portion of your

2 testimony to mean that all of.the recommendations of a more

3 general nature that would be applicable to emergenc7

4 feedwater syste'as have been incorporated into NEC

5 requirements?

6 A (WITNESS WERMIEl) I do not know what you mean by

7 "all of those that have" -- of a general na ture. I know

S there have been improvements in training, administrative

9 control, operator awareness, and those will reflect an

to improvement on the potential availability f or emergency

11 feedwater.

12 Q Are you aware of other recommer.dations made by

- 13 either the Kemeny Commission or the Rogovin Commission that

14 would improve the reliability of emergency feedwater which

15 have not been incorporated into NRC requirements?

16 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) No, I am not.

17 Q In the Kemeny Comnission -- perhaps you recall --

18 made some recommendations concerning a need for a systems
|

*

19 engineering examination of overall plant design and.

20 performance, including interactions among major systems aca

21 increased attention to che possibility of multiple

22 failures.

23 Are you aware of any new NRC requirements that

24 require the postulation of ~ multiple f ailures in tne

25 emergency feedwater system?

AAAEnSoM RepofmMS cotsPesw.80C.
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1 ER. TOURTELLOTTE: 3r. Chairman, if we are goino

2 to get into the Kemeny Commission report, I would like to go

3 get a copy of it and I think e copy ought to be provided to

4 the witness, fEr whatever purposes the cross-examination is

5 being made. It is a conson courtesy in cross-examination to
i

|

| 8 provide a sitness with documents you are going to
1
'

7 cross-examine from .

8 CHAIRMAN SEITHa It is certainly true that you

9 should give counsel an opportunity to get it. I do not

to think you are testing his knowledge of the Keseny report, so

11 the witness should have a copy of it, and perhaps all of

12 us.

13 Is it, practically speaking, is it necessary to

14 take a break? Are you going to ha on it very long, Mr.

15 Pollard?

18 HR. POLLARD: No, I was just going to use three

17 examples from the Kemeny recommendations and ask the witness

18 whether he thought these had been included in NRC
(
! 19 requirements.

20 CHAIREAN SHITH: Okay. Would you aind trying to

21 see, if we get a single copy to the witness, if that will be

22 ade qua te. Then if we have to get it, then we will. But

23 necessarily it vill take time f or everybody to get copies.

24 ER. POL 1ARDa Sir.ce -ther*re all on the same page,

25 if we could ask the Board to make a copy of the -one Tage for

Auguison nerommes conspesw. sec.
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1 the witness.

2 CHAIREAN SMIIHs What page are we dealing with?

3 ER. POLLARDS Excuse me?
~

4 CHAIREAN SMITH What page?

5 ER. POLLARDS 63.

6 (Pause.)j

!
7 CHAIR 5AI SMITHS Mr. Pollard?

8 ER. POLLARDS T was waiting for 5s. Weiss.

9 CHAIR!AN SMITH: Ch.

10 BY MR. PoiLAED's Gesuming)

11 Q The first seutence I was referring to, Mr.

:2 Werniel, was at the bottom of the page, where it is C(i).

- 13 Just "to halp you put this in context, the paragraph

14 preceding this page is entitled "The Agency 's Substantive

15 N an da te . "

16 *3 e new agency's primary statutory mission and

,
17 first operating priority must be the assurance of safety in

!
18 the generatica of nuclear power, including saf eguards of

! 19 nuclear material from theft, diversion or lost.

20 Accordingly, the Commission recommends the following." And

21 that 7eads into page 53. And I was directing your attention
,

i

22 to the recussendation of: "Other safety emphasis should

23 include increased attention to the possibility of multiple

.24 failures.,* ,

.25 And 37 question wass What new NRC requirements
;

auseneou supomune conseasw.mac.
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1 are there that require consideration of multiple failures in

2 energency feedvater systeas?

3 A (WITNESS WEREIE1) I am not aware of any new

4 requirements th'at we look ints multiple failures. I am

5 a ware that the NRC is pursuing this particular

8 recorrendation in other areas, with the intention of some

7 day perhaps applying into our licencing reviews.

|
8 Q Can you take a look on the same page, paragraph 4,

9 at the top, where th e Kameny Commission recommended: "The

10 agency's general substantive charge should be the

11 requirement to establish and explain safety-cost tradeoffs,

12 and that there should be a presumption in favor of the

- 13 safety change."

14 'Jith respect to the emergency feedvater srstem, do
,

| 15 _you know of any new 5EC requirements that have adopted this

! 16 recommendation of the Keseny Commission? .

17 A (WITNESS WERRIEL) No, I am not aware of any.

15 Q Would you agree with me, allowing the plant to

|
19 restart without incorporating a safety grade automatic

20 initiation circuit involves a safety-cost trtdooff?

21 A (WITNESS WEREIII) Yes. I think that is an

22 accurate pharacterization.

23 Q So that in Jour testimony when you say, "Eany of

24 the recommendations of these groups of a more general nature

15 which have been incorpcrated into NEC requirements will tend

r

!
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1 to laprove the reliability of all plant systems, including

2 emergency feedwater," you did not mean to say that all the

3 recommendations of a more general nature which could improve
1

i 4 the reliabiliti of the emergency feedwater have been

| 5 incorporated into NRC requirements, right?

6 A (HITNESS WEENIEL) No, I did not say " all . " - A s a

7 matter of fact, the intent of that was specifically to

8 address the Keneny Commission's concern with the

9 operator.j

10 Q If we could turn to the top of page 3 of your

11 testimony. Well, actually, of course, it continues from

12 page 2, where you are talking about a guaber of new

13 requirements that were imposed on emergency feedwater

14 systems. And you say that these administrative measures
.

15 improve the availability of the emergency feedwater systems

16 to function on demand.

17 When you use the phra se "the emergency feedwater

18 system," were you specifically referring to TMI Unit 1 or

19 were you just talking in-general?

20 A (EITNESS WEREIEl) No, I was talking about THI

21 Unit 1.

| 22 Q you have reviewed the energency procedures for

13 Three Elle Island Unit 1?
.

1M A (WITNESS VEREIEL) I have not done a detailed

25 reviee of them, no.

= - nemosmma com. me,
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1 Q Have you reviewed the training material for the

2 Three.!ile 7;1and Unit 1 operators?

3 A (WITNESS WERMIEl) No.

4 Q. Have'~you reviewed any of the qualifications tests

5 taken by the Three Elle Island Unit 1 opera tors?

| 6 A ( WITNESS WEREIEL)- No, I have not. -

|
7 Q What basis do you have for saying that these will

8 improve the availability of the Three Mile Island Unit 1

9 emergency feedwater systes?

to A (WITNESS WEREIEl) I think it is implicit in the

|

; 11 specific requirement that there will be some improvement if
|

12 the operator is made aware of the seriousness, for example,

.
13 of simultaneously locking both emergency feedwater trains.

'

,

14 I do not think I need to review training material to glean a
l

| 15 judgment of that kind.

16 0 We can all agree tha t that is certainly the intent
|

|
17 cf the requirement. What I as trying to determine is

!

18 whether you have any basis for knowing how well the
;

!

.19 req uirement has actually been implemented at Three Mile

20 Island Unit 1.

21 HR. TOURTELIOTTE: I object to that question. He

22 has answered the question. The question as it was

23 oticinally put was, what was his basis for reaching a

24 determination that the administrative measures would improve

25 'the availability of' the 'ESF sy'stes to f unction on demand,

ALDEMON REPORTWeG COMPANY. INC.
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1 and he answered that.

2 All Er. Pollard is doing is simply -- he is simply

3 engaging in an argument with the witness about what his
.

' 4 answer was. -

5 CHAIR *AN SMITH He is allowed to argue with
(

8 witnesses, though, on cross-examination, to a certain ~

7 extent, as long as it is productive. And as I understand

8 it. this is the firrt he has asked the witness whether he

9 knows thes2 administrative measures have been impored in the

10 plant. I do not recall anything before that would have been

1 11. redundant on that, unless I sissed it.

12 Have I missed the answer?

- 13 3E. pollard: I do not think so.

14 CHAIHHAN SMITH: Overruled.

15 ER. TOUBTEL10TTE: He has asked the question once,

16 have the individual administrative seasures, the procedures,

! 17 been personally reviewed. The witness answered no, he has

18 not personally reviewed them and tha t he personally does not

- 19 have to review them, because it is implicit in the kind of~

i
20 things that are thought to be accomplished through these

21 administrative seasures.

22 - Now he is turning around and asking the same

! 23 question over: What is the qualitative value of those

34 procedures which you have not reviewed.

25 IS. WEISSs I think if you have the question read

!

!
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1 back, that that is not at all an accurate characterization

2 of the last question. The question was , assuming that the

3 oh',9ctive of the adminis'crative controls is to improve the
~

4 re'.Aability of the system, how do you know that it in fact

5 has at THI-1 without review?

6 CHAIRMAN SMITH: Yes. The development of the

7 question was, he said he did not have to review the

8 administrative procedures; on their f ace they would bring

9 about an improvement. And then the question is, well,

'10 implicitly the question isa Even if that were the case,

11 have they been put in place?

12 Is that where you are?

13 ER. P01 LARDS I think that is where I am. If Ij -

14 can explain to the witness, I as really not trying to argue

15 - with him . I am really surprised at the answer he gave me,

to that the emergency f eedvater system referred to TEI-1, in

17 view of the next sentence, where he directs me somewhere

18 else to find out how these changes rela te to THI Unit 1. I>

te really did not expect that answer, that these referred to

20 TRI-1.

21 though t that here you were just simply'

,

|

22 explaining the evolution of the criteria and that the intent'

23 of these administrative measures vas - to improve the

24 availability of any emergency feedvater system. And then

25 you go on to say, refer to the attached table to find out

ALDUleoM 4EPORTING COMPANY.1MC.
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I how this is done at TMI-1.

2 WITNESS WERMIEL: You're right, they would. Their

3 intent is to improve the reliability of any emergency
~

4 f eedwater syste's.

5 BY MR. POLLARDS (Resuming)

| 6 Q All my point is -- an I correct let me ask the--

l

7 gr'stion.

8 You don't really know or you have not done an

9 evaluation to find out whether the objective of the nev
.

10 requirements has be~en accomplished at TMI-17

11 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) That is correct. I would -- I

12 would rely on other reviews by other branches of NEC to

13 ' assure that this type of thing has actually been put in-

t4 place.

~

| 15 Q Thank you..

l
'

16 At the bottom of page 3, you have a sentence which

17 begins, "Among the more important of these modifications
!

! 18 were automatic initiation of the motor-driven emergency

19 f eedwater pumps, automatic loading of the energency

| -

20 feedvater pumps on the standby power sources, and energency

21 feedvater flow indication in the control room.

22 Then you state, these three modifications decrease

23 reliance on operator action. Can you. please explain to se
!

| 24 how ,the provision of energency feedvater flow indication in
25 the control room decreases reliance on operator actions?

|

f
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1 A (WITNESS WERMIE1) What I vss referring to there

2 is the operator now has a more direct indication th a t th e

3 energency feedwater system function is being accomplished
~'

4 and he does not have to infer that the function is being

5 accomplished-by some other means, such as an indicaror light

8 that merely tells his a pump is running. ~

7 So he may now, once he looks at his flow

'8 indicator, divert his attention to something else.

9 Q Would you agree that the provision of flow

to indication is in some sense a recognition of the need to

11 rely upon the operator?

12 A (WITNESS WEREIEL) Yes. I think in the majority

- 13 of cases where we have an automatic initiation of a systes,

14 we would ask the operator to verify that the automatic
'

15 function has taken place. And this particular iten gives

18 his a much better idea that it has occurred.

17 Q Are you aware of any emergency procedures for

18 Three Mile Island Unit 1 that reqcire the2 operator to

19 manually control the flow of energency feedwater in the

20 level of the steam generator?

I 21 A- (WITNESS WER5IEi). I believe there are procedures

I
i 22 that require manual manipulation f or certain thi 4cs, but I

I
| 23 am not sure what they are.
|
'

24 Q So the flow indication instrument is needed for

25 acre than just verification of an -automatic start. It is

(
'
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1 needed to allow the operator to manually control the flow of

2 the systes; isn't that also correct?

3 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) No. I believe when he is

4 controlling thi system he would rely rore on his level

5 indication than flow indication. If he is trying to assure

6 that he has adequate water inventory, he is not going to --
|

7 he does not want to infer that he has adequate water

8 inventory based on flow. He is going to want to see th a t

9 level. So he will look at his level indicator.

10 In the initial steps of a transient, he is going

11 to want to make sure the system came on. Then subsequently

12 in the procedure he will wa nt to adjust his level.

- 13 0 nr. Weralel, can I just ask you: Have you ever

14 had occasion to operate an emergency f eedwater system or any
,

| 15 feedwater system in a nuclear power plant?

l

16 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) I have not, no.

!
t 17 DR. JORDAN: May I ask for a clarification. It is

18 something I should have asked Mr. Keaten and forgot to do.

| 19 Perhaps you can tell me.
!

! 20 The requirements in the long tera are for safety

21 grade modifications for initiation. Does that also mean

22 control? Is it automatic initiation and automatic control?
,

l

| 23 WITNESS WEE 5IEL: Yes, sir,.it is. Automatic
,

24 control is based on steam generator level.

25 DH. JORDAEa That will be -- that is the long

|

|
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|

1 tera?

2 - WITNESS WERMIEL: That is a long-tera

j 3 modification. There is currently automatic level control of

4 the level in th'e steam generator, that there is automatic

| 5 control and it does not meet the single failure criteria.

6 DR. JORDAN 'But it is separate from the -

| 7 integrated reliability -- from the --
:

8 WITNESS WEREIEL: It is pa rt of the integrated
i

t 9 con trol system righ t now.

I

10 DB. JORDAN: All right.
|

| 11 BY HR. POLLARD: (Resuming)
|
| 12 0 If I can direct your attention now to your
1

l.
|

- 13 testimony which begins on page IV, Roman numeral IV, and
|

I 14 continues onto the top of page V, where you are discussing

15 the staf f reviews of Westinghouse and Combustion Engineering

16 emergency feedwater systems.
~

17 Hy question is: Why was there no comparable staff

18 review of the BEW emergency feedwater systess?

19 A (VITNESS WEB 3IEL) As I recall, the reason for
i

20 that was that the BEV plants were being treated in a

21. separate f ashion by the Bulletins and Orders Task Force

22 because they were under the confirmatory shutdown order

1

; 23 requirements. And f or that reason, a different group was 1
i

1

24 exa mining those plants.

25 Q In the third. line on page V, where you say, "These

!
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1 studies were reviewed by the staff," are you referring to

2 the studies performed by BCW?

3 ( Pause. )

4 A (WITEESS WEEEIEL) I am sorry. Where are we?

5 0 We are on the end of the third line on page 5.

8 The sentence begins, "These studies were reviewed by the

7 staff." It is just a question of whether "these studies"

8 refers to studies performed by BCW?

9 A (WITNESS WEERIEL) Yes, it does.

10 Q And then the staff reviewed those BCW studies and
!

11 approved, you say, the methodology and the results. My

12 question is, how did the staff review of those BEW studies

. 13 differ from the review that the staff did for the

14 Westinghouse and CE plants?

| 15 A (MITNESS WEREIIL) I think Jim Curry can answer

18 that better than I, since he was one of the reliability
i

17 engineers that was involved in both tasks.

18 A (WIT'tESS CURBY) Well, essentially, the

l
19 Westinghouse and CE analyses or analyses of their auxiliary

| 20 feedwater systems was dose by staff members after

21 consultation vith plant personnel. The original BEW

| 22 analysis was reviewed by the staff. It was n9t actually
!

|

| 23 done initially by the staff, but the ECW analysis was
|

| 24 conducted with the sethodology and data provided to ECW by
!

25 the staff, and ~the staff sisply reviewed BCW's results,

|

|
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1 which for THI is the staff number, the far-left number that

2 I had previously given you on your line chart.

3 Q Well, then, it would be correct -- an I correct,

then, in assuth.~ng for the Westinghouse and Combustion4

5 Engineering studies it was the staff who developed the fault

6 trees or identified potential f ailure modes, whereas ih the

7 case of BCW plants the staff just looned at what BEW said

8 were the failure modes? Would that be one najor

9 dif f erence ?

10 A (WITNESS CUREY) Yes.

11 (Pause.)

12 C Hr. Werniel, on the bottom of page 5 of your

- 13 testimony, you say that - you have a sentence which reads,

14 in ites ones "Without specific criteria.and procedures for ~

15 an operator to follow to transfer to an alternate water

16 source, the primary supply could be exhausted and result in

17 pump: damage or a long interruption of emergency feedwater

18 flow."
!

19 Can you tell me, please, what were the specific

20 criteria and procedures which you either imposec or reviewed

21 for Three Eile Island Unit 17

I .22 A (WITNESS WEREIE1) I'do not recall the number of

23 the procedure, but I do recall seeing the steps described in

24 a particular "THI-1 operating , procedure that identified for

25 the operator the evolution to be undertaken to transfer to

AuaERBoM RepopmMG COMPANY,MC.
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1 alternate supplies if he has found that his primary source

2 is being depleted.

3 Q Well, were there any NBC criteria? Perhaps I can

4 give you an exa~mple of what I as trying to understand.

5 Suppose the Three Elle Island Unit 1 emergency procedure

8 said -- had set an alara on low condensate storage tank

7 level such that that would give the operator 20 minutes to

8 transfer suction of the pumps before pump damage would

9 occur.

10 What criteria has NRC developed to judge whether

11 20 minutes is an acceptable amount of time?

12 A (EITNESS WEREIEL) We applied the 20-minute time

: 13 based on, I believe, past experience and past knowledge that

14 aost operator actions can be taken within that time period,

15 so long as they are clearly defined. I do not know that'

16 there is anything magic about the 20-minute number.

17 C Did you have any criteria that would apply to the

18 alternate water sources, such as whe*Jer they should be

is seismically qualified or not?

20 A (WITNESS WERE!El) We do have a requirement that

21 if +2e primary supply of water to emergency feedwater

22 systems is not seismic, that the backup or a backup should ;

23 be.

i

24 C What are the backups for Three Eile Island Unit

25 17

|
!

|
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1 A (WITNESS WEREIEL) As I recall, one backup is from

2 the condenser hot well.

3 Q Is that seismically qualified?

4 A (WITNESS WEE 5IEL) No, that is not. The primary

.5 source at TEI-1 is.
|

8 And then there is a seismic backup from the tiver

| 7 water system. I do not recall the specific name of it, but

8 there is a river water connection to the suction side of the

9 pumps , and tha t is seismic.

10 (Pause.)

11 Q In other words, as f ar as NRC criteria go, if the

12 primary source is seismically qualified, your criteria

- 13 permit an alternate source which is not seismically

14 qualified; is that correct?

15 A [ WITNESS WEREIEL) That is correct.
|

|
16 0 And have you evaluated the effect of. reliabilityi

17 of the energency f eedwater system if it were connected to a

18 non-safety grade or non-seismically qualified water source?

| 19 A (WITNESS WERHIEL) The reliability studies that we
!

.2D have performed do not -- or are not affected by seismic
1

|

| 21 qualification of components. The probability of seismic
!

! 22 occurrences is lower generally than so many other potential
!

25 systes f ailures and therefore its weight in establishing a

j as point of reliability for the system, the weight of the
1

25 seismic qualification, is not very important. It just does

!
t
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1 not enter into most of the fault trees.

2 Q Okay. When -- excuse ae.
l

3 You say, if the primary supply could be exhausted

4 that this could resnit in pump damage or a long interruption

5 of emergency feedwater flow. Can you give se some estinats

6 of how long it would take to repair or replace the energency

7 f eedwater pumps if they were damaged because of a loss of

8 water supply?

9 A (VITNESS WERMIEL) I do not have any idea.

to 0 Well, certainly you must have some idea. Can it

11 he some idea. Can it be one hour or ten years or or.e week,

12 or --

13 52. TOUETELLOTTE: Mr. Chairaan, I would object to

14 that question. Again, he gave a straight answer, he did not

15 know. And now he is -- I do not understand the point of

.16 saying, oh, come now, surely you know, when he has said tha t

17 he does not know.,

18 3! 3R. POLLARD: (Resuming)

19 Q Can he put a range on how long it would take?

| 20 A (VITIESS WEREIEL) It is less than a weeks it is
i

; 21 acre than an hour. I think it would depend on what the
!

l 22 tamage is, whether it is merely bearing damage or whether

23 something else needs to be replaced relatively quickly. By
,

24 that I mean on the order of hours, as I recall.

25 Q So th en --
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1 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) I do not have a feel for the

2 particular pumps at TMT-1. I just do not know.

3 Q All I was really trying to do is try to get some

~~

4 parameters on-your phrase "a long interruption."

5 A (WITNESS WERNIEL) Okay. Okay. My phrase is

6 drawn from NUREG-0611, and I did not write that particular

7 item into 0611 and I do not know what the particular person

8 had in mind by "long." Certainly anything longer than the

9 20-minute period that has already been identified is

to starting to get into a realm of concern.

11 So hopefully you would establish energency

12 feedvater at least in 20 minutes.

13 0 Then, continuing on with the same iten, you refer

14 as to item II.A.2.d of your table, which I looked at, which

! 15 subsequently refers me to page C.1-8 of the restart safety

|
16 evaluation report with respect to the item covering revised

l

i 17 emergency procedures to assure proper transfer of energency
|
| 18 feedvater supply to alternate sources when required. The
|
'

19 SEP states that these procedures have been found acceptable

20 or at least, they say , "the staff has reviewed the revised

2' procedures and concludes that adequate operator instructions

?? have bawn included. Therefore, we conclude the Licensee has

| 23 satisfied our concern in this srea."
i

24 Did you do this review?'

'
~

25 A ('nITNESS WERMIEL) I assisted in it. So'ae other

|
|

N N N ANY,INC.
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1 review was done by another fellow.

2 Q So you actually reviewed some of the energency

3 p ro cedur es?

4 A (WI*EESS WERMIEL) I did look at certain things in

5 some of the emergency procedures, yes, sir.

Have6 Q And this SEE was published in June of 1980. ,

7 you reviewed any of their revisions to those procedures?
no, I have not.8 A (WITNESS WEREIEL) I do not --

9 Q Would future revisions to those procedures have to

10 be submitted to the staff for their approval?

11 A (VITNESS WERNIEL) I do not know.
.

12 (Pause.)

13 0 Can you describe for me, then, more specifically
.

14 what aspects of the procedures you were looking for in order

15 to decide that the procedures were acceptable?

-16 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) I was looking at the procedures

17 from the standpoint of this particular restart SE2. In

18 other words, a number of modifications had been identified

19 for laplementation and I examined some procedures to see

20 that the modifications had been incorporated in the

21 procedures as identified.

22 For example, the fact that flow indleation was

23 being provided leads one to believe it should now be

24 incorporated into the procedure for use by the operator. So

25 I looked at these to see that indeed it had been i

1

i

1
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1 incorporated. And the same is true for this ites.

2 But I did not look at the entire procedures and

3 look for acceptance of it.

4 (Pause.)
'

5 Q An I correct that acceptable procedures are a

6 requirement for the staff to recommend restart?
.

7 A (' WITNESS WERNIEL) Ihat is my understanding, yes.

8 Q But you do not believe it is necessary -- or if I

9 as misunderstanding whac you testified to, correct me. But

to you do not consider it nr.cessary to review revisions to

11 those procedures, nor is it necessary that any changes to

12 those procedures be approved by the staff before being

,

implemented?13

14 A (WITNESS SERNIEL) That is not what I said. .I a m

15, not looking at revisions to procedures. But ~I as under the

16 assumption that somebody at NRC is, in order to confirm what

17. we have just established, that emergency procedures are

18 important and should be in place at the time of restart.

19 Acceptable emergency procedures must be in place at the time

20 of restart.

21 Q In your personal view, do you think that there

22 should be a condition in the license which requires prior

23 staff approval before these particular procedures are

24 changed?

25 (Pause.)
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1 CHAIRMAN SMIIH: Do you mean that literally, a

2 legal standa rd of condition to the license, or

3 functionally?

4 ER. . POLLARD: I mean literally in the technical

5 specification a requirement, whether it is on this procedure

6 specifically or on all emergency procedures. I a2 focusing

7 on this one for the time being, whether or not this witness

8 believes that this procedure is important enough that there

9 ought to be some provision in the license that requires

10 staff approval before those procedures are changed.

11 EITNESS WERMIEL: I sa not real familiar with the

12 legal ramifications of the license and the tech specs..
I

13 BI 3R. POLLAED: (Resuming).
,

14 Q In your engineering view or your professional
i

15 judgment, are these procedures important enough that you*

!

|
16 think that they ought to be submitted to the staff for

17 approval before they are changed?

16 A (EITNESS HEREIEL) I think they are very important

19 and I would think that before such an ites as this, as the

20 instructions for transfer to alternate sources, before that

21 was deleted from a particular procedure, I think the NRC

22 should be aware of it and should have a review

23 responsibility for that, approving that.

24 I guess my answer is yes, then, if that is what JLt

25 takes to get the NRC to do that. I do not know that-that-is

; - - . ne.
+
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1 true. I understand IEE, the Office of Inspection and

2 Enforcement, routinely exaaines operating and emergency

3 procedures at operating plants. And again, I do not know

4 exactly what tkat review entails or what is done with it. I

5 just know that it is performed.

6 Q On page 6 of your testimony, iten II, you are

7 discussing the requirement for a 48-hour endurance test, all

8 emergency feedwater pumps. And then ites II.A.2.j of the

9 table in your testimony again refers ne to page C.1-8 of the

to restart SER. And the restart SER simply states that the

11 Licensee has committed to perform a 48-hour endurance test

12 prior to restart, and that the staff intends to review the

. 13 test procedure prior to the performance of the test, will
.

14 review the test results and the Licensee's analysis of the
.

15 test 'results prior to restart.

16 Has that test procedure yet been submitted to the

17 staff?

| 18 A (WITNESS WERUIEL) Not that I an aware ef.
|

19 Q Can you describe f or se the criteria that the!

20 staff would apply to decide whether the test procedure is

21 inadequate?

22 A (WITNESS WEREIEL) We ask that the pump be run for

23 48 hours. If I could refer to another document, I think I

24 can get a little more inf ormation on that.

25 (Pause.)

:
!

i

(
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1 A I do not have it here. But as I recall, we asked

2 that the pump be run for 48 hours continuously with no

3 interruption, in order to simulate a full load on the pump.

4 We ask that it ' opera te at design pressure, I believe. We

5 ask that th'ere be no external cooling other than what would

6 normally be provided to the pump. -

7 And we ask that the test be monitored in a fashion

8 who're we could verify that the pump bearing or bearing oil

9 temperatures are within acceptable parameters, that the pump

10 vibration is within acceptable limits, that the ambient

11 environment in the pump room is within acceptable limits.

12 Q Are there any requirements --

- 13 A (WITNESS WEREIEL) I believe tha t is it.

14 Q Are there any requirements that a test be done to
,

15 simulate loss of offsite power?

16 A (WITNESS WERHIEL) No, not this test. This is

! 17 aorely an endurance test for the pump.

18 Q Are there any requirements that during the test,

19 that the electrical power supplies for the redundant pumps

|
! 20 De disabled?
l

21 A (WITNESS WEREIEL) I do not recall anything like

22 that, no.

23 0 Well, let me just postulate a situation. Suppose

24 we were doing an endurance test on one actor-driven

25 emergency feedwater pump,~but that some support system for

ALSEReoW asPORnNG oGedPANY. INC.
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1 tha t pump, such as a room cooler, was powered from the

i
2 opposite emergency bus. Is it not possible then that during

i

j 3 an actuai accident, where you had a failure of one diesel
| ..

' 4 generator, that a pump which successfully passed the 48-hour

I 5 endurance test would not in fact run for 48 hours during a

e reel acciden't? -

( 7 A (MITNESS WEREIEL) It is conceivable that a power
i

! 8 failure may take out a room cooler if there is one required,
l

( 9 and this might result in an environment which would cause

[

! 10 the pump to fail. However, there is -- there are redundant

|
| 11 puass with redundant room coolers off secarate power

12 supplies which would he available.

- 13 0 Do you kncy that they are off separate power

,

14 supplies?
|

15 A ( WITNESS WEREIEL) I do not recall that there are

~

16 even roon coolers for THI-1. I just.do not resember.

I 17 Q The trouble is we are using an example. I don't

18 Xnow either.

to The point I as trying to get at is there is a

20 Regulatory Guide which the staff published back in 1973,

!

21 Regulatory Guide 1.41, which is entitled "Preoperational

22 Testing of Redundant Onsite Electric Power Systems to Verify

23 Proper Load Group Assignments." And in my questioning of

2s you on 'the criteria for this at-hour endurance test, I would
'

25 like to iaov why you think that a test in accordance with

i - e e . c.
(
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1 Regulatory Guide 1.41 could not or should not he

2 incorporated as psrt of the 48-hour endurance test?

3 A (WITNESS WEREIEL) I as not familiar with Reg

4 Guide 1.41 at-all. I believe we felt that th e test we have

5 asked f or adequately accomplishes our task for determining

6 the capability of these pumps to function over a 48-hour

7 tim e period.

6 (Pause.)

9 Q We will skip ahead a little bit to page 9 of your

10 testimony. The ites at the top of page 9 is this problem of

11 whether or not we can have any energency feedwater with a

12 total loss of AC power. Now, if I could direct your

13 attention, I assume that you have it there, the SEB, page

14 C.1-9, where the staff has described the course of the

15 review to verify that emergency feedwater system initiation

16 and operation is assured independent of any alternating

17 current power sources within at least two hours.

13 Then you describe how the licensee had originally

19 stated that the turbine-driven emergency feedwater pump and

20 all of its associated auxiliaries, flow paths,

21 instrumentation, will operate satisf actorily in the absence

22 of all alternating current power sources. But the staff

.23 went on to find in their review a way in which it was

34 dependent upon AC power, specifically, the air supply for

35 some-valves.
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1 2iven the difficulty -- perhaps you do not agree
.

2 with me. I have trouble phrasing the question. Would you

3 agree with me, it is scaewhat difficult to detect all

4 possible interEonnections between redundant trains,

5 especially in auxiliary systems, and that it might be usef ul

6 to combine the u8-hour endurance test with a test in the

7 case of the motor-operated pumps with all of the AC power

8 for the other train disabled, and in the casa of the

9 turbine-driven pump, with all AC power on the site disabled

to for at.least the first two hours of the 48-hour enduranco

11 test for the turbine-driven pumpi

12 A (FITNESS WER5IEL) I recall at new plants that we

. 13 do require a test of this kind prior to the plant receiving

14 a license. I do not know whether this particular. test is

15 being applied to TEI-1. But a simulated station blackout is

16 a test that we are implementing on a number of plants. And

17 it is something that I agree is -- provides valid

18 inf o rma tion .
!
l 19 Q Do you know of any analysis by the staff to even

| 2D consider whether a test sisilar to that described in Reg

21 Guide 1.41 should be included as part of the endurance

| 22 test?
i

23 A -(HITNESS WEEMIEI) I am nu c a ware of any, no.

L as (Pause.)
I

| 25 0 Well, on page -- to continue on with the
|

|
t

.

| - _ co . e.
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1 turbine-driven pump, on the top of page C.1-10 there is a

2 sentence that sayss "We have also verified that there are

3 no , additional AC power dependencies in the turbine-driven

energency feedw'ater pump flow path." How is that4

~

5 verification accomplished?

6 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) It was accomplished with the

7 information available on the system design provided in the

8 restart SER .

9 Q So that you --

10 ' A (WITNESS WERNIEL) Pardon ne. The restart

11 report.

12 Q The restart report.

~
- 13 So then you have assumed that the plant is in f act

14 constructed in the way that the restart report says it is?
.

15 A (WITNESS WERNIEL) Yes, I would assume that.

16 0 So that you have not considered any possibility

17 that the actual wiring of the plant diverges from the

la information you have?

19 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) There is always that

20 possibility, but we do not believe it exists.

| 21 0 But if it exists, it would be detected by such a

22 test as I have described, would it not?

- 23 A (WITNESS WEREIEL) Prosumably it would, yes. I

,
24 sigh.t amplif y that. There are certain surveillance tests

25 performed routinely on the turbine-driven pump and its pump
,

k
'

l
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1 train which might also identify that particular type of

2 fail * ahortcoming, where there was an AC dependency that

3 was not picked up.

4 0 Which' periodic tests are those?

5 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) Pardon me?

8 0 You say there are some periodic tests that would

7 pick this up?

8 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) Yes. Yes, there are periodic

9 functional or channel checks on the DC power initiation to

10 that turbine-driven pump. There are functional tests of the

11 valves themselves done on a periodic basis.

12 Q Well, yes. Can you describe to se how those tests

. 13 would disclose a dependency on AC power?
.

I 14 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) Well, you would -- if they are
l -

15 supplied by the DC power system, you would be using it to

| 18 cycle those valves. If they failed to cycle, you would know
t

17 you had a problem somewhere.

| 18 The same thing is true for the initiation circuit

19 that is off the DC power supply.

20 Q But at the time you are doing these tests the AC

21 power is energized, is it not?

22 A (WITNESS WERHIEL) I am not sure. I do not know

23 whether it is always energi=ei or not.

24 Q Okay. If we can go back -- I as sorry we took so

25 long on that -- back to page 6, item 3 on that page, where

i
|

|
,

O

|
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1 you are talking about level indication for the primary

2 emergency feedwater supply. And let me just see if I can

3 characterize what I understand from your complete testimony
.

4 on this item.'

On page 6 you describe the requirement. Then I go5 -

!
8 to Item II.A.2.1, which happens to be on page 21 of yo'ur

!

7 testimony, which tells me that the requirement was set prior

8 to the accident.

9 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) What that tells you is that

to there was level indication prior to the accident, but that

11 it is being upgraded.

t 12 C And it vill be met prior to restart, and that it
.

13 will be set after restart?*

14 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) What this is telling you --

15 oh, I see. That is a little confusir.7 The redundant level

to indication is not going to be in prior to restart. So the

17 " prior to restart" column would tend to be confusing, I

18 think.

19 Q And then --
|

20 A (WITNESS WERNIEL) I might just cross out that'

21 "yes" there.

22 Q Okay. We have three yeses. You are going to have

23 to tell as which one we are crossing out.

24 A (WITNESS WERHIEL) I would cross out the "yes" it

25 the prior to restart column. I would say that the yes in

M - N CotAMMY, INC,
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1 the prior to the accident column is indicating that they did

. 2 have condensate storage tank level in$1cstion, and that the

| 3 yes in the. post-restart or long-term column with the

I 4 asterisk would'~ indicate that there is an upgrade in the long

5 ters of that particular item.,

|
! 6 Q* So what would be in the column labeled prior to
1

7 restart,-a "no"?)
8 A (WITNESS WERMIEL) Nothing, blank, or the same res

I

9 that was in the prior to THI-2 accident. You might just

10 stick another yes in there without the aste risk .
,

11 This table got very confusing because we had

12 certain requirements that were met in some cases and set
|

13 part-vay in some cases and not met at all in other cases..

14 And as I went through this table I was trying to find a way

15 of conveying all this kind of information. And perhaps it
!
'

16 did not turn out to be the best way. But it was a

17 monumental task to try to assemble all this stuff and get it

| 18 straight in my own sind.
!

| 19 BY ES. WEISS (Resuming) *

l

1 20 Q Is part of the confusion in this table the f a ct
I ~

21 that you do not indicate when the requirement changed? I

j 22 find that a source of confusion in trying to interpret'

1

23 this.

24 A (WITNESS WERRIEL) All these requirements were
1

25 deve5oped' subsequent tc the THI-2 accident, with the~

,

!

i
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'1 exception of the items identified in the standard -- as part

2 of the standard review plan. Those have been in existence

3 for some time.

4 Q Rut,you just told me --

5 HR. BAXIER: Could we have clarification as to

6 what the changes to the testimony then --
,

7 CHAIRHAN SEITHz That is still in doubt.

| 8 WITNESS WEREIEL4 Okay. I would just take off the

9 asterisk from the yes in the prior to restart colusn for

(
! to Item II. A.2.1, which is entitled " Additional Short-Ierm

11 Recommendation 1a Primary EFW Water Source Level Indication.

12 DR. JORDANS For my information right now, on what

13 page was that?
.

14 WITNESS WEREIEL: On page 21. It is the second

| 15 iten from the bottom.
|

1s DR. JORDANS Yes. Now, my question is, II.A.2.iii

17 -- not II.A.

I

| 18 3ITNESS WEREIELs It is Table Item II. A.2.1. If

13 you follow the 3osan numers1, you have to go back.

20 DR. JORDANS Where do I get the "A"?

21 WITNESS VERRIEL You get the "A" on page 17.

22 DR. JORDANS That was my source of confusion.

23 WITNESS WEREIEL: Okay.

24 BY 55. WEISS (Resuming)

25 Q Let me make sure I understand that. I will just

ALDER 30m N COMPANY. INC.
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1 stay with II. A.2.1 on page 21, the one ve have been

2 discussing. You have a large column entitled

3 " Compliance / Implementation" and then three subcolumns:

4 " Prior to the.!3I-2 Accident," " Prior to Restart,"

5 "Po st-Be sta rt . "

s Now, when you indicate there was compliance prior
i

! y to the 73I-2 accident, as you do in this one, wouldn't that

8 always be compliance with criteria which have now changed?

'

s A (WITNESS WERMIEL) Yes, yes. I think that would

to be a true statement. It is , s a y , an upgrade in the

11 criteria.

12 HB. TOURTELLOTTE: Mr. Chairman, I need a
,

!
13 clarification. Hy understanding was that when one er the

14 other, either Mr. Pollard or 3s. Weiss, began on

15 cross-examination, they were coing'to carry through rather

|
16 than battering it back and forth. And what I see happening

17 here is one is asking a question and then another one is

te butting in and asking ano ther question . And it is very

19 difficult to follow and very difficult to know exactly what
!

! 23 it is I as supposed to be protecting my witness acainst.

21 CHAIR!AN S!!!Hs Usually it.has been helpful, when

22 one or the other in tervene to clarif y. If it is confusing

23 you, then I think they will try to be attentive to that

at probles.

25 53. 73URTIL10TTE: It is not a real technical

AL.osmeces aerontnes cow sec.
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1 objection. It is confusing me. I as having a hard time

2 following what is going on.

3 CHAIRMAN SHITH: When you have a convenient point,

we have two liEited appearance statements that4 are scheduled

5 for 5:00 o' clock. I believe that the persons are here for

6 tha t purpose.

7 ER. POLLARD: It does not matter that much, 3r.

8 Chairman. We can just stop right now if you like.

9 CHAIRMAN SEITH: It seems like this point has been

to -- we have scheduled f or public statements at 5 400 o ' clock

11 Ers. Phyllis Nelson, the President of the League of Women

12 Yoters of Greater York. Are you here, 'rs. Nelson?

. .13 !S. NELSON Yes.

14 CHAIRMAN SHITH And Mr. Larry Arnold. Mr.

| 15 Arnold, are you here ?

16 NR. ABNOLD Yes, sir.

17 CHAIRHAN SHITH All right. Does it satter to

18 either of you who goes first? 3r. Arnold is here. Hr.
I

19 Arnold will def er to Mrs. Nelson.

20 Mrs. Nelson, would you come forward to one of the

( 21 sierophones and make your statement? Do you ha ve extra --

| 22 do you have a written copy of your statement?

23 HS. NELSON 4 We have a copy for each of you.

; 24 CHAIRHAN SHITHz All right. Could you give us
|

| 25 four? It i .: very helpful to the reporter to have one, too.

|

|
ALDER 0cM N CotAPANY, DIC,
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1 ER. TOURTELLCTTE: Mr. Chairman, could my

2 witnesses take a break at this point?.

3 CHAIREAN SEITH: Yes.

4 (Pause.)
;

5

6

7

8 |

: 9
l

to
i

11

1
'

12

'
. 13

14
.

*
15

16
.

IT

'18

i

| 19

20
i

| 21
.

=
.

|

23

24

25

.

I

I

i
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1 LIMITED APPEARANCE STATE!ENT

2 0F PHYLLIS NELSON, PRESIDENT,

3 LEAGUE OF WOMEN YOTERS OF GREATER YCRK

4 CHA!REAN SMITH: Before you proceed, you have

5 civen us a statement which I think you are going to read.

8 MS. NELSON: Yes. .

7 CHAIR!AN SNITH You have also given us a summary

8 of the League of Women Voters of Greater York study of

9 evacuation planning of York County for Three Zile Island 1,

10 which I would assume that you are not going to read, because

11 it is rather lengthy.

12 35. HELSOya No, I as not going to read it. But

, 13 it is for your reference.

14 CHAIRHAN S3ITH So what we will do with the

15 vritten summary is we will read it, make sure that all the

! 18 parties to this proceeding have a copy of it, and serve it

17 on the record of the case. And the statement then, of

18 course, vill appear in the transcript of the case.
j

1

| 19 All right. Would you proceed, please.

f 20 MS. NELSON: Yes. Is the microphone okay now?

|

21 CHAIRHAN ,SEITHs Fine.

22 35. NELSON: I as Phyllis Nelson, President of the
|

23 League of Women Voters of Greater York. Sitting with me is

|

|
24 Dr. Mary Riskavich, the Chairman of our Evacuation

. e speak with the support of the League of WomenW25 Committee.

|
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1 Yoters of Pennsylvania and the league of Women Voters of the

2 United States.

3 The league is a grassroots organization whose

4 purpose is to s'tudy and act on governmental issues selected

5 by our membership. Our national board in 1978 made the

6 fo'11owing statemen t as part of our energy position: '

7 "Between now and the year 2000 while arriving at

8 long-tern energy strategies, the United States should

9 develop and use a six of energy sources. Reliance on

10 nuclear fission light water reactors should not be

11 increased. Special attention should be given to solving

12 waste disposal and other health and safety problems

- 13 associated with this energy source."

14 The league opposes, quote, " increased reliance on

15 nuclear fission," but recognizes its place in the nation's

16 ' energy six. However, state and local leagues may call for

17 the closing of operating nuclear power plants tocause of
i

| 18 specific nongeneric hesith and safety problems, with
|
! 19 permission from the national board. And we have had this
|

|

| 20 permission f rom our national board.
f

21 As part of our study of the TNI accident two years

22 ago, our local League examined the status of evacuation

23 planning briefly and found enough problems that we. felt it

24 important to set aside more time to explore its many facets
-

s

25 in depth. We saw that th e NRC-before the accident had only

1

M M CW. NC.
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1 provided guidelines, no regulations, for comprehensive state
!

2 and local planning of evacuation of th e ten-mile radius.

3 Since the accident, the county has been working on
'

| 4 a revision of tho skeleton plan drawn up during the crisis.

5 Townships and borotchs have been told responsibility of

6 getting tnair constituents out is ultimately theirs, and

7 aost of them are presently developing their own plans.
,

8 Emergency preparedness involves lining up and
i

l
t 9 training adequate numbers of key personnel. It requires

to radiation monitors, sophisticated communications systems,

11 public dissemination of i'nf ormation, sirens and

12 loudspeakers, ambulances, buses, medical teams, Eed Cross

- 13 involvement, shelters and the N a tional Guard. This project

14 is massive, complex and costly, but completely necessary if

15 nuclear reactors are going to be sited in areas with a

16 population of any sire around it.

17 A severe or worst case accident at a nuclear

18 facility such as T5I or Peach Bottom could result in the

19 release of radioactivity downwind for a variable number of

2n siles. For that reason, the vulnerable ecamunities

21 surro unding these reactors sust have the ability to evacuate

22 their homes, businesses, schools, et~ cetera, hefore the

23 potentisi plane or cloud of poisonous eases arrives. The

24 NBC estimates offsite releases could necur as soon as
. 25 one-half hour af ter such an accident, though not

|

N N CSBS earr.NBC. l
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1 necessarily.

2 Cur study of the evacuation planning of York

3 County for THI revealed many problems and shortcomings. .r.*

~

4 Randy Curry, the county energency management coordinator, is

5 handling a job one study estimated four to six people should

| 8 be assigned. In addition to these duties, he is in charge
1

7 of veterans services for the county. This, coupled with the

8 skeleton nature of the previous evacuation draf ts, leaves

9 large areas barely touched, developed or reviewed.

10 Other areas raise difficulties because of th e

11 significant numbers of people involved. To sention a few

12 No medical f acilities with trained personnel have been

- 13 specifically designed to handle radiation victims. Firemen

14 vill hose down people at reception centers who register

15 above normal radiation levels.

i 18 Approximately 2200 nursing home patiente are to be

17 transported to Hanover Hospital or Southwestern or Hanover

|
18 High Schools in TATA buses, many with seats removed, and

19 ambulances from the community.

20 Both trcasportation - and personnel shortcomings

21 overwhela the plannisc efforts at the school district

22 level. Some of the ' findings of the school district review

| 23 are summarized as folloess

.2w Public. school, 23,548; private, 500; plus

| 25 additional. stivate school students that we could not
!
,

6 N coMNefY.1MC.,
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1 enumerate. The total within the ten-sile limit are 22,048,

2 Additional children within the 20-alle limit ares Public

3 school, 21,902; private, 2,455; a total between 10 and

4 20-mile limit-of 24,357.

5 Approximate total number of children within 20
,

I

| S. miles is 48,405. The number of buses within the ten-sile
|

7 limit are 199. The additional buses within the 20-sile

8 limit are 105. The total number of school buses are 30a;

9 nearly 160 students per bus if only one trip were made.

10 This of course is impossible, since buses carry at the most-

11 only 160 students.

12 Private schools it. York City virtually have no

. 13 buses. There are approximattely 10,000 children involved in

14 this group. fork City school children will under current

i 15 plans merely be told to walk home.
|

16 Some of the superintendents were unaware of their

17 responsibility to transport students from private schools.

,

is It was their assumption that the district that brought then

19 in wonid pick them up. This is not the case.

2D An area of grave concern is the amount of time

21 needed to call la bus drivers. See Summary Table a.

22 The Department of Education has done little to

43 pro vide guidelines. There has been little cooperation

2a.beteeen municipalities and school districts, all of whoe

25 maintain their autonomy 12 the case of an emergency. In

samunom ampomass commm. ac.
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1 some cases townships and school districts are going to be

2 evacuated to different loca tion nters. Parents have not

3 been informed where their children will be taken in case of

4 an energency.- 'And this is two years af ter the accident.

5 No medical f acilities with trained personnel have

' 6 been specifically designed to handle radiation victins. The

7 two hospitals in the area can handle no more than a

8 relatively small number of victims. Any serious accident

9 with a large release could not be accommodated for.
.

10 The list of nursing personnel is an old list

11 established in the past for any general energency such as a

12 flood. No wr tten comments from people on the list for

- 13 radiation energencies has ever been attempted to be
.

14 gathered.

.

15 According to the Director of the Maryland

16 Department of Health, Dr. Benjamin White, the plan as quoted

17 any be relying on assets that the Maryland Department of

( 18 Health does not have. The county has apparently not checked

|
' 19 with the Earyland department. Earyland has no air

20 evacuation or ambulance equipment set aside.

.

21 Other problems include a lack of training due to

22 the volunteer nature of jobs involved; threat of

~23 unavailability due to the volunteerism, as well as the

L2s difficulties attendant to such an accidents and lastly, the

JE . inevitably of telephone and radio communication tie-ups.
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1 Popula tions around T5I. York County alone, five

2 miles, 10,380. In the five counties around THI, it is

3 27,577; ten siles, 38,460 in York Ocunty, five counties
~

4 141,665. The-20-mile radius 235,665 in York County;

' 5 1,856,371 in the five-county area.

8 Conclusions of our study. As a result of our
~

7 study, a membership consensus lWV of Greater York supports

8 IUREG-0654 revised as the minim um set of standards. At th e

9 present time local sunicipalities are not sufficiently

to informed of its requirements. Guidelines provided by a

11 utility-hired and county-supported company do not cover all

12 aspects of NUREG standards at this time.

13 Ee do not support -- I mean, we do support a full
,

14 20-mile plan rather than a 10-mile plan. Given the number
,

i 15 of political subdivisions in York County, it is felt that
|

16 coordination of a plan would be extremely difficult and the

17 utmost cooperation is called for.

!

| 18 Our areas of specific concern are with the
1

19 difficulty of evacuating school children because of the lack

2D of sufficient numbers of school buses and drivers. The(
21 roads of York County are inadequate during rush hour, much

22 less during a mass evacuation.

.23 There was also concern that the county plan is

24 based on the assumption that 50 percent of the population

=2s would evacuate on its own and that resultant plans are based

|
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1 on evacuating one-half the number of people living here.

2 There is strong opinion that there is not adequate personnel

3 or equipment to ef fectuate an evacuation.
'

4 Eost firemen in our area are volunteer and work at

5 other jobs during th e d a y . The population does not knovj

'6 what they are suppoced to do or where they are supposed to

7 go in case of an emergency.

8 Because of the many inadequacies in the evacuation

9 plannlag in York County and because of the lack of adequate

to personnel and equipment to coordinate and effectuate an

11 evacuation of Yori County, the league of 'Josen Voters of i

12 Greater York oppocos the reopening of TMI Unit 1 at thi s

- 13 time.

14 The league does not support or oppose the use of

15 nuclear power. Our greatest concern is for the safety and

te protection of the population. On March 28, 1979, the local,

17 state and f ederal governmen ts a woke to the fact that th ey

|

18 had no effectual plans to help evacuate their people, the

19 result of which could have been and may be disastrous'.

30 Our study revealed a paucity of improvements in

21 the two years since the accident and many very serious

22 problems still exist. The specifics of our study can be

23 seen in the summary accompanying our statement. A PE"A

24 study done in early~ January concurred.
i ,

25 Thank you.
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1 CHAIREAN SE!TH: 3:s. Nelson, we just read and

2 listened to your statement. We have not had an opportunity

3 to read the summary.
'

4 HS.-NELSON: Yes.

5 CHAIREAN S5ITH: Your appearance here is very

8 timely. Beginning this week, possibly likely to be
-

7 Thursday, we ate going to begin receiving evidence on

8 emergency planning, offsite emergency planning, including

9 evacuation problems. There are 'several Intervenors in this

to area who are presenting evidence and cross-examining

11 witnesses, including one group, Anti-Nuclear Group

12 Representing York, that ic very active in this area, the

13 area of evacuation.

14 I do not know if you knew that. But I want to

15 invite you to come here and to be of whatever assistance you

18 might be to the Intervenors- The inf ormatica you gave us

17 cannot directly be used as evidence. It can only suggest to

18 the Board sad to the parties areas in which the evidence can

19 be generated and developed.

2D If you have -- we vill also be having a session on
|

'

21 that subject matter on Saturday, the 4th of April.

| 22 If you have extra copies of both the statement and

23 the summary, it sight be. helpful if we had them. It would

24 he auch faster to give those copies to the interested

|
| 25 parties than it would be to put them in the normal service

I

i
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1 route. In addition to that, however, we would serve them in
.

2 the docket of the case .

3 Do you have extra copies of the summary and the

''

4 statement? -

5 NS. NELSON: Yes. How asny extra copies would you

6 like? We have several. We of course have very limited

7 funds and ropying is sometimes a problem for us.

8 CHAIRNAN SEITH: Well, you certainly want to keep

9 them for your records, some. Whatever you can spare, three,

to four.

11 MS. N E1SO N : Yes, we have that many.
.

j 12 I do not understand why our testimony cannot be
l

13 used as evidence. Can you explain that to me?

14 CHAIRNAN SMITH 4 Yes, ma'an. This is an
i

15 adjudicatory hearing, and it has two aspects to it which are

I
i 16 peculiar to the NRCA
|

17 One is that we have parties to the proceeding who

18 present evidence in the traditional way, witnesses coming

19 under oath, testifying as to matters in which thay are

20 directly knowledgaable or expert in or somehow have the

21 competence to testify. And we also receive exhibits.

22 Then the other process is exactly what you are

23 doing. That is, from members of the _public who are not
,

i
24 parties to the proceeding, you can come and express your

|

25 views and cire information which might lead to the

m.osioon nerosmus conson. mec.
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1 development of evidence.

2 Now, as you acted, you did not appear here under

3 the sponsorship of any party, and you vere not sworn as a

4 witness.
'

.

5 55. NELSON: Yes.

6 CHAIRRAN SHITH: Even if you were sworn as a ;

7 witness, there say be some questions about how do you happen

8 to know some of thik information that you are giving us. So

9 there are many complications in receiving directly as

- 10 evidence upon which a finding can be made statements of the
<

11 public.

12 And that is exactly the reason why I as pointing

. 13 out to you that there are parties to this proceeding who de
14 have the standing in the case to present competent

|
15 evidence. And I am suggesting that you might he helpful to

16 those people.

17 MS. HELSONs Okay, fine. We would be glad to give

18 them copies of our statement and our summary.
!

! 19 CHAIRMAN SEITH: Just a souent.

20 (loard conferrinc.)

21 CHAIR 5AN SMITH: Tes. As a matter of fact, just

22 coming into the room right now is !s. Gail Eradford, who is

23 the lead Intervenor on the very subject that you are talking

24 about. And you might want to share your information with-

.

L 28 her.
!
1

I
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1 "MS. NELSON: She would be able to get any --

2 CHAIRMAN SMITH 4 She is a party to thei

r ,

'

l
| 3 proceeding. As such, if she meets sii of the other j

| 4 requirements of' the case, she is permitted to produca on the

5 record -- produce into evidence rewoetent testimony and

6 evidence. .

|
1

l 7 MS. NELSONS Okay, fine. Thank you.

8 CHAIRNAN SMITHS Sure.

9 55. NELSON: Thank you very such.

10 CHAIREAN SHITH: Mr. Arnold.j
.

| 11 <

12

. 13

'

14
i

i 15
~~

.16
|
'

17

18

19

20
!

| 21

22
,

!
.

| 24
|

E

|
1
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l
1 LIMITED APPE.'iEANCE !

;

2 STATENENT OF LAPRY ABN01D

3 MR. ARNOLD: Our name in Larry Arnold. We are

4 currently a res'ident of Harrisburg, Pennsylvania at 1025

5 Elddle Lane.
|
|

6 I would like to thank the Board for this

y opportunity to appear before you in this fashion, and begin

8 by acknowledging what we believe to be 5etropolitan Edison's

9 sincere attempt to supply a needed consodity to its

10 thousands of customers in a manner that they feel is both

11 efficient and safe.

12 He believe 1.t is wise that we share with you a

13 couple minutes' worth of our background to give you a basis

* 14 on which to hear the following testimony. He studied

15 sechanical engineering at Pennsylvania " Laf a yette College and
,

i

16 worked about five years in the electrical engineering

17 profession.

! 18 He began investicating Three Eile Island in 1974.

! 19 In 1977 we appeared bef ore the Atomic Saf ety and Licensing

2D Board on Unit 2 at TEI. We warned that Board of a Class 9

21 sulti-modo f ailure at Three Eile Island Unit 2. Hr. Luton,

|
22 quote: "Your craments are unworthy of consideration."

23 That same . rear we stood in the control roca in
24 Unit 2 and pointed out to' Metropolitan Edison employees that

25 the control room had, in our view, serious design f ailures

mannom nesonnus conspeerr. sc.
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1 and problems, and it was. hot capable of handling a

2 aulti-mode Class 9 ac=isent.

3 Jack Herbein, who probably knows more about Three

4 Hile Island, or at that time knew more about Three 511e

5 Island than anyone, told us that our concerns were

j 8 unfounded.
~

7 In 1978 we wrote an article for a local

8 publication entitled "Heltdown" in which we detailed in a

9 considerable number of stages a Class 9 accident at Unit 2.

10 Hetropolitan Idison responded by calling that article

11 distorted, sensational, not true. In essence, Het Ed called

12 us a liar.

- 13 In 1979 we informed the Kese.ty Commission that

14 dancer at THI was not over and that T!'I-1,. s hould no t , based

15 on our track record and that of Het Ed 's as well, should not

16 be restarted. They again chose to discount our views.

17 Popularly, if one is given three strikes one is
I.

18 out. 26tropolitan Edison has had its three strikes and in

! 19 our view it should be out of the ballgame.
l
! 20 . Dace in a while we are given a fourth opportunity,

21 and the members of this Board we feel o.ro that opportunity.

22 You have been charged with determining the saf e operation of

| 23 THI Unit 1. And.in our view the annagement's attitudes and
!

24 stance regardAns_public safety in operation are a cruciall

25 part of that char 7e.

!
|

| = assam asiasmme co-w.mc.
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1 We would like to share with you our personal

2 experience which has not been ei.tered on th e record anywhere

3 else heretofore. A few weeks ago Victor Stello, NRC Office
'

4 of Operations; was quoted in "The local Patriot" evening

5 navspaper s s saying if he had any reason to believe that the

6 operating utility a t TRI -- tha t is, Eetropolitan Edison --

T had ever intentionally misled the public and th e 3RC , h e

8 would strongly urge the revocation of the operating license,

9 thereby affecting the THI-1 restart. We sincerely hope tha t

10 the Board would concur with this cemmendable stance.

11 He also said if he had known at the time of the

12 a cciden t that the containment at THI-2 was undergoing

- 13 cladding melting, he would have ordered an evacuation.

14 On the morning of March 28, 1379, when we heard

15 about the accident at 9:23 in the morning, unlike most of

16 our colleagues who had concerns about Three Nile Island we

17 vent directly to the site. We felt it was important ti do

18 so to get as auch firsthand information as we could abou*.

Is the accident that was then unfolding.

20 Se had opportunitr shortly thereaf ter to talk to a

|

21 site safety control officer vno had been evacuated from the

l 22 Island. He was visibly scared. We will never force: the

.23 . fear that was etched in his face that morning as he began to

3s tell as what had happened and what was happening on the
j

i 25 Island.

|

ataansom mapoemme om,sec.
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1 He told us temperatures had exceeded 2,000 degrees

2 Fah renheit. He told us the cladding was deteriorating in-

3~ the core. He described to us a rirconium-water reaction.

~

4 that was occurring that morning.

5 Sho rtly thereafter, we were ordered by a

6 Netropolitan Edison public information officer to leav~e the

|
. 7 visitors cantor. They were going to lock it up and hold

8 discussions among their high-ranking employees, including

9 Jack Herbein, who had just flown in from Reading. The same

to information officer, as an aside, had earlier told us he

11 would be willing and very happy to drink plutonium-laced

12 water.

- 13 Anyway, shortly after noon Jack Herbein came out

14 and assured all of us, reporters, journalists and interested
.

15 bystanders, that things on the Island were indeed'under

16 control, th a t there was no significant damage, and that TMI

17 Unit 2 would be back on line in, quote, "a few days." Only

ta later did all of us learn at that very moment we were being

19 irradiated by radioisotopes that were being vented from the

29 Island.

21 Obviously we were perplexed. Jack Herbein's

02 _ statements were wholly inconsistent with what we had been

23 told earlier that morning by the site safety control

as officer. We looked at that inf orm an t, said , who is right,
b

25 sto is on the level, who is giving the public the truth.

|
;

!
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1 The quote that we were given by that site safety control

2 officer was: "Herbein does not know what the fuck he is

3 talking about."
~

4 It is beyond our comprehencion that Jack Herbein

5 did not have the opportunity to learn the true state of TMI

| 6 that mo rnin g. If he did not know, then Metropolitan ~

t

7 Edison's top management was incapable then to deal with an

8 operating event at the Island. If he did know, then the

9 only reasonable conclusion t'aat we can propose to this Board

to is that he consciously lied to the public.

11 Either way, his public stance we believe is

12 consistent with Netropolitan Edison's policymaking

13 procedures. It say be good for profits and it may be good-

14 for the shareholders' dividends, and it is surely great for

15 the corporate laage. But as far as public concern and

15 public safety goes, it stinks.

17 If Three Hile Island Unit 1 restarts and another

is Barch 28, 1979, type episode begins, what f aith , what

! .

trust.and what guarantee,do we have, do you19 belief, what

20 people on this Board have, that their response is going to
l

21 he any different from what this region experienced in 19797

22 Af ter all, in 1977 ther told the itonic Safety and

|

|
22 Licensing Board on Unit 2 within minutes evacuation offsite'

!

! 24 would begin of fsite in the event of a serious malfunction.

25 That did not happen, as you individuals well know, and it

i
!

ALDERSON REPoRDMG COMPANY. INC.
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1 was not un til six d a ys la te r tha t. the public at large were

; 2 given any kind of comprehensible and reasonably dequate

I
i 3 evacuation plans, as the York League of Women Voters

~

4 addressed just before us toda).

5 We have seen in our years of involvement with

8 Hetropolitan Edison's top management at TMI no sincere'

7 change in the attitudinal stance by Metropolitan Edison or

| 8 GPU officials regarding how they deal with the public and
|

9 Three Eile Island. Therefore, we can only recommend and

10 humbly request that you accept this within your charge.

11 The concern of Metropolitan Edi' son for safety as

12 it pertains to the population, not to security and guarantee

- 13 of their 6arnings, does not entitle them, did not entitle

14 them in 1974, in 1977, in 1979, and not now in 1981, to

| 15 operate a nuclear facility in south-central Pennsylvania.r

!

18

17
.

18,

|

, 19
l

I m

21
.

22

23

24

25

|
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1 You are about to consider another charge within

2 your overall charge about 73I, and that regards warning and

3 evacuation. You have just indicated earlier, and this would
,

4 apply to us, aE well, because we are not legally charged and

5 sworn in to testify, that our consents to this Board have

6 less of an impact or are less worth of consideration,'

7 perhaps.

8 In 1977, before your colleagues on the Unit 2

9 Board, Hetropolitan Edison called the Dauphin County civil

to dafense director to testif y on evacuation planning in the

11 event of a major energency at the Island. He was qualified

12 and sworn in as an expert witness. He on that stand in

- 13 testimony said that once given a~ notification of a

14 significant accident at the Island that would involve*

15 offsite measures, he could evacuate everyone in the 4.0

16 maximum hypothetical accident radius in 20 minutes. That is

.
17 about 17,000 people that he guarantees he could move out in

|
18 20 minutes.

19 Now, that is a danned lie. Maloy knew it at the

20 time. He admitted to it later. Yet that kind of

21 information is entered into the record for people such as

| 22 you to make a deter 'ination on the public safety and health.

!

! 23 of hundreds of thousands of people.who live in a dangerous

|
24 zone surrounding Th ree Elle Island .

,

l

| 25 Another item that we would lite to just mention is
I

l

I
|

| -

AulWISoM REPopmMG COMPANY. MO.
|
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1 that of psychological stress, one that, as you people knov

2 well, has raised a great deal of controversy. We worked on

3 the THI Census Tess after the accident. We came in contact
~

4 with a number--- several hundred people living in the u.8

5 mile radius around the Island. We saw the kind of

8 psychological stress that those people had experienced, and

7 in many cases we know that that psychological stress is

8 still ongoing. We will return to this point in our

9 conclusion.

10 One other iten we would like to address, and that

11 is the area of responsibility, specifically the NEC's

12 ability to respond to the charge given it by Congress. We

. 13 have consistently found a lack of long-range in tisate

14 commitment to the probles that Three Mile Island poses to
,

.

15 this area.

18 In 1977 the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board, Mr.

17 Luton and his crew, came and went. Jack Herbein has come

18 and cone. Walter Kreutz, President of Metropolitan Edison,
|

| 19 was tLare but has gone. The Keseny Commission has come to

|

|
20 our area and they have gone. Harold Denton has come and

!

|
21 gone. John Collins has come and gone. Coamissioner Hendrie

!
l 22 has come and gone, and, inconceivably, he has come back

l 23 again.

24 But Three !ile Island, in a long, horrendous

25 record of management attitudes, remains here where we and

i
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1 thousands of grieved, threatened, betrayed, lifelong

2 residents aust continue to deal with the nuclear nightmare

; 3 sitting in our sidst.
|

4 Gentlemen and indy, we are not going to leave here

5 t od a y , leave this situation without placing on your i

6 shoulders the responsibility f or what befalls the residents

y here, Three Elle Island Unit 1 in the future. We place on

8 your shoulders and in your consciousness the responsibility

e for your decision on THI-1 restart.

to We know that your innermost being realizes the

11 consequences of restarting Unit 1 and you know that it

12 should not really be allowed. You cannot escape that inner

, 13 knowing, regardless of what you say and write in your'

14 determination, regardless of where you go on this planet.

15 We hope you have enjoyed your stay here in south
i

16 central Pennsylvania and have f ound it a reasonably pleasant

17 one considering the charge that has befallen you.

18 Let us close with a statement similar to the one
|

to that we left with the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board on'

!

20 Unit 2 in 1977, four years ago. We cited several instances,
i

21 quotes by nuclear engineers and AEC and NRC spckespersons

22 who talked about luck regarding the operation of nuclear

23 power plants. There is not expertise, there is not quality

24 control, there was not operational performance, but it was
t

| 25 luck that again and again was cited as the saf eguard in

I

i
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1 nuclear power plant opera tion.

2 Since then, the residents of this area have indeed

3 had more luck. If TEI can be likened to a cat, its nine

~

4 lives have run out. Please do not give them a tenth chance

5 ot rely on luck by allowing Metropolitan Edison to restart

6 Unit 1. Luck has indeed run out, in our view. There l's no

7 basis and luck is no basis to run a lif e and

8 land-threatening industry.

9 We would like to share with you an observation

to that we made at your previous public hearing at the Willian

11 Penn Museum. Those who testified in f avor of restarting THI

12 Unit 1, almost without exception, once their testimony was

13 presented to this Board left the room. Those who opposed in-

14 their statements the restart of Unit 1, almost without

15 e xcep tion, stayed.

16 That is indicative of the attitude that we have

| 17 seen for the last seven years regarding TEI. The people who

18 have a vested interest in their homes, in their security and

19 in their heritage in this area are the ones who stay behind

20 to fight. Those who look at the issue of TEI in teras of

21 economics sake their statements and then generally leave the

22 area. We would ask you to give consideration to the people

23 who have to stay and their viewpoints and why they must make

24 them.

25 The events yesterday prompt us to make this' final

ateenson aspoemme commew, mac.
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1 statement to the Board. For the record, President Reagan

2 was the target of an attempted assassination yesterday. The

3 psychological stress that we have observed in thic area and

4 the general laEalance inflicting a large sequent of a

5 population will come together if Three Mile Island Unit 1 is

6 authorized to restart, in the same fashicn that President
l
'

7 Reagan found himself confronting yesterday.

8 We predict, as we did in 1977-1978 regarding Unit

9 2, that if Unit 1 is authorized to come back on line,

10 employees of Metropolitan Edison are going to find

11 themselves the target of assassination attempts. That must

12 be part of your consideration when you make the

. 13 determination of the f ate of Unit 1 at Three Eile Island.
,

14 This is not a threat; it is slaply a statement
i
L 15 from our parception which comes from a very accurate and

18 long track record. We do not believe this has been entered

17 into the record heretofore, and we sincerely, very sincerely

18 ask that you consider it with all your heart and soul.

*

19 There are people in this area, se are firmly

|ic convinced, who will be pushed to that extreme measure if

21 they feel it is necessary to protect their lives and their

22 investments and their security and sanity. An act~of

23 violence may in many people's eyes not be viewed as one of

24 sanity.

25 The attack on President Res;an-certainly cannot be

ALSWWON N CoedPAstY. #0C.
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1 viewed in that way, but it did happen, and we are very ,

2 sincerely convinced that that same type of episode will be

3 ochoed here against those individuals who are most
'

4 intimately ingo'1 red in the operation functions at Three Hile

5 Island if Unit 1 is allowed to come back on line.

6 Thank you for your attention. If you have any

7 questions, we wonid be delighted to share whatever insights
.

8 we can with you, at this moment or in the future.

- 9 CHAIRMAN SHITH: Thank you, Mr. Arnold.

10 Ms. Bradford, did you have an opportunity to talk

11 to Mrs. Nelson?

12 55. GAIl BRACFORD Just briefly, sir.

- 13 CHAIRBAE SHITH: Okay. Would you -- ! as sorry,

14 were you going to say something?

15 55. GAIL 3RADFCEDs I was just reacing this

18 material from the league of Women Voters, and ANGEY would

17 like to enter it into th e record. Would you explain what

18 would be necessary?

19 CHAIRM AN SEITRa I cannot, is. Bradford. I do not

30 know anything about the statement, the summary. You are

21 talking about the summary now. The statement has been

22 received. It is part of the trat' script. The summary is

23 going to be served.

24 ! think you know 'now that the sta tements from

15 seabers of the public cannot be used as evidence, direct

.
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1 evidence upon which we can maKe a finding of fact. I do not

2 know what the summary contains. I do not know what the basis

3 for it s. I do not know what the me thod o f ma kin g the

4 polls were, wha't that was or anything else, so I simply
'

| 5 cannot give you advice on it. It is just too general a
!

~

6 question.

7 Do you understand? I have not seen it other than

8 to look at it.

9 DR. LIITLE: We just got it.

10 CHAIRMAN SMITH: 'This soment.

11 MS. GAIL BRADFORD: Yes, sir, I understand.

12 CHAIRHAN SHITRs I will to the limit of our
.

13 ability, however, the limit"of our ability and

14 r.ssponsibility as judicial officers, answer specific*

! 15 questions that you might hav'e on it, and we vill read it
16 ourselves and determine whether it raises any issues which

17 the Board on its own should pursue or any questions that we

18 should have when the cognizant witt.ess comes to testify.
,

l

19 That is one of the important purposes of public
|
|

! 20 appearance statements. It does suggest questions that the
|

21 Board and parties can ask of witnesses and it does suggest

.22 areas where the1 record might be incomp'.e t e. But I raise it

23 now in particular because of your standing as an intervenor,
-

24 of your interest in the statement by tne League,of Women

25 Yoters and-with the thought that it might be helpful,

ausanoon nerosmme company, sec.
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1 MS. GAIL BRADFORD: Thank you, sir.

2 CHAIRMAN SHITHs Mr. Pollard, do you want to

3 continue this evening or would you prefer to adjourn?

4 B R . - P'O LLA R D 4 I hope my views are similar to the

S witnesses. I would not mind adjourning.

8 CHAIREAN SEITHt Okay.
-

7 (Board conferring.)

8 CHAIRMAN SEITH: Ms. Bradford, before you leave,

9 you were not here when Ms. Ctraube reported to the Board as

to to the sequence of the evidence presentation. Have you been

11 in cosaunication with the parties on that, on offsite, the
%

12 sequence of offsite emergency planning?

- 13 ES. GAIL BRADFORD: I discussed it with Es.
.

14 Straube and Mr. Gray.
,

15 CHAIREAN SHIIHs Apparently you have received --

16 today? .

17 BC. GAIL BRADFORDa I spoke with Er. Gray today
i

18 and Mr. Straube yesterday.

is CHAIRMAN SHIIH So I commend to you the reading

|
20 of the transcript today, this afternoon unless you feel

;

|
21 confident that you have received the see information from

I
i 22 Es. Straube that we have.
|

23 ( Board conf e rring-. )

Ja CHAIREAN SEITHs Ok a y., yes. Sr. Brenner has
|

25 .1 prepared from his notes f rom the oral presentation, not from

= - napomos compasw. mc.
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1 the transcript, the order in which 5s. Straube reported they

2 vould be proceeding with their witnesses, so we vill give

3 tha t to you.

4 Mr.'Haxter.

5 HR. BAITER: Before we adjourn, I wanted to see if

~

6 ve can get some informal assessment of when we might be
|

1
7 getting to offsite emergency planning based on today's

8 progress. After Mr. Weraiel and Mr. Curry, we have Mr.

9 Rouson, is that right?

10 (Board conferring.)

11 CHAIBRAN SHITH: All right. Could you give us an

12 estimate, Hr. Pollard and Ms. Weiss, of your total cross
,

13 examination plan? What do you think remains f or tomorrow?

14 Did Ms. Bradford lea ve ?

15 H3. BAITER: Yes.

| 16 ES. WEISS: I would estimate about another five

17 hours.

| 18 CHAIB5AN SEITH: All right.

19 H5. WEISS: But I do not-have a whole lot ofj

20 confidence in that and it has pretty wide uncertainty limits.
.

21 (Laughter.)

| 22 ER. BAITER: At least we are not going to be
1

23 starting first thing Tuesday morning.

24 CHAIREAN SEITH: It would seem to me that we are

25 - coing to reach emergency 'anning, perhaps, Thursday

f-
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1 afternoon or perhaps earlier, but I doubt it.

2 If there is nothing f urther this evening, we will

3 ad.journ until 9:00 a.m.

4 ( Wh er'eupo n , at 5st40 p.m. the hearing was

5 adjourned, to reconvene at 9:00 a.m. the following day,

8 Wednesday, April 1, 1981.)
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